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Bulldogged?

INSIDE:
A detailed look aisKentucky's past 200 years
is featured in today's
t issue. Special section

MSU students fight
elimination of rodeo

SPORTS:

By CYRUS AFZALI

Marshall County and
Paducah Tilghman
were both winners in
First Region tournament action Wednesday night. Page 10

Murray Locipor & Times Staff Writer

THURSDAY
March 12
CANDY &LATHERS/Ledger & Times photo

WORLD
BEIJING — Official media
today trumpeted a major victory
for senior leader Deng Xiaoping
and other reformers. Page 3

STATE
UNIONTOWN — A body found
in the Ohio River near Uniontown was identified as one of
seven people missing since their
boat sank six weeks ago. Page 3

SPORTS
Delaware, Robert Morris and
Georgia Southern aren't exactly
Duke, Indiana and Kansas.
However, these small schools
will be joining the big boys in
the NCAA tournameni Page 10

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — A nearly
party-line vote against President
Bush's tax plan clears the way
for final Senate action on a newly trimmed Democratic middleclass tax cut that is headed for a
veto. Page 3

FORECAST
Tonight: Clearing and cold. Low
20 to 25. North wind around 10
mph. Friday: Mostly sunny.
High around 40.

Bob and Opal Gale play bingo at the Knights of Columbus weekly bingo game Tuesday night.

Hot game now a hot issue
By CANDY MATHERS
Murray Locipar & Times Staff Writer

Bingo has become a hot issue in
Kentucky since a recent circuit
court ruling and a decision by the
attorney general that the laws legalizing bingo for charitable organizations are unconstitutional.
Kentucky's constitution makes
games of chance illegal. It took a
constitutional amendment to create
the state lottery, and a similar
amendment is likely in order to
legalize bingo and other charitable
gaming organizations.
A proposed amendment, Senate
Bill 321, requires charitable gaming operations to register with the
lottery corporation, pay a fee and
pay 6 percent of gross proceeds.
The House today passed a similar
proposed amendment.
"We don't like giving up six percent of our profits to some corn-

mission," said Vera Petretta, an
avid bingo fan who travels 31
miles each Tuesday to play in Murray since Tennessee outlawed bingo over 21/2 years ago.
"What's wrong with these bingos! Tell them to leave it alone —
they're okay. As soon as the government comes in and tries to regulate it — it goes to pot," Petretta
said.
"Our club over in Tennessee did
so much for charity and now
they've run out of money because
they can't make enough so they
had to let the charity go to pot,"
said Opal Gale, who travels with
her husband Bob to play.
Currently all that is required for
bingo operators in •Kentucky is to
register with county clerks.
To be accepted as a registered
bingo operator the charitable organization must fill out a tax-exempt
form stating their tax-exempt num-

ber, and provide records showing
that they have been exempt from
taxes for five years or more.
In Calloway County there is only
one legally registered bingo
operation.
Proponents of government regulation of bingo complain that
there are too many illegal professional bingos around and they act
as gambling casinos competing
with charitable organizations.
"I think it's great. I think it
needs to be regulated. The intent
was for charitable organizations to
raise money. We think there is
enough illegal bingo out there and
that money goes into people's
pockets," said Tom Dowdy of the
Knights of Columbus, Calloway
County's only legal bingo
operation.
Opponents of bingo argue that it
(Cont'd on page 2)

generated from stall fees paid by
members and $3,600 is used to pay
for a coach (if no coach is used, the
$3,600 cannot be used for _ any
other purpose). The team also
receives $3,000 for travel.
Jackson is representing concerned students and is not a team
member. She said the team is not
protesting cuts in the program, but
feels that total elimination of the
program is unfair.
The team is a member of the
National Intercollegiate Rodeo
Association (NIRA) and competes
in the Ozark region. There is no
connection between the NCAA and
the NIRA.
"Members have to pay their own
way to the rodeos. The costs
depend on how many they go to.

While most Murray State University students are using spring
break to relax, a group concerned
about the future of the MSU rodeo
program is lobbying vigorously to
protect its existence.
Students involved in the program
were advised March 4 that, as part
of Murray State's budget cuts,
proposals call for the rodeo program to be eliminated.
The proposal reportedly will be
announced at the board of regents
meeting Tuesday.
According to Holly Jackson, an
MSU sophomore from Arlington,
the team receives S10,000 each
year from the budget of the MSU
agriculture department. Of this
S10,000, Jackson said, S1,400 is (Coned on page 2)

House passes budget
with only one change
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Thereewere spirited debates over
debt, the size of government; vocational education and retired
teachers.
But in the end, House members
decided they couldn't improve on
— or didn't want to change — the
budget put together by the Appropriations and Revenue Committee.
"There are a lot of things on the
table that this budget Jocsn't
solve," said Rep. Joe Clarke, DDanville.
The plan would spend about $9.3
billion in general tax dollars and
$1.5 billion from the state's Road

Fund during the two-year period
starting July 1.
There was but a single minuscule
change Wednesday in the budget
approved by the Appropriations
and Revenue Committee last week.
And it differs only slightly from
that originally offered by GOv. Brereton Jones.
But debate over the philosophy
behind the budget was spirited at
times.
Of special concern were the
increased bonded debt, estimated to
be $439 million, and how much
(Cont'd on page 2)

Seat-belt bill given new life after committee change
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — All
but given up for dead, a mandatory
seat-belt bill was given unexpected
life after moving to a friendlier
House committee.
House Bill 460 had been bottled
up for weeks in the Transportation
Committee, where it was opposed
by Chairman Clayton Little and
several other members. But the bill
was rescued Wednesday when it
was reassigned to the Health and
Welfare Committee, where it may
receive a vote today.

Rep. Mike Ward, the bill's chief
sponsor, predicted that it will
cruise through committee but
encounter a bumpy ride in the full
House.
"It's real close, but I think we
have the votes to pass it," he said.
Ward said he's been assured by
Senate leaders that the bill
wouldn't be sent to a "hostile"
committee if it gains House
passage.
House Speaker Don Blandford
had been working to dislodge the

bill from the Transportation Committee. Discussions had involved
House leaders and the chairmen of
the two committees — Little and
Rep. Tom Burch, D-Louisville.
The bill had run into a dead end
in the Transportation Committee.
Little, D-Virgie, refused to bring
it up unless enough committee
members signaled their support for
the bill, which did not happen.
The bill would require drivers
and passengers to buckle up. Violators could be fined up to $25. Peo-

ple could be cited for failure to
wear a seat belt only if they were
stopped for another alleged traffic
violation.
Kentucky's two most populous
counties — Jefferson and Fayette
— already have enacted mandatory
seat-belt ordinances. N1urray's seat
belt law takes effect July 1, and
Bowling Green's city commission
is to vote Tuesday for final approval of a similar bill.
Ward, D-Louisville, said he
would offer two amendments in

hopes of broadening the bill's support. One would require a 20 percent rollback of certain auto insurance rates with enactment of a seatbelt law.
The other amendment would
deal with situations when a vehicle
has more occupants than seat belts.
Under that change, for example, if
three people were riding in a pickup that had only two seat belts,
they would be in compliance if two
of them were using the belts, Ward
said.

ALLISON CARR

HEATHER GROGAN

AMY NESBITT

RACHAEL OLSON

SARA THOMPSON

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
355.2, +0.1; below 312.7, +7.9
BARKLEY LAKE
355.2, +0.9; below 321.6, +13.5
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received their home-delivered
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p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
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Five local girls among 20 finalists for Miss MSU
Five Calloway County students -Tickets may be purchased at the
are among the 20 finalists in the door or by calling the Student
1992 Miss Murray State University Activities office at 762-6951.
Local finalists include:
Pageant, to be held Saturday,
*Allison Carr, a junior public
March 21 at 7:30 p.m. in Murray
relations major and advertising
State's Lovett Auditorium.
The pageant is sponsored by the minor, is the daughter of David and
University Center Board of the Stu- Donna Carr of Murray. She is
dent Government Association. The sponsored by the Murray State tenwinner of the pageant will compete nis team. A 1988 graduate of Murin the Miss Kentucky USA Pageant ray High, she is a member of the
MSU tennis team, Student Alumni
in the summer.
Hosts for the pageant will be Association, Public Relations StuPam Wright Russell, Miss MSU dent Society of America, Lambda
1980, and Chris Padgett, executive Chi Alpha Crescent and was second
runner-up in the Miss MSU 1991
assistant to the SGA president.
Tickets are $3 for adults, $2 for contest.
*Heather Grogan, a sophomore
Murray State students with a valid
student ID and SI for children. social work major, is the daughter

of Jerry and Sheila Grogan of Murray. She is sponsored by Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity. A 1990 graduate
of Murray High School, Grogan is
a member of Student Alumni Association, Social Work Club, Alpha
Gamma Delta social sorority and a
counselor with the MSU Rape Victims Services.
*Amy Nesbitt, a freshman political science major, is the daughter
of Charles and Janice Nesbitt of
Murray. She is sponsored by her
social sorority, Sigma Sigma Sigma. A 1991 graduate of Calloway
County High School. she was
named Miss Spring 1990 for
Murray.
•Rachael Olson, a junior corn-

munication disorders major, is the
daughter of Craig and Marianne
Olson of New Concord. Sponsoring
her in the pageant is Alpha Phi
Omega service fraternity. A 1989
graduate of Calloway County,
Olson is a member of the Murray
State Student Alumni Association,
Alpha Phi Omega and is an Alpha
Gamma Rho little sister.
'Sara Thompson, a freshman English major, is the daughter of John
and Carol Thompson of Murray.
She is sponsored by Alpha Omicron Pi Pledge Class '91. Salutatorian of the 1991 Calloway County
class, she is a member Dunker's
Darlings, the Baptist Student Union
and president of Alpha Omicron Pi

Pledge Class. She is a member of
the First Baptist Church Praise college ensemble.
Other finalists are: Monica
Rubenacker, McLeansboro, Ill.;
Charlene Husk, Hawesville, Ky.;
Christy Owens, Wickliffe, Ky.;
Heidi Horn, Mattoon, Ill.; Charla
Hopkins, Paris, Tenn.; Andrea Taylor, Anna, Ill.; Kathy Blackburn,
Cambdcn, Term.; Darla Sherrod,
Russellville, Ky.; Michele Owens,
Henderson, Ky.; Jean Marie Vittitow, Owensboro; Sabrina Edelen,
Owensboro; Shannon Stroud, Paducah: Wendy Tosh, Princeton; Shellic Stevens, Princeton; Krysti Rydholm, Newburgh, Ind.; and Tonja
Day, Newburgh, Ind.
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U.S. said to commit 'environmental aggressioe

ANDER %MTH
7-ALEX192'

NEW YORK (AP) — The
United States is "committing
environmental' aggression" against
the rest of the world, M part
because its low energy prices provide little incentive to conserve, a
U.N. official _says.
'At the military level, the
United States is the custodian. A;
the environmental level, the United
States is clearly the greatest risk.
Maurice F. Strong. secretary general of the U.N. Conference on Env 1 -

SAVINGS
ESONDI
PROMM
Mascb.1 1.

Febrwiar) 'I

Plat rust Akxontier Smith Gold Ube'taipet awl receive
up to $200 in U. S. Savings Bonds!

ronment and Development, said
Wednesday.
Strong is planning the U.N.
Earth Summit, scheduled for June
in Rio de Janeiro, Braid. He spoke
at a news conference sponsored by
the Scientists' Instilute for Public
Information.
The aim of the summit is R)
reach international agreements on
some of the world's most pressing
environmental problems — including.global warming and the wide-

spread extinction of species.
He said no agreement can succeed without U.S. participation,
and he believes the United States
will eventually realize the advantages of international environmental commitments.
"In effect, the United States is
committing environmental aggression against the rest of the world,"
Strong said.
Strong said the United States is
making a mistake by keeping ener-

gy prices low. He said cheap fuel
removes the incentive to improve
energy efficiency, thus hurting U.S.
competitiveness.
"All the competitors doing better than the United States — Japan.
Germany — have higher energy
prices," he said.
Without higher energy taxes,
domestic consumption will remain
high and petroleum exporting
countries will soon find they can
raise prices, Strong said.

House passes budget...
ICant'd from page I
government the state can atioru
"Thts is not an austere budget:.
said Rep. Pat Frcibert, R Lexington. "Our state's debt is too
high and our spendlit needs to be
curtailed."
Rep. Bill Lear, D-Lexington,
offered a symbolic amendment to
delete all new capital projects and
force a reduction of 10 percent in
the state payroll. .

Cold Libel

Mitchell's Carpet
And Floorcoverings
Hwy. 94 West

753-2392

for health insurance for retired
teachers,
Vocational school funding has
another chance when the budget
moves to the Senate, probably early next week.
Legislators defended the
budget's effect on education,
though they acknowledged it falls
short of the grand plan envisioned
in 1990.
"Education reform is not fully

funded in this budget," said Reg.
Harry Moberly, D-Richmond.
"Kentucky is moving forward at
the pace Kentucky can afford to
move forward in this budget," said
House Majority Leader Greg Stumbo, D -Prestonsburg.
But Mobeily said the position
advocated by some lawmakers
against the 1990 legislation would
have been worse.

Hot game now a hot issue...

GOSPEL MEETING

(Coned from page I)
is just another form of gambling
but bingo lovers say it's more than
that — it's a nice form of
entertainment.
"To me it's no different than a
lottery — it's all gambling. Just
that one is making money for the
state and one is for charity.
Besides, I would spend just as
much money or more if I went out
to a bar," said Michelle Ashcraft,
21-year-old mother of one and an
avid bingo player.
"It is addictive. It's addictive
had. I'm glad I don't have more
money then I have or I'd be broke
had!" she added. "My husband
complains about it, but he smokes.
They're both addictions. I tell him
'yours will kill you but mine will
just make us go broke!"
"It's entertainment. Why do people go to Las Vegas? Why do they
play the lottery? It's gambling —
people like .to gamble," Dowdy
said.
Evelyn Faulner, who turned 65
Tuesday, endured snow-covered
roads in order to spend the night of
her birthday playing bingo —
unfortunately, her birthday did not

This is our personal invitation to you and your friends to hear the
Gospel of Christ, with the Bible as our only guide, proclaimed by:

Richard Guill
of Cleveland, Tennessee

March 15-18
at the

Green Plain Church of Christ
Sunday Bible Study
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday - Wednesday Evenings

Numerous House members complained about harm the budget does
tor vocational schools. The budget
reduees the amount of money that
school districts receive if some of
their students attend vocational
programs.
Rep. Stephen Keith, R Manchester, prompted another
debate with an amendment that
would have forced the Teacher
Retirement System to spend more

10:00 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
7.30 p.m.

SERMON TOPICS
BIBLE STUDY:.Your Responsib,l,ty to the Green Plain Congregation
SUNDAY MORNING: What God Expects of This Church
SUNDAY EVENING: Only Christians or Christians Only?
MONDAY EVENING. Receiving God's Grace
TUESDAY EVENING: Pattern or Principle
WEDNESDAY EVENING: Prepare to Meet Thy God

bring her luck in the game. "I was
gonna come out and play bingo
tonight even if I had to rent me a
sled," said Faulner, who has been
bingo-ing for 40 years.
If you take the bingo away I'm
dead — the lottery I can live without," said Faulner.
Why do so many find bingo
entertaining?
"The excitement — the rush. If
you had ever played you would
understand the rush you get when
you yell bingo," Ashcroft said.
"It's fun. You get to meet new
people and just have a night out
with the girls," said Lesa Cox, a
27-year-old who travels with a
friend from Tennessee to play.
"We love it! It's the best pastime. You get your mind off your
troubles and relax and enjoy yourself," said Opal Gale. Her husband,
Bob claims to be hard of hearing
but doesn't seem to have any trouble hearing the numbers called. "I
don't have to sit and watch the four
walls or the television —it's a
night out," adds Bob Gale.
Bingo may be gambling, but it is
also a deeply-rooted southern tradition. Since colonial days and bey-

ond it has served as a pastime and
a way for friends and neighbors to
get together. Avid bingo-ers love
their game and are quite dedicated
to it.
"It's sort of like a regular job —
you're here every week. Sort of
like you go to work every day —
well you go to bingo every week,"
Cox said.
"We come up every Tuesday to
play and while we are here we do
all our shopping and buy our gas
— Tennnessee sure is losing a lot
of money," Opal Gale said.
"They haven't got enough
money for the schools but they cut
bingo out. Tennessee is stupid!
You know what the govenor of
Kentucky said — 'Thank you Tennessee for cutting out bingo,— said
Bob Gale.
"It's like drinking in Murray —
everyone knows Murray people
'come down to Tennessee and buy
their liquor," Cox said. "Well, in
Tennessee we come here to play
bingo. If you want to do it, you're
gonnna drive to do it. Like Murray
missing out on liquor money —
imagine all the money Tennessee is
losing on bingo."

MSU studentsfight...
(Coned from page I)
Although they compete as a team,
not every member of the team goes
to every rodeo. Without (using)
Murray State's name, they couldn't
compete on the college level,"

NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING-

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

PiciglY wig*
111411

IT WORKS.

10.118 A DP IR MO I/ UMW
tiff Iti 11:1111 IT BL

Wednesday's winning numbers selected by the Kentucky
Lottery: Pick 3: 2-8-8 (two,
eight, eight); Lotto:
9-13-15-33-42-48
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I have been using the Ledger & Times for
my primary means of advertising locally for
the past 30 years. I feel that seeing ads in
print is one of the best selling tools for our
used cars because we list them. It is also a
good tool for one of our new car sales ads.
The staff at the Ledger & Times always do
their best to be sure we are satisfied with our
ad before printing. They are very creative in
helping us design our ads. I have never been
dissatisfied with a Ledger & Times ad.
We at Purdom Motors appreciate the
friendly professional service that we receive
from the Ledger & Times and look forward ta
the future with the same relationship.

Jackson said. She said team members have been advised that the
possibility of being combined with
another program is small.
Figures provided by the rodeo
team show the last rodeo the team
held, in the fall of 1991, generated
S9,799 in ticket sales, S6,000 by
selling ads in the programs and
S1,500 from sales of the actual
programs. The West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center,
where the rodeos are held, also
receives all concession sales and 20
percent of the ticket sales.
"The crowd attendance has been
increasing, but the money given to
the team has not," said Mark Watkins, a junior team member from
Hazel.
Mark's parents have sent letters
to all rode() patents advising them
to contact members of,the board of
regents and voice their concern
before their next meeting March
17.
There will also be a meeting on
Monday, March 16, at 1 p.m. at the

TRUCK SALE!
Every New Truck Is Reduced To Rock Bottom
RAM 50 Red
7,849
RAM 50

Sand met

DAKOTA LE We
DAKOTA LE cik
Wells Purdom Jr.
President

Let Fran or one of our other
Advertising Representatives
help you advertise your business.
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Coppec/Sand Met
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V8, Black
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753-1916
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Priam 0000
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Mirrray Ledger Sc Times
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10,429
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14,016
16,625
14,299
17,717
20,626
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rodeo practice arena behind the
Exposition Center.
"Murray State is the only college
rodeo school in the state. Seventyfive percent of its members pay
out-of-state tuition and approximately 70 percent live on campus
and pay meal plan and housing
fees. This is money that will be lost
if the rodeo team is cut," Jackson
said.
Jackson also pointed out that
members sign waivers releasing
stock contractors (persons that own
the cattle used in rodeos), Murray
State University, the MSU Rodeo
Club, all faculty, advisers, coaches
and members from responsibility
for injury to themselves or animals
and damage to personal property.
"Several alumni we've talked to
over the phone said they will be
sending letters in favor of keeping
the team. We've had a tremendous
response to petitions," she said.
Jackson said the team will continue working to raise public
awareness and many members are
planning to attend the March 17
board of regents meeting.

Jones appoints
large groups to
study health care
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Two large panels will study all
facets of the health care system
and make recommendations for
how Kentucky can ensure
affordable treatment for everyone, Gov. Brereton Jones said.
Jones bad previously delayed
the health care debate during the
current General Assembly session by announcing he would
study the topic in anticipation of
special legislative session later
this year.
A 45-member Task Force on
Health Care Access and Affordability will lake public comment and make recommendations on solutions. Members of
the panel represent a gamut of
interests, from doctors, hospitals
and insurance companies to coal
miners, ministers and labor.
A 28-member Commission on
Health Care Reform, composed
largely of legislators, will be
charged with actually writing
"This will all be done in
public forums, not behind closed
doors," Jones uid during a

news conference Walnesday.
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Senators propose restrictions on out-of-state trash
WASHINGTON (AP) — A communities to take control of
bipartisan group of senators prop- their own destiny to protect their
osed legislation to permit commun- environment."
Other supporters of the measure
ities and other local governments to
block the dumping of out-of-state include Sen. Mitch McConnell,
R-Ky., and Senate Republican
trash in area landfills.
Sen. Dan Coats, R-Ind., said the Leader Bob Dole of Kansas.
The measure represents the latest
measure "gives every state and
gives every community the right to effort by Midwestern and border
state lawmakers to restrict shipsay no to out-of-state trash."
At a news conference Wednes- ments of trash to landfills in their
day, Sen. David Boren, D-Okla., states from the East Coast, mainly
said the legislation would New Jersey and New York.
Currently, states can't stop the
"empower the states and local

News of the World
TAX CUT HEADED FOR VETO

WASHINGTON — A nearly party-line vote against President Bush's tax plan
dears the way for final Senate action on a newly trimmed Democratic
middle-class tax cut that is headed for a veto. Dozens of amendments were
still eligible to be considered as Democratic leaders pushed for a vote on
their bill by tonight. But the 60-37 vote Wednesday night against a Republican substitute removed any doubt about the end result. "It will be vetoed ...
and that veto will be sustained," said Republican Whip Alan Simpson of
Wyoming. Bush's plan failed on a technicality: It did not meet anti-deficit
requirements. But the same law forced Democrats at the last minute to
scale back their middle-class tax credit, making it available only to families
with incomes under $50,000, rather than $70,000 as originally written.

SHIFTING TO BLUE-COLLAR CONCERNS
WASHINGTON — The political assembly line is shifting gears as the presidential campaign moves north, preparing to crank out ads targeted to the
lar9e blue-collar populations in Michigan and Illinois. Expect the Bush campaign to take Republican challenger Patrick Buchanan to task for advocating an "America first" trade policy while owning a German-made Mercedes
Benz car. "That fact that he calls for America first but drives a Mercedes
probably won't be lost on the good people of Michigan," said a Bush adviser, who spoke on condition on anonymity. Paul Tsongas is poised to attack
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton's commitment to the working class — armed with
statistics such as right-to-work Arkansas' last-place ranking in one worker
safety study.

FOOD CRISIS IN AFRICA

WASHINGTON— Teams of U.S. and international experts are being sent to
southern Africa to assess the impact on food supplies of what is the worst
drought of the century in some areas. Officials said millions of people wilt be
affected. Among the hardest hit of 10 drought-stricken countries are Zimbabwe and South Africa, traditional food exporters that this year will have to
import substantial amounts of grain. As the drought persists, estimates of
the grain harvest throughout the region have been falling precipitously. The
deteriorating situation in southern Africa adds a new dimension to the overall food crisis on the continent. The most deprived area is northeast Africa,
where the lives of 15 million in Sudan, Ethiopia, Somalia and Djibouti are
thought to be at risk. To the south, officials in Zimbabwe last week said
60,000 cattle died from starvation in February alone and thousands more
will die unless heavy rains come soon.

13 MILLION-YEAR-OLD JAWBONE FOUND

NEW YORK— Scientists today reported the discovery of a 13 million-yearold ptece of jawbone from a previously unknown, ape-like forerunner of gorillas, chimpanzees and humans. The discovery "opens up a whole new geographical area for exploration into pre-human ancestry," said Glenn Conroy,
one of the researchers reporting the find in today's issue of the journal
Nature. The fossil was found in Namibia, showing that such "Miocene hominoids" ranged much farther south in Africa than previously known from fossil
finds in Kenya and Uganda, researchers said. The creature apparently lived
before hominoids evolved into two branches, Conroy said. One branch led
to humans and the other to chimpanzees and gorillas. The split is thought to
have occurred between 10 million and 5 million years ago.

MAJOR VICTORY FOR CHINESE REFORMERS

BEIJING — Official media today trumpeted a major victory for senior leader
Deng Xiaoping and other reformers — the ruling Communist Party's call for
100 years of market-oriented reform and rejection of extreme leftism. The
decision this week by the party's 20-member Politburo climaxes a prolonged
struggle between reformers led by Deng and ideological hard-liners who
have argued that reform is undermining China's socialist system. "Firmly
grasp the party's basic line and do not waver for 100 years," the party
newspaper, the People's Daily, declared in a banner headline. "Seize the
opportunity to speed up reform and opening up to the outside world to
improve the economy." It defined the basic line as "making economic construction the central task," rather than putting the emphasis on fighting
Western cultural influences, as advocated by the hard-liners.

BRITISH LEADERSHIP GOES UP FOR GRABS
LONDON — After three terms and 13 years of uninterrupted Conservative
Party government, the certainties of British politics are over. Any one — or
no one — could win the April 9 election which Prime Minister John Major
announced Wednesday. All that is sure is that the Conservatives and the
main opposition Labor Party, neck-and-neck in opinion polls, each need a
record-breaking performance for victory.

Hirksey's Fire
District to meet
The Kirksey Fire District will
meet on Saturday, March 14 to discuss plans for building a fire station in the district.
All interested residents of the
district are urged to attend the
meeting, which will be held at 3:30
p.m. in the Kirksey United
Methodist Church.
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flow of trash from outside of their local communities" to regulate and
borders because the courts have restrict dumping of out-of-state
ruled that it would interfere with wastes, said Boren.
interstate commerce. The main
In general, the measure would:
defense for most states is to enfor- 'Prohibit the dumping of out-ofce local laws governing proper state wastes at a landfill unless the
operation of waste dumps.
affected local government permitHowever, Coats and other sup- ted it. Communities could impose
porters contend their bill would tees on the out-of-state trash
resolve the legal problem.
through an agreement with the
"Congress has the power to reg- waste shipper.
ulate interstate commerce. Con- 'States would be allowed to
gress would be using that power to impose a fee of up to SIO a ton on
grant authority to the states and out-of-state trash shipments.

Body of one of seven missing
boaters found in Ohio River
UNIONTOWN, Ky. (AP) — A
body found in the Ohio itiver near
Uniontown was identified as one of
seven people missing since their
boat sank six weeks ago, officials
said.
A Morganfield water department
worker found Jeffrey Osborn's
body near Morganfield's water
intake pipe three-fourths of a mile
upstream from Uniontown at 2:30
p.m. Wednesday, Union County
Coroner Bob Scarberry said.
About 80 miles downstream, a
woman's body was found in the
river near the Smithland dam, State
Water Patrol officer Rick Minton
said. The body awaited identification by a state medical examiner
today in Madisonville.
Minton declined to speculate
whether the woman's body is also
one of those missing since a
16-foot boat with eight people
aboard foundered in four-foot
whitecaps five miles upstream from
Uniontown on Jan. 25.
One woman, Diane Bowling,
survived by clinging to a floating
gasoline can and drifting to an
island a mile downstream. She was

rescued the next day.
Osborn's body is the first of
those feared drowned in the boating accident to be recovered.
He was identified from a drivers
license and Social Security card
inside a billfold found in his
clothing.
Jeff Osborn's wife, Cathy
Osborn, and her daughter, Melanie
Fulton, were among three women
on the boat.
Minton said the woman's body
found Wednesday was clad in blue
coveralls. He said Cathy Osborn
had been wearing blue coveralls,
but said other clothes she was
known to be wearing did not match
garments on the corpse.
"That's not a conclusion I am
willing to make. Yes, it could be
one of those (who disappeared Jan.
25), but it might also be a woman
• who /jumped from a bridge in
Louisville on Jan. 1," Minton said.
Water patrol officers planned to
patrol today near Uniontown and
Shawneetown, Ill., about 10 miles
downstream from Uniontown, in
their long search for more victims.

Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The Kentucky Supreme Court today upheld
a manslaughter conviction in the
death of an infant who was still in
the womb when mortally injured.
But the court stopped short of
reversing a precedent ruling it
made nine years ago — that a fetus
is not a person. Writing for the
majority, Justice Charles Leibson
said it was crucial that the child in
today's case was delivered alive,
then died.
But three of the seven justices
pushed to throw out the 1983 ruling, which Leibson also wrote.
They said the court drew an artifi-
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cial distinction between a newborn
and a fetus capable of surviving
outside the womb.
"We should hold that a viable
fetus enjoys full protection of the
criminal law," Justice Joseph Lambert said in one of two concurring
opinions.
Today's ruling came in an appeal
by a drunken driver who crashed
into a car driven by a pregnant
woman in Pulaski County on June
4, 1989.
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State Supreme Court upholds
conviction in fetal injury case
By CHARLES WOLFE

In 1990, the Senate approved a
proposal by Coats to allow states to
ban the dumping of wastes from
outside of their boundaries. That
measure was opposed by lawmakers from the Northeast
Allen Moore, president of the
National Solid Wastes Management
Association, said it was a — very
positive sign" that the Senate measure allowed communities to
decide whether to accept out-ofstate wastes, which was similar to a
proposal in the House.

*States must adopt 10-year plans
for managing wastes generated
within their own boundaries in
order for local governments to have
the authority to restrict out-of-state
trash.
Coats said supporters would try
to win approval of the measure this
year. Initially, the goal is to make
the legislation a part of a broader
measure revamping the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act,
the main federal law governing solid waste disposal.
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Rustles ofspring cleaning
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listing from one side to the other as
furniture was shifted to accommodate floor waxing and rug cleaning.

When I was growing tip. I knew
spring had officially arrived when
my mother started spring cleaning.
There was no special date that
marked the onset of the event, no
way to know for sure when it was
about to occur. It sort of just
happened.
Each year our house was seized
without much of a warning — like
a flash flood or a tornado. Perhaps
there were some signs that it was
coming, but I never recognized
them until it was too late.
If I came home from school one
breezy March day to find all my
bureau drawers overturned on my
blue Hollywood bed, it was a sure
harbinger that spring cleaning was
launched. And when the contents
of my closet were added to the
fray, there was no longer worthy of
drawer space.
For my mother, closets and
bureaus were the least of it, since
spring cleaning also entailed sanitizing every nook and cranny

to thc Editor

The American farm is America
Dear Editor:
National Agriculture Week is celebrated March 15-21. Yet for many
Americans raised in the city, agriculture is as mysterious as a collegelevel course in trigonometry. Some consumers, for example, may forget
that the food on their tables originated on a farm long before it got to the
grocery store.
Today's farmers are masters of technology, applying their skills to
build the most productive agncultural system in the world, using many of
the same principles this country used to become a world leader: a determination and willingness to continually develop new practices and products and spirit of community cooperation. Yet they still have the same
basic qualities as they did a century ago. including a love, understanding
and respect for animals and nature.
Kentucky still has one of this nation's strongest tics to agriculture. We
have 91,000 farms, ranking us fourth nationally and making us a stronghold of the family farm — the seedbed of the values of cooperation, ingenuity, and family life that are as much products of farming as are crops
and livestock. These farms are the producers and maintainers of many of
our historical traditions, as evidenced by over 700 submitted nominations
for the Bicentennial Heritage Farm Program.
These values spread their roots throughout the state of Kentucky into
:he hundreds of small communities which evolved throughout our
200-!,ear history to serve and be served by farmers. In our large urban
areas, the influence of agriculture is ever present in the number of companies in the food distribution. chain who take the crops and livestock proiixed on our farms and transform them into food ready for our tables.
The importance of agriculture to Kentucky is reflected in the fact that one
in four jobs in this state is related to raising, transporting, or manufacturing agricultural products.
As we celebrate National Agriculture Week, the old-fashioned grit and
determination of our farmer is still very much alive. While our agnculture
ctem is the envy of the world, American farmers are not resting on their
:aurels. They are constantly improving their practices that bring safe,
nutritious and reasonably-priced food to consumers' tables in our country.
and abroad. When all is said and done, the American farm is, really
America. and that should certainly be no mystery.
Ed Logsdon, Ky. Commissioner of Agriculture
7th Floor, 500 Mero Street, Frankfort KY 40601

Perhaps overwhelmed with nesting instincts, my mother also
insisted, throughout the spring
cleaning process, on preparing
meals that would have shamed Betty Crocker. Roast pork with gravy.
Irish stew with dumplings. Turkey
and dressing. No TV dinners were
tolerated.

"But we just washed that last
night."
My mother never spoke a word
but just shook her head "no," her
When it was all over, usually
brown eyes snapping so that it was four or five treacherous weeks
clear that further protest was not later, the house never looked any
advisable.
different to me. Oh, I admit that for
I realize that spring cleaning is about a week you could easily find
not particularly unusual, but what what you were looking for in the
made it unique in my house is that "junk drawer" in the butler's panall these activities erupted at the try. And at least one thing you'd
same time, like Krakatoa. And lost the previous summer always
because my mother seemed incap- surfaced — a skate key, or the pair
able of trying to tackle one job at a of pearl rosary beads you got for
time — instead of two or 200 — your First Communion. Other than
the house was in chaos for weeks. that, the house was just plain
It reminded me of a sinking ship, clean. Like it always was

from attic to cellar — in a I4-room
house. Drapes were taken down,
rugs rolled up, silver polished, salt
shakers emptied, cleaned and
refilled.
The dining room chandelier,
swagged in crystal ropes and sparkling baguettes, had to be dismantled. Each piece was lovingly
washed and dried by hand, and
then the whole thing was reassembled. We never quite got it
back the same way, either. There
was always some leftover bauble.
Every dish in the house was
washed, even the ones we used
every day. It was no use remarking,
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Alpha Mu thanks show helpers
Dear Editor:
This letter is to give the grateful thanks of Alpha Mu $4760, Epsilon
Sigma Alpha International Sorority, to you and Jo Burkeen for the outstanding help you gave us for the Fashion Show/Silent Auction for Si.
Jude Children's Research Hospital on Feb. 22 at the Playhouse in the
Park. Total raised and sent to St. Jude is over $1100 with more Rledges
still coming in.
We also wish to thank TV 11 Community Calendar, Murray State University Fine Arts Building; WMHS Murray High School; Anita Bugg,
News and Public Affairs Director WKMS; Ladon Haley, MSU TV Cablevision: Teresa Ross, Murray Cableyision; Murray Chamber of Commerce.
We also list the following businesses and personal contributors in sincere appreciation for their cheerful help:
Bank of Murray, Beauty Box, Briggs & Stratton, Marilyn, Bradley and
Brandie Burkeen, Corn-Austin, Captain D's, Carolyn's Corner, Vivian
Campbell, Charlie's Safe-T Pharmacy. Coast to Coast, Cook's Jewelry,
Hazel Crenshaw, Dumplin's Restaurant, Falwell Refrigeration, Fantastic
Sams. Fay's Custom Embroidery and Screen Printing. Finley's Jewelers,
Flower Basket, Inc., Fisher-Price Co., Happiness Place, Patsy and Angie
Higgins, Holiday Inn, Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan, Jim Adams
!GA. Judy's of Murray, Judy and Shere's Beauty Shop, Keith's Lawn and
Tractor Center, Kopperud Realty, Kroger Food Stores, Kut'n'Kurl, Martha's Restaurant, Mayflower Restaurant, Merle Norman Cosmetics, Movie
World, Mr. Is and Lady Is, Murray Florist, Murray Insurance Agency.
Murray Lumber, Owen's Food Market, People's Bank, Pier I Imports.
Piggly Wiggly, Purdom Motors, Quickprint of Murray. Republic Savings
& Loan, Rolling Hills Nursery, Roper's Doughnut Shop, Ross Insurance
Co., Sammons' Bakery, Shirley's Florist, Shoe Shack, Shoney's Restaurant, Sirloin Stockade, Snap Shot, Southern States, Steele & Albritten
Plumbing and Electric, Helen Steffen, Storey's Food Giant, Betty Taylor,
Terry's Paint and Decorating. True Value — Murray Home & Auto, Twin
Lakes Office Products. Vanderbilt Chemical, Wal-Mart. and Seafood
Express.
Special appreciation also goes to the following stores arid models who
sponsored the Fashion Show: Corn-Austin (Crystal Parks and Laura Rollins), D.K. Kelley (Cathy Young, Janet Wallis and Rene McElya), The
Edge (Patsy and Angie Higgins, Kristin Fairchild and Patty Hufline):
Suzie Q. Shoppe (Monica Walston land Heather Walston).
Adding to the perfection of the whole event was commentator and MC
Anne Adams, executive director of Murray Tourism Commission, and
pianist Oneida White. Hours of help were given by Elder Kevin Runolfson and Elder Chris Beckstead, of the Church of Jesus Christ, Latter Day
Saints doing a wonderful community service.
Helen Steffen. Alpha Mu Publicity Chairman
1542 Whippoorwill Dr., Murray.

Nashville fan enjoys Racer stories
Dear Editor:
Living in Nashville, it can be frustrating trying to follow my hometown
Murray State Racers. The local print and broadcast media tend to give a
low priority to coverage of the OVC, especially if the Tennessee teams
are not involved. What a treat it was to open the sports section of The
Tennessean on Monday morning and see sportswriter David Climes
front page column was devoted to the excellent job that first-year coach
Scott Edgar has done and how the Racers responded. Then inside, the
headline on the story of the OVC finals read "Murray State & Popeye sail
into NCAA." Such coverage is common for the Ledger & Times readers,
but certainly not for readers of The Tennessean or probably any other
newspapers outside of western Kentucky. Congratulations to coach Edgar
and the Racer basketball team for accomplishing what the preseason polls
said they would not do, and that's bring a fifth-straight regular season
OVC championship and third-straight OVC tournament championship
home. Once again MSU Racer basketball has brought us regional and
national attention and Murrayans everywhere can be proud.
David Hall
179 Massman Manor Dr., Nashville TN 37217
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Debbie may have "done" Dallas in
a "classic" pornography movie, but it
appears she won't be "doing" Canada.
In an important ruling that should
get the attention of all civilized societies, the Canadian Supreme Court has
decided that pornography can cause
violence against women. It concluded
that when freedom of expression
clashes with the right of women and
children to be protected against violent sex crimes, the rights of women
and children come first
In addition to upholding the obscenity prevision of the criminal code,
the Supreme Court of Canada also
redefined obscenity to mean that
which subordinates or degrades women. No other country acknowledges
that women are the chief victims of
porittsaktv, and not just in such
obvious ways as rape and sexual
harassman. Pornography can lead to
family break-ups when men buy into
the message of easy sex it conveys.
And does anyone believe that men
who are consumers of pornography
will not tend to view their female coworkers and subordinates as less than
equal?
The Canadian criminal law provides that any publication that has as a
"dominant characteristic" the "undue
exploitation of sex" is obscene. The
law does not cover private possession
of obscene matenal and penalties for
retailers is usually a fine.
If ever there was an issue around

March 10; News
world order:

&

Record, Greensboro, N.C., ON the Pentagon's

new

Operating behind closed doors. Pentagon futurists have mapped a
superpower role for America in the post-Cold War era that forsakes the
guiding principle of the United Nations. This is the wrong policy direction, arrived at in the wrong way.
Apparently in search of a rationale for maintaining a huge military
establishment. Pentagon planners have sketched out a future for Uncle
Sam as the very world's policeman this country has spent the last 40
years trying not to be. This is not the way for America to go, and secret
Pentagon meetings are not the way to make foreign policy.
Only because some Pentagon saint slipped a copy of a draft document
to the press do we even know that U.S. military strategists are promoting
a "lone superpower" scenario in which American policy would be to prevent the emergence of any national peers on the world scene. With the
dissolution of the Soviet juggernaut, they project a world with America

the right of women to be protected
from men who would cause them
harm is greater than the right of these
same men to purchase pornography:
"The proliferation of materials which
seriously offend the values fundamental to our society is a substantial
concern which justifies restricting the
otherwise full exercise of the freedom
of expression."
The court realized that the connection between pornography and violence may not be "susceptible of
proof in the traditional way," so it
seeks to re-establish "a norm that will
serve as an arbiter in determining
what amounts to an undue exploitation of sex. That arbiter is the community as a whole."
In the United States, numerous
studies have been conducted that
connect pornography to antisocial
behavior.
A study last year by the Los
Angeles Police Depanment.showed
that pornography was used in twothirds of the child molestation cases
over a 10-year period. The Louisville,
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alone at the top - by dint of 'military power.
Nowhere, apparently, does the scenario include a collective security
role for the United Nations or even its Security Council. Rather, the planners project temporary collective security alliances assembled at America's bidding, along the lines of last year's war against Iraq.
Without putting it in so many words, the Pentagon's draft plan appears
to be calculated to deter either Germany or Japan from re-arming with an
eye toward superpower status. Instead it calls for the United States to continue as nuclear guarantor for its allies, in the face of nuclear proliferation
among non-allies. .
The new world order emerging in the aftermath of the Soviet collapse
is a golden opportunity to abandon the unstable superpower model in
favor of genuine, international collective security — the promise of the
United Nations. Yes, this entails the acceptance of democratic principles
in international affairs and yes, it means compromises sometimes.
But the alternative — perpetual suspicion of other nations' motives —
is simply unacceptable.
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which liberals and conservatives
should be able to unite, it ought to be
pornography. In the past,some feminists have joined conservatives to
lobby for the passage of tougher antipornography laws, but groups like the
American Civil Liberaties Union and
some feminist leaders have successfully opposed the effort, citing .the
First Amendment.
It ought not to surprise us that the
proliferation of pornography and its
easy availability has paralleled the
increase in rape and other sex crimes
and in reported incidents of sexual
harassmait. Readily available pornography seems to give those predisposed to,such crimes cultural permission to commit their illegal and
immoral acts. Women are too often
portrayed as willing participants in
sexual perversion and deserving of
male wrath. Listen to contemporary
rock and rap music, some of which
calls women filthy names and identifies them as sex slaves for their male
masters.
The Canadian high court found that

Ky., police department reached a
similar conclusion in 1984.
Researchers Murray Straus and
Larry Baron found in a 1983 University of New Hampshire study that
Alaska and Nevada have two things in
common: They lead all states in
pornography use per capita, and they
have higher incidents of rape than all
other states. Straus and Baron also
found "an unusually high correlation"
between sex magazine readership and
the rape rate in all states. They said,
"The fact that sex magazine readership is strongly and consistently correlated with rape supports the theory
that porn endorses attitudes that increase the likelihood of rape."
American liberals cannot have it
both way. Rape,child molestation and
sexual harassment continue to be
problems. If liberals care about women and other victims of violent
sexual acts, they will join conservatives and Canadians in trying to limit
the filth that helps fuel such behavior.
Canada has reached a conclusion
that ought to have been obvious to
American courts. It's time for us to
follow that lead, enforcing existing
obscenity laws with more vigor and
passing tougher laws regulating the
spread of this cultural disease. That's
precisely what Kentucky Republican
Sen. Mitch McConnell is trying to do
with an anti-pornography bill he's
sponsoring. It deserves our support
for the sake of women and children
who are entitled to greater protection.

World Editorial Roundup
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Canada sees women as victims o pornography
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Art guild display

Spring
Is For

MSU Theatre to
offer production

Planting

"One Flew- Over the Cuckoo's These are disruptive of the day-toNest," an adaptation of Ken day operations of the hospital and
Kescy's novel, will be the final this causes the conflict in the draproduction for the Murray State ma. The play contains dialogue
University Theatre during the cur- which some may consider objecrent academic year. It will be pre- boilable," Malinauskas said.
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
sented at 8 p.m. at the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre in the Price Doyle Nest" enjoyed a lengthy run on the
Fine Arts Center March 26-28 and Broadway stage. It was later made
into a film in which Jack Nicholson
April 2-4.
and is remembered for his
starred
"It is a bittersweet comedy
of the lead character.
portrayal
against
rogue
a
which pits lovable
a rigidly disciplined nurse," said
Those cast for the play include:
the play's director Mark Malinau- Lisa Lynn Farris of Murray, a
skas. The setting of the production senior theatre major; Marty Scaris a mental institution in the Pacific brough of Murray, a senior radio
Northwest. The characters in the and television major; David E.
play are a mixture of delightful and Weahterly of Murray, a senior
wacky individuals attempting to get speech and theatre major; and Scota handle on the foibles of life. tie Rice of Almo.
While each has his own peculiar
Reservations are now being
eccentricity, they share in a wonderful joy at the spirit of living. taken for the production. Patrons
"The play contains numerous may call the University Theatre
scenes of high jinks and frivolity. box office at 762-4421.

Creative Landscaping

407 N. 12th. • 753-1725

MIAMI INDIAN
GO
BIN
E. Broadway Mayfield
715

Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

Extra Pounds
Got You Down?
This painting titled "Mary's Roses" by Joy Thomas was among those
included in the Murray Art Guild's show held through March 6 in
conjunction with the "Celebrate Women" conference at Murray State
University.

Kao to perform with Murray State Chamber Orchestra
1991 Contemporary Music Key- Cr; Andrew Duncan, 13, Hendersonville, Tenn., Joan Scudder,
board Competition.
teacher; Ellen Espenschied, 16,
comThe alternate winner of the
petition was Casey Robards, 15, Freeburg, Ill.; Dr. Stephanie Owen,
from Highland, Ill. A junior at teacher.
Highland High School, she studies
piano with Dr. Stephanie Owen of
Judges for the 1992 competition
Lebanon, Ill. Robards performed were Marie Taylor, chair of the
the first movement of the "Piano Kyboard Unit at Murray State UniConcerto No. 2" by Edward versity and Eric Williams, conducMacDowell.
tor of the MSU Chamber
Other pianists in the competition Orchestra. Dr. Richard Scott of the
included: Martha Ann Saywell, 16, Murray State Keyboard Unit was
of Kevil, Dr Stephen Brown, teach- coordinator for the event.

Eddie Kao of Nashville, Tenn. and a music scholarship to Murray
was the winner of the 1992 Murray State.
Kao, a native of Taiwan, moved
State University Pre-College ConJohnson City, Tenn. with his
to
.
Competition
certo
Kao, 18, a junior at Hume-Fogg parents at the age of 13. When his
Academic High School in Nashvil- parents moved to Nashville, he
le, Tenn. took first place at the Jan. became a piano scholarship student
18 event with his performance of with Enid Katahn at the Blair
the first movement of Beethoven's School of Music. Currently a piano
"Concerto No. 2 in B-flat Major." student of Roland Schneller, Kao
Along with a trophy, he will has received awards at competireceive the opportunity to perform tions sponsortd by the Tennessee
with the Murray State Chamber Music Teachers Association, and
Orchestra on Thursday, April 23 was the winner of Murray State's

call us and set up an
appointment with "our
fitness professionals."
University Square

Premiere
1 leak h and Fitness Club
759-9999

Professional Real Estate
HOME
of the
MONTH
ecV,
Beautiful home, wooded lot, 3 bedroom, 2 baths, large garage, quiet
area In nice subdivision in county. A
must to sae. $93,500.

• /
Sal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

CBS show to feature former Olympians
By STEPHANIE NANO
Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK (AP) -- They
achieved Olympic stardom on their
own. Now champion ice skaters
Brian Boitano and Katarina Witt
are at the top of the professional
world together.
Their latest joint effort is a dazzling ice show that just wrapped up
a 30-city tour. CBS taped the show
in Detroit last week for a one-hour
special to be broadcast at 5 p.m.
Eastern time on Sunday.
Boitano, 28, and Witt, 26, lead a
fine cast of skaters from the United
States, Canada, the former Soviet
Union and Spain through an entertaining mix of solo, pairs and
ensemble performances.
There's no scenery, no skating
cartoon characters, no fake snow.
WEEKLY
ARTS CALENDAR

,,,

- ts

F.RESENTEG sV BuSAISS COMMAEE FOP T.E JOTS

through March 18
International photographic
competition — "Magic Silver
XIV," free, MSU Eagle Gallery
(Gallery closed for Spring Break
through March 15)
March 19
Meeting — Camera Club, 7
p.m., Calloway County Public
Library
Faculty recital — John
Schlabach, trumpet and Tina
Schlabach, flute, free, 8 p.m.,
Farrell gecital Hall, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center.
March 20-22
Play — "The Cocktail Hour,"
admission, 8 p.m. Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 2 p.m. Sunday, Playhouse in the Park.
March 22
Faculty recital — Scott
Erickson, woodwinds and Media
Erickson, voice, free, 3:30 p.m.,
Farrell Recital Hall.
Currently
Exhibit — "An African Journey," free, Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
Museum open — National
Scouting" Museum. admission, 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Tuesday
through Saturday, 12:30 to 4:30
p.m. Sunday, closed Mondays.

A&A
Auto Rental

The show relies on the technical
skills and athletic artistry of the
troupe, with theatrical lighting to
set the mood and jazz and pop
music to set the pace.
"You're able to create something you really want to do because
there are no rules — except the
audience has to like it," Witt said
before the tour's final performance
at New York's Madison Square
Garden.
Germany's Witt and the United
State's Boitano teamed up soon
after winning gold medals at the
1988 Olympics. It was the second
Olympic gold for Witt, who represented East Germany.
Boitano shunned joining more
conventional ice shows, the usual
route for America's top skaters. He
did a television special "Canvas of
Ice" (with Witt as a guest star).
They skated together in the movie,
"Carmen on Ice," which brought
them Emmys.
In the meantime, Boitano worked
on pulling an ice show together.
It's had three successful tours and
a fourth is expected. He said the

r
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East Main St.
IkI
753-4461

The Kentucky Arts Council
(KAC) is again joining forces with
Kentucky Educational Television
(KET) to provide technical assistance workshops via KET's celebrated Star Channels.
This interactive satellite delivery
system provides direct access
through downlinks at public
schools, community colleges and
libraries across the state. Star
Channel provides those on the

receiving end of the live broadcast
access to presenters in KET's Lexington studio through a toll-free
telephone number and numeric key
pads.
The next broadcast is scheduled
for March 16 and discusses projects and touring grants. Other topics to be covered include artist-inresidence/sponsor applications
(April I), community artists-inresidence/sponsor and artists appli-
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"Great changes are underway at"

CRASS
FURNITURE

cations (April 1).-N4 Al Smith Fellowships for writers composers and
choreographers (July 1).
Future broadcasts will deal with
other grant categories and issues
facing the arts in Kentucky.
For additional information,,contact the Star Channel coordinator at
your local public school, community college or library, or call KET at
606-233-0666 or KAC at
502-564-3757 (V(TDD).

iv

REOPEN I NG!

753-3621

103 S. 3rd St.

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers
/

You
WOW.D Told
COVIC SAC or

e
4w.
"(4

Friday, March 13th

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by

Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicken
Seafoods, Country Ham & Short Orders

the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th ofcach
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carder.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

Open Everyday except Monday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Cypress Springs Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Owner: Sue Williams

Murray Ledger & Times
a the

436-5496

Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
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6 MONTHS
H
CAS
AS
ME
SA
No Payment Until September

Star Channels feature art topics

•Daily & weekly Rentals
*Clean. Dependable Cars
eCall Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

challenge is to keep reinventing the
He uses the shows to train for
show and not get too artsy.
l competitions; he's
professiona
underit
keep
you
as
"As long
turning professional
since
nine
won
standable, hip and not too wild, I
Olympics.
'88
the
after
keep
will
think our group of people
Between touring, endorsements
coming back, Boitano said.
other projects, neither Boitano
and
While solo skating is still their
spends much time at home
Witt
or
and
Boitano
forte, the powerful
graceful Witt skate splendidly — San Francisco for him, Berlin
together. He credits their close .for Witi (Her Christmas decorations were still up when she went
friendship.
"I think that's where our energy home late last month.)
They were at the Olympics in
comes from — knowing each other
being
not
and
she was an ice skating
ice
the
Albertville;
off
so well
scared on the ice because of it," commentator for CBS, he was a
columnist for USA Today. Witt
said Boitano.
After so many years alone, "It's said there were moments she
nice to share the feelings with wished she was competing but she
someone out there," said Witt. doesn't regret moving on.
"We put so much soul and heart
"The last four years have been
into it."
wonderful and I didn't want to give
While they leave the lifts and up any minute just to stay amateur
throws to the pair skaters in the and go in the Olympics again,"
cast, neither holds back in their Witt said.
own performances. Boitano's numBoitano still has his eye on
bers include 10 triple jumps over
run for the gold. He tried
another
the two-hour show.
"If I wasn't doing as much as to get the International Skating
I'm capable of, it takes all the joy Union to open the door to profesout of skating for me," said sionals, as other sports have.
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Lt. Col. Linda Clark and her two
sons represent three branches of the
military service.
U. Col. Clark serves in the U.S.
Army Reserves, and was clalled to
active duty for II months during
Desert Shield/Desert Storm.
She was stationed at Fort Knox
and then Fort Campbell. where she
functioned as a Certified NurseMidwife.-- Currently she is an associate professor in the Department of Nursing at Murray State University
where_ she teaches Pediatric
Nursing.
Electrician's Mate First Class
(E6) Lynn William Clark as on
active duty for six years in the U.S.
Navy. He was involved with
nuclear power training and served
aboard nuclear powered
submarines.
E6 Clark has been in the Navv
Reserves for the past eight years.
and is Leading Petty Officer for EDivision at the Surface Readiness
Unit at the Cape Girardeau Reserve
Center.
Periodically, he is sent to San
Diego, Calif.. where he works as a
cable inspector at the Shore Intermediate Maintenance Activity. He
is employed b) the City of Murray.

Leigh Henry
bride-elect of
Nicky Knight
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier is
Bridal Registry

ION

3
P.R111
1205B Chestnut • 7511851

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Two free golf clinics for all lady members of the Murray Country Club
will be held. They were at 10:30 a.m. on Wednesday, March 18, and at 10
a.m. on Saturday, March 21, at the practice range of the club. The clinic
will be conducted by head professional Tom Schwettman and is sponsored —
by the Ladies Golf Association. Instruction will be at all levels of golf
experience, with beginners and new members especially welcome. For
more information call Dana Stonecipher, 753-0392, or Betty Lowry,
753-1285.

TOPS meeting tonight

two of her sons, E6
It. Col. Linda Clark, center, is pictured with
Clark, left, all
Gregory
Sgt.
Staff
and
Lynn William Clark, right,
serving in the military service.
Staff Sergeant Gregory Clark
joined the U.S. Marines upon graduation from Murray High School
in 1975. He is assistant manager of
the mess hall at Headquarters and
Service Battalion, Marine Corp
Recruit Depot, San Diego, Calif.

Lt. Col. Clark and her husband,
Raymond, Rt. 4, Murray, are also
the parents of two other sons, Randy Clark, a student at Murray State
University, and Brent Clark, a
Brands Manager with Coca Cola
Foods, Houston, Texas.

Christian Women's Club plans event
41.

Christian Women's Club of Murray will have a "Picture Perfect"
luncheon on Tuesday. March 17,
from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant. The cost of the
luncheon will be S4 '5 per person.
The special musk will he presented by Stacy Liggett. a music
major at Murray St:IL,: University.
A graduate of Wer,ter County
High School at Dixor., she studied
for one year at Henderson Community College before transferring
to MSU. She is active in Baptist
Student Union activities, and
served two years on Son Celebration Music Team, one of Kentuck.v's in-state mission teams.
Emma Story, manager of The
Gallery, Murray, will present a sx-

We are pleased to announce that Michelle Lockhart, bride-elect of Stan Paschall has selected her bedding and bath accessories
'Tom our bridal registry
Michelle and Stan will be
--;arried April 14. 1992

JCPenney
4

O'-iestnut Hitls ShoppAng Center
Murray _Kentucky

cial feature on "Decorating with
Pictures." A lifetime resident of
Murray. she has three adult children and is anxiously waiting for the
birth of her first grandchild.
The guest speaker will be Camilla Seabolt of Franklin. Tenn.
Reservations should be made by
Sunday evening, March 15, by calling Freda Lovett, 753-3999, or
Marilyn Pritchard, 753-9930.
Cancellations should be made by
calling Sherry Edwards, 753-8034.

A nursery for preschoolers will
be provided at Memorial Baptist
Church. Nursery reservations may
be made by calling Freda Lovett at
753-3999.
All interested women are welcome to attend. There are no dues,
no membership fees or any obligation. said Lois Green, acting CWC
chairman. Christian Women's Club
is :a worldwide organization and is
not affiliated with any church or
denomination.

VFW Post builds tables

Are you interested in losing weight? Meet with others who have a similar
problem. A new TOPS (taking off pounds sensibly) chapter will meet tonight
(Thursday) at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, U.S. Highway 641 North. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 7 p.m. and the meeting will be
from 7 to 8 p.m. Any interested persons are encouraged to attend this meeting. TOPS is a noncommercial, nonprofit weight-control organization which
was the first of the major weight-control clubs. The purpose of TOPS is primarily to help all the overweight,who are sincerely interested in losing
weight and keeping it off sensiblil For more information call 753-7638.

Homemakers plan quilting
Calloway County Homemakers will have a special day for quitting of the
bicentennial quilt being made by the women. This will be Tuesday, March
17, at 12:30 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of Goshen United Methodist Church,
located on Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road, at Stella. All interested
quitters are invited to attend.

MHS Class of 1967 will meet
Murray High School Class of 1967 will meet Monday. March 16, at 7 p.m.
the home of Martha Andrus, 1550 Oxford Dr., Murray. This will be to plan
for the 25-year reunion of the class. All class members are urged to attend.
at

Benefit singing Saturday
A benefit singing for Richard Pond will be Saturday, March 14, at 7 p.m.
at the Hazel Community Center. Pond was accepted as one of three in the
state of Kentucky to tour Europe with the 'Spirit of America Honor Marching
Band. Featured singers will be The Buchanan Gospel Singers and also
other local singers. The public is invited to attend.

Secretaries meeting on Monday
The Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International will meet
Monday, March 16, in the Hospitality Room of the University Branch of the
Bank of Murray. This will not be a dinner meeeting and a special activity is
picplanned for the program. A photographer will be at the meeting to take
indivithose
and
officers
finalists,
(SOTY)
Year
the
of
Secretary
tures of the
duals who cannot be photographed at their placed of employment, according to Laura Lohr Vanarsdel, publicity chairman.

Retirees will meet Tuesday
their
Retirees of Local 1068 and other locals of UAW-AFL-C10 and
CenCommunity
Ellis
at
noon
12
at
17,
March
Tuesday,
meet
spouses will
will be
ter, located on Ellis Drive,off Sycamore Street. A potluck luncheon
served, according to Violet Johnson, group spokesperson.

YAG Lock-in Friday
Friday.
The Young Actors Guild will have a Lock-in starting at 8 p.m.
must
attend
to
wishing
Members
14.
March
Saturday,
March 13, until 7 a.m.
bring a
bring a 2-liter drink or munchies for admission. Each one should
sleeping bag and be prepareed for a night of fun and games and very little
sleep, according to a YAG sponsor.

Members of H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign
Wars are pictured working on tables they built for the patio at West
View Nursing Home, Murray. Tom Crowell, not pictured, maintenance worker at West View, assisted the men in this project. "We're
grateful to VFW Post 6291, as they are always very supportive of
West View needs. Our residents will get much enjoyment from the
tables and new patio," said Carol York, activity director at West
View. Pictured, from left, are Melton Mitchell, Kenney Hermann,
Leonard Brown and Speight Williams.
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Rent your movies • at the movies!
1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
Open 11:am to 10:pm

•

If

•

There's
Music
In The Air

When
CARSON WIND CHIMES
Get Together!

First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5 p.m.

COMPUMENTARY FACIAL
Personalized skin care (swam ow
Wenzel lor you skin wpm Dermatolo-

gist tested Cal be* for Imo consultation Dthah Westerman, trxlependent
leery Kay Beaity Corsair& 753-1503

Thursday, March 12
Singles Organizational
Society/5:45 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce to caravan to Big Apple
Cafe. Info/Pamela, 753-7638 or
Jeanne, 753-0224.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building. Paris. lnfo/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.

Clubhouse, 704 Vine
Dessert (7 pm

0

First Amendment meeting Sunday
First Amendment Rights Committee of Western Kentucky will meet Sunday. March 15, at 2 p.m. Meetings will be scheduled on each Sunday. For
more information call 753-9892 or 753-8618.

A Flower Gardening Seminar, "Bursting-N-Bloom,* for members of The
Leisure Life of Bank of Murray will be Tuesday, March 17, at 2 p.m. at the
University Branch of the Bank of Murray. Rob Stanfa from Rolling Hills
Nursery will be the speaker. Persons may call Martha Covey at 753-1893 to
reserve a spot at the seminar.

Choral Union rehearsing

Tuesday, March 17, 1992
S4

haserl from any Mu•A• i)epartmcnt rnernlwr
or Annie Nang e People s[Sank Imam branch)
be pun

Murray Family YMCA has new spring events and classes planned. A
MSU Mini Break Day Camp will be Thursday and Friday, March 12 and 13.
Beginning March 16, Tots in Motion and Self Defense Class will start. On
Friday, March 27, a Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Grade Over Night will be
held. For more information call the YMCA office, 759-9622, located in the
Weaks Community Center.

Gardening seminar on March 17

CO

lKk&'t' iii,

YMCA events planned

Paducah Arts and Crafts Show will be March 19 to 22 at Kentucky Oaks
Mall Handcrafted items of all types will be shown. Spaces are still available.
For more information call 1-443-4463 after 6 p.m. and on weekends.
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k
s
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Luncheon Noon) - S7

Country Club dinner Friday

Arts and Crafts Show planned

(Cont'd on page 7,
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*Unbreakable *Tarnish -Proof
•Non-Toxic *Lifetime Nylon
Braided Cord •Made in U.S.A..

A shower for Nancy Walker and her son, Frankie, whose home and contents were recently destroyed by fire, will be Sunday, March 15, from 2 to 4
p.m. The event will be in the Fellowship Hall of Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church, located on Calloway-Marshall County Line, just east of
U.S. Highway 641 North.

Murray Country Club will have a sit-down dinner on Friday, March 13.
Serving will be from 7 to 8:30 p.m. The menu will consist of chicken kabobs,
salad, wild rice, vegetables, rolls and dessert. The price will be $9 per person. Reservations may be made by calling 753-6113.

CALENDAR
Thursday, March 12
All schools in Calloway County
and Murray City Schools dismissed
today.

Walker shower planned Sunday

lf you have experience singing in a choir, there is a place for you in the
Murray State University Choral Union. The choir rehearses every Monday
from 7 to 9 p.m. in Room 241 (Choir Room) of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University. Pilo audtion is tarred, bUt previous singing experience is desired. This semester the choir working one one of the
great 20th century works by Carl Orff entitled 'Carmine Sunni.' The Choral
Union will be combining with the University Chorale, the Concert Choir and

the Murray State University Orchestra for ;iacriormanc• of this wort on
.
Saturday, April 11, in LOVN Auditadisivo,

a

.

•

.
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THE MURRAY

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton. Info/153-8136 or
435-4314.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Friday, March 13
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.
Hazel Lodge No, 831 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge
hall.

Murray Alliance for the Mentally
111/6 p.m./private dining ,room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1107 or 436-2518.

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.

Scouting
National
Museum/open/9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.

Dance with country music/7
p.m./Ronny's Place.

Senior Adult Fellowship/11:45
a.m./First United Methodist
Church.

Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi/7 p.m./North Branch of
Peoples Bank/Inez Shinstine,
hostess.

Murray United Way meeting/12
noon/Pagliai's.

Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Masons/annual
Arch
inspection/7:30 p.m./potluck
meal/6:30 p.m.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Friday, March 13
Laryngectomee Support Group/4
p.m./private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

All schools in Calloway County
and Murray City Schools dismissed
today.
Land Between the Lakes' events
include Spring Ploughing, Fence
Building, Iron Industry/lOP:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. and Buttermaking/2
p.m./Homeplace; Feeding Time of
Fallow and White-Tailed Deer/9:15
a.m., Bald and Golden Eagles/2
p.m. and Red Wolves and
Coyotes/3 p.m./Nature Center;
Seven Wonders of the Solar
System/11 a.m. and 2 p.m./Visitor
Center.

Host families needed
ASSE International Student
Exchange Programs(ASSE), a nonprofit, public benefit organization,
would like you to share your home,
heart and heritage with some very
special people. Host an exchange
student for the coming school year!
These high school students are
well-screened, fulled insured and
come with their own spending
money, according to Katarina
Wood, area representative.
"They are from Scandinavia,
France, Italy, Spain, Germany,
Holland, great Britain, Japan and
New Zealand and are eager to
experience living as an American".
Wood said.
Wood said "these students are
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Kentucky I see the oak, tall and
strong
Climb cliffs that are quilted with
violet rills
I hear the echo vibrate low and
soft
From a nearby mountain wall
GladysJarrett,
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
Day by day my heart burns and
thrills
RATE CUARANTEED FOR
Director
When time of spring returns.
ONE YEAR. Early surrender
Oh! Kentucky Spring.
charges apply.
Then if we choose the right path
• • • •
155,000 minimum)
Our faith and values keep
Spring Dawning
Though the trail is rocky
By Frank McCallum
We'll reach the mountain peak.
The winter wind grows warmer,
FARM
• • • •
to defrost the chilly morn.
BUREAU
Nature reveals new life,
Our Old Apple Tree
born.
is
INSURANCE
springtime
By Linda M. Siebold
as
We note her gnarled, upraised
A time of renewed hope,
Same Rate Available On
announces new goals and
hands
I.R.A. ($50 minimum)
As shivering in the snow she dreams.
A time to feel so much alive,
stands
Rated: A+ (SUPERIOR)
Quite forsaken and now barren,
for special blessing it seems.
Apples plucked, and green
A touch from God is given,
leaves fallen.
To every living thing.
But when ice and snow depart
Voiced to us in song,
And sunshine has warmed her
As the birds begin to sing.
heart
She'll bloom afresh with fragrant
flowers:
Her thanks to Spring for brighter
Your Health Is Our Concern
hours.
'Computerized Prescription Records
.15% Cash Discount On All
Jim Wayne Miller
By Fall harvest, in September,
'Name Band & Generic Drugs
Prescriptions
Jim Wayne Miller, poet, writer
She'll be garbed in greater
.PCS• Medimet• BC-BS• Paid State Aid Over The Counter Preparations
and teacher, will be guest speaker
splendor.
•Health Care Products
•Medical Claims Service
at Writers' Potpourri to be SaturShe'll wear, still, her emerald
day, March 14, at 9:30 a.m. at the
FREE DELIVERY
gown
Calloway County Public Library.
But rubies will adorn her
Miller teaches at Western Kencrown...
tucky University, Bowling Green.
Rubies she will gladly share
753-1462
In addition to German literature, he
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.
109 S. 4th St.
With us who now tend her with
is interested in the history of the
care.
southern Appalachian region, and
• • • •
teaches a course in Appalachian
Kentucky Spring
Folklife.
By Marie Jarrett
The teacher's interest in southern
Kentucky, I'm your adopted
Appalachia is also reflected in his child
writing, and has a teaching load
I fretted and idled for awhile
reduction at Western in recognition
Until spring then you became my
of his writing.
land
Miller said he "writes wherever
A place of hope and helping
he happens to be: at home, in my
hand
office, in motel rooms when I am
Oh. Kentucky, you're grand.
on the road, or in a little house in
Kentucky, I shall again hear
the country outside Bowling Green.
The whispering pine, and then
I've done farm work, timbering and see
helped haul watermelons from
The blue on the wing, brown the
Florida to western North Carolina. owl
I've been a short order cook and a
See the cardinal flying from tree
teacher's assistant, reading themes!
to tree
For fun, I go fishing."
As night falls I hear the coyotes
This is open to all interested wri- howl.
ters, according to Mrs. Gladys JarKentucky, I have faith to await
rett, director.
spring
your
,Mrs. Jarrett has released some of
To see the Forthesias golden
the poems written by participants limbs
as follows:
I see as they sway, hear their
• • • •
wind-song
I see the Orieos have hung the
Troubles
nest
Saunders
Jean
Wilma
By
Upon your twistin, golden
Troubles come so regularly
breast.
But they never last
I wander up or down your
They never stay forever
streams
But they come to pass
Until my hours have danced
For if they lasted on and on
away
Grief would be intense
I watch the water glisten within
Despair would soon engulf us
banks
your
Life would make no sense
it tumble over rocks within
see
I
But the valleys are to temper us
my
ranks
Make us whole and strong
As night falls, I sleep with
Help us make good choices
dreams.
peaceful
Teach us right from wrong

EARN
6.70%

1-

753-4703

Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Women/7 p.m.

Murray Men's Lodge 592 of
Woodmen of Wcrld/6 p.m./Log
Cabin Restaurant.

& TIMES

Bob Cornelison

"Industrial Hygiene" course/
Room 146/Collins Center for
Industry and Technology, Murray
State University. Info/762-3385.

Murray City Council/7:30 p.m.
with committee meetings planned.

LrER

WRITERS'
POTPOURRI

DAR
CALEN
(Cont'd from page 6)
Thursday, March 12
Narcotics Anonymous open
meetingr7 p.m./Parish Center, St.
Leo Catholic Church.

.•••'

also enthusiastic about sharing
their own culture and customs with
their host families, friends and
communities. They expect to share
in household responsibilities and be
included in family activities."
"Potential host families come
from a wide variety of backgrounds
and lifestyles," said Andrea Johnson, spokesperson for the Southern
Region. "Ideal host families are
open-minded, have an interest in
people, especially those from
anotehr culture, and have a sense
of humor."
Any one interested in becoming
an ASSE host family or for more
information, call 1-800-473-0696
or Katarina Wood at 1-658-3750.

HOLLAND DRUGS

Newborns, dismissals, expiration are listed
One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for
Tuesday, March 10, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Windsor baby girl, parents, Deborah
and Billy, 1002 Poplar St., Murray.
Dismissals
Collie Hill, Rt. 1, Box 239, Farmington; L.A. Rowland, 2000 Gatesboro
Circle, Murray; Tyler Hurst, P.O. Box
5254, Mayfield;
Joe D Hopkins, At. 2, Box 73, Murray; John King, At. 2, Box 153A,
Hazel; Eugene Collins, Rt. 1, Box 269,
Hardin;
Mrs. Polly Erwin, 515 South Eighth
St., Murray; Miss Marie Cothran, At. 3,

Box 330, Murray;
Jeffrey Allen Graves, At. 2, Box
IAA, Hazel; Mrs. Janice Damall, At. 4,
Box 540, Benton;
Kenneth Asher, 1505 Oxford Dr.,
Murray; Miss Megan Leblanc, At. 1,
Box 54A, Henry, Tenn.;
Michael Jeremy Hayes, 524 South
Third St, Mayfield; Mrs. Nita Guin,
1008 Westgate, Murray;
Gregory Billington, Rt. 4, Box 374,
Murray; Mrs. Deborah Windsor and
baby girl, 1002 Poplar St., Murray;
Derrick Vaughn, Rt. 3, Box 958,
Murray; Mrs. Kristina Undsey and
baby boy, 221 South 15th St, Murray.
Expiration
Henry VanDyke, Rt. 4, Box 486,
Murray.

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, March
11, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Fuller baby boy, parents, Catherine
and James, 533 Maple Grove Rd.,
Cadiz.
Dismissals
Mrs. Jackie Anderson and baby boy,
P.O. Box 122, Cadiz; Mrs. Kathleen
Men and baby girl, Rt. 5, Box 336,
Benton;
Mrs. Tiffany Thompson and baby

boy, Rt. 5, Box 527, Benton; Mrs. Vicki
Jones and baby girl, 102 Parks Dr.,
Murray;
Mrs. Alicia Darnell and baby girl. At.
3, Box 19V, Murray; Christopher
Mann, 906 Hillwood, Murray;
R.E. Wallace, 413 West Ninth St.,
Benton; Russell Eric Freeman, At 4,
Box 338, Paris, Tenn.;
Miss Rosetta Walker, 405 Highled
Dr., Mayfield; Mrs. Anna Brien, 928
Pine St., Benton;
Roy Waldrup, Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray; Mrs. Clara Irene Phillips, At.
(Cont'd on page 8)
ANA
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METAMORPHOSIS
To

Visions of Success

MAYFLOWER
CHINESE
RESTAURANT

• Individualized
Program
• Fabulous Fresh
Frozen Food
• Flexible & Easy
Program
• Prescribed Exercise
Schedule
• No Hidden Cost
• No Contracts

Hwy. 641 South • Murray, Ky.

Daily Lunch Buffet
$395
Dinner Buffet
& Saturday
$595 Every Fridayp.m.

FREE Body
Composition Analysis

5-8

753-9932
301 N. 12th St. (University Square)

Please Call For The Special Party Menu At

759-4819

•Iiii•Phr OM= sidlind *Ma* a•dli ow& sorfood
• Opos Soimin• and ••••••

SHOE COLLECTION
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, MARCH 20 AND 21
FEATURING
ANDREA PFISTER • WALTER STEIGER
ANNE KLEIN • DONNA KARAN • D'ROSSANA
STUART WEITZMAN • COLE-HAAN
MARGARET JERROLD • VIA SPIGA
BRUNO MAGU • AMALFI•SESTO MEUCCI

outmoueed
Ureight Los.'
Your Money
'Int Period!

204 North 5th Street - Mayfield
247-4543.
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Rauch s )eaks to, /1/1U W

concerning disabilities act

April Lane, an American
which will allow the employee
By CROMWELL HAUGE
Humanics student at Murray
the disability to do the job,
with
State University from Murray, Suwon Group ropenst
n or change must
modificatio
that
has received a national honor.
made."
be
The Support Group for the Blind
Lane, a junior public relations
The limitatioa_ .on reasonable _
met
it the -Annex of the Calloway
stusix
of
one
chosen
major, was
tion states that if such
accommoda
Thursdents nationwide to plan and car- County Public Library on
tion should impose
accommoda
an
p.m.
ry out the 1993 American day, Feb. 20, at 7
on the employer
hardship
undue
an
absent
was
leader,
John Glisson,
Humanics Management Institute.
of his busisize
the
of
reason
by
HopkinsThis institute is designed to train due to his having one to
the facility
of
resources
the
ness,
their support
and educate students pursuing ville to speak with
employof
number
the
William involved',
careers in the youth and human group for the blind. Dr.
of the
cost
and
nature
.••
the
and
ees,
Murray State
service field. The 1992 AHM1 Fennessee, on the
not be
would
such
tion,
accommoda
discussion
led
the
4.
was attended by 20 American University staff,
required.
Humanics students from Murray, at Murray.
The level of consciousness conDr. Fennessee introduced the
more than any other college or
disabiliAmericans with Disabilities Art of cerning those with various
university in attendance.
ly in
considerab
raised
been
has
ties
1990 and discussed various points
strides have
Great
years.
recent
briefly.
accessibiliOne point he brought out has to been made in regard to
do with ane mployer's not being
ty in particular.
able to reject a prospective employSeveral members of the group
ee on the basis of disability if such
commented on the difficulty of seea person is qualified to do the'job.
ing the prices in grocery stores,
WE'RE YOUR LAWN C&GARDENs—
(One member in the group stated
especially in stores which scan the
that she has been rejected by a
bar codes, thus eliminating the
number of institutions because of
need to label each item. In stores
her disability even though she is
where the prices of items are large.
qualified, having been training for
such signs are so high that seeing
that particular work.)
BLOOMING PLANTS
them poses a problem for those
"A person with a disability is
with low vision.
Pansies
qualified if he or she can perform
It was suggested that persons
job
the
of
functions
essential
the
cannot sec prices or find the
that
Purple & VVhare
e
reasonabl
or
without
with
e, should ask the store
merchandis
8
Pot
'2.99
Phlox
Creeping
accommodation."
manager for an employee's assis"Reasonable accommodation
tance dtiring the shopping trip in
Flat Price '12.00
means that if there is some modifihis or her place or business.
Spring Glory Flowenng
cation in a job's requirements, or
Anyone knowing of a person
. 3 ft Reg $15 $10.00
Forsythia
structure that an employer can do
with visual impairment is aksed to
tell him or her of this group. PerCoral Bells, Hershey Red, Hino Crimson
may call John Glisson,
Varieties
sons
Girard
Several
8
Snow
or Cromwell Hauge,
753-1161,
$3.50
$600
Reg
gal
1
Azaleas
Hardy
436-2432.
The next scheduled group meetCOOL CROPS
will be Thursday. March 19, at
ing
Cabbage, Broccoli,
in the conference room of
p.m.
7
4 •0, 994
Cauliflower
'Wedding Invitations
Calloway County Library kinex,
located at 710 Main St.. Murray.
'Thank You Notes
FERTILIZERS

111

HEADQUARTERS

•

Vermont Organic All Purpose
Plant Food 5-3-4
•

4

4 It)

BOX

64.99

'Paper Plates
& Napkins

10 lb Bag 19.99
25 lb

'Ink Rubber Stamps
Much, Much More
Silk Screening
T-Shirts, Caps etc...

Whir same, kar No or••• crsoculle
appose 10 Sale "wawa..

'Best Prices In Town'

Mon.-Fri 11-5
Sat. 8-4, Sun. 1-4
750-4512
Hwy. 94 East

.•••••
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A Cut Above the Rest

Birth announced

Bucket $18.99

Begin to fertiize existing shrubs 8 trees also lawn areas Feed
flowering plants, such as azaleas, after they bloom

Con t ract Bridge

felling the Q-A together on the next
West dealer.
trick; those who finessed the jack of
Both sides vulnerable.
spades lost to the queen and went
NORTH
down one.
+87
J 109852
The guess in spades was not an
• A 10
easy one. True, West had never bid
and had already shown up with the
4AKQ
K-A of hearts, making it unlikely
EAST
WEST
that he also held the ace of spades.
*A3
•Q 6
74
But there was still the possibility
,A K Q
1
•J 765
that East had been dealt the A-Q-x.
•9 4 32
4 108 7 5 2 In that case, the play of the king
+9643
would lose the contract and the play
SOUTH
of tfhe jack would win it.
46 KJ 109 5 4 2
At one table, however, the deV 63
clarer never had the opportunity to
•K Q 8
guess the spade situation. The enJ
tire issue was rendered moot when
The
bidding:
Erica Faith Hagan
the defenders found a sure-fire way
South
North East
West
ChristoMr. and Mrs. William
1+
to defeat the contract!
1
Pass
Piss
pher iiagaii of 610 Fairlanc Dr., Pass 2
Pass
Here West also began by cashing
3+
Murray, are the parents of a Pass 3 NT Pass 4+
the K-A of hearts, but he then dedaughter, Erica Faith Hagan, born Opening lead — king of hearts.
cided there was no future in shifting
on Friday, March 6, at 5:52 a.m. at
tea diamond. Instead, he continued
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
This deal occurred in a duplicate with the queen of hearts. East then
The baby weighed seven pounds game some years ago. The North- put on his thinking cap and came up
and measured 20 inches. The South pairs invariably reached four with the killing play: He trumped
mother is the former Regina Dawn spades, but the outcome varied de- his partner's high heart with the
Ray. They have one son, Matthew pending primarily on how declarer ace! Declarer still had to lose another trump trick to the queen,so he
James Ray, and another daughter, handled the trump suit.
went down one.
by
started
West
At
tables,
most
GrandpaHagan.
Kimberly Nicole
East reasoned that by raring
rents are Barbara A. and Charles cashing the K-A of hearts and then
the ace, he would automatiwith
won
to
Declarer
a
diamond.
shifted
Dclk of Rt. 3, Box 192, Murray,
the contract if his partdefeat
cally
then
and
a
spade,
led
in
dummy,
,
Fairdealing
of
Ray
Dell William
the Q-x or J-x-x of
with
ner
started
folEast
after
a
huddle
into
went
and William Leo and Frances Charnot defeat the
might
and
spades,
low.
lowed
lene Hagan of Owensboro. Greatwho decided to contract if he didn't ruff with the
declarers
Those
grandparents are Mrs. Grace put up the king made the contract, ace. East-was absolutely right.
McCoy of Paducah and Charles
Tomorrow: Test your play.
and Nina Galloway of Hartford.

Specialty Items
Our Specialty

•r•

Doreen Rauch, left, Director of Affirmative Action at Murray State
University, was pest speaker at the February meeting of the Murray
Branch of American Association of University Women held at Sirloin
Stockade. Hostesses for the meeting were Ann Herron, center, and
Kay Moneyhun, righL The next meeting will be Tuesday, March 17,
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. This will be a planning session for the
meeting to honor the top 20 female graduating students from Murray
High and Calloway County High Schools. All members are urged to
attend, said Jo Lovett, branch member.

QUICKPRINT
Southside Shopping Center
759-4796

'JEWELERS

Hospital...
(Cont'd from page 7)
2, Box 121, Buchanan, Tenn ,
Jasper Johnson, Rt. 1, Box 125C,
10rksey; Mrs. Laura Rogers, 609 Ellis
Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Lavenia Ramsey, 503 Richardson, Murray; Mrs. Bertha Barnett, Rt
8, Box 1270, Murray.

•

UNREST- MC-TEC,
PUBLIC SALE

Just call 753-6656
and order your favorite.

p00,1 E
DOORBUST
E At:RINGS
• -J.

88

20,14. Bo,
1
kev /

We'll even deliver it FREE'

HUNDREDS OF
HERE ARE JUST A FEW EXAMPLES OF THE

•

VALUES!

1-Topping Large Pizza

"S" LINK
DIAMOND
TENNIS
BRACELET

SOLID
ROPE OR
HERRINGBONE

Were Making a Difference.

American Heart V
Association

Original
99Crust
Only $
6

•

414

'Not good with any other special
'Special good thru 3/19/92
*Must present coupon when ordering

2 CARAT* $1199
I CARAT* $599

OKT. GOLD

•

BIG
BOLD
DIAMOND
SOLITAIRE

1/4 CARAT

$288

MASSIVE
MEN'
Nt.liGET Si N'
11 DIAMOND

DIAMOND
EARRINGS
& PENDANT

•

"Pick A Pair of Pans"
Enjoy Any Two 12" Pan Perfect
Deep Dish Pizzas
For
Only

1/4 CARAT'

good with any other special
'Special good thru 3/19/92
*Must present coupon when ordering

'Not

•

CHANNEL
ANNIVERSARY
BAND

ANNIVERSARY
BAND SET IN I4K
YELLOW
GOLD

DIAMOND
& SYNTHETIC
RUBY

.-;:;"•

"

.

•

The best pizza in town. -Home"

I CARAT* S799* 112 CARAT' 519tr

AMAZING VALUE!
40;11001iggati."ye'Lrfr;

$1399

WAL-MART

4 EASY WAYS TO PAY

•
• ••040'0 f••DO•

S ••
1g.- •- ••
••••

••

JEWELERS
••••••Downs
••• 4444 111.144 '4014

Chestnut HIlls

Shopping Canter, Murray

W ,

2/pAsti
GrjlIANK CARDS
ErpREDIT CARDS
'CHECKS

•
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We are pleased to announce
that Michelle Lockhart brideelect of Stan Paschall. has made
her domestic and household
selections through our bridal
registry.
Michelle and Stan will be married April 14, 1992.

Chestnut
St.

753-6656

P

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat, 9-9; Sun. 12-8
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Symposium addresses needs of the newborn

Clara Hopkins is honored during a retirement presentation by Stuart
Poston, Murray-Calloway County Hospital Administrator.

hospital. Speakers include:
—Dr. Billy F. Andrews, professor
and chairman of pediatrics at the
University of Louisville School of
Medicine:

Murray-Calloway County Hospital, in conjunction with the Murray
State University School of Nursing,
will sponsor a one-day symposium on
the needs of the newborn.
The seven-hour symposium is open
to all registered nurses, licensed practical nurses and other health care
workers interested in perinatal health
care. The sessions will be held in
Murray State's Mason Hall auditorium from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. The
registration fee of $21 is due by
Monday, March 16.
Five speakers will discuss the special needs of the newborn, including
stays in an intensive care nursery and
needs following discharge from the

—S •••••

—Dr. Dan L. Stewart, assistant
professor of pediatrics at U of L
School of Medicine:
—Dr. Shirley A. Wilkerson, associate professor of pediatrics at U of L
School of Medicine;
—Jena Blythe, RNC,Kosair Children's Hospital High Risk Delivery
Room Team;
—Patsy Welch, RN, CCRN, Cardiovascular CNS, Kosair Children's
llospital.

During her years at MCCH,Hopkins has seen tremendous growth in the
hospital's physical therapy department. "We now have more technicians who handle a large patient load,
of course," she said. "We also have
more and better equipment in the
department to help a patient's recovery."
Hopkins said it has been most
rewarding to ses patients get better as
the result of helping them through
physical therapy.
"We're in it to help people, and
that's what it's all about— helping and
caring!: she said with,a smile."While
I'm retiring from MCCH, I probably
won't retire from working altogether."
Following retirement at MCCH,
Hopkins is going to join her husband
in Huntsville, AL, where he has been
woking the past five months with a
construction company. They will be
close to Clara's son, David, and his
family who live near Huntsville.
Hopkins said that also means she will
be able to "spoil" her grandson, twoand-a-half year old Zachary.
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Cindy's On The Barge
AInside Kenlake Marina - Hwy 94 East)

Seats 47 People - Full Service
Open 7 Days A Week, M-F 6 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. 6 a.m.-4 p.m.

Full Breakfast & Lunch Menu
With Homemade Pies

Hopkins retires
Clara Hopkins of Murray was recently honored during a retirement
presentation at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Hopkins has retired
from MCCH after almost 12 years of
service in the hospital's Physical
Therapy department.
During her years with the department, Hopkins served as a physical
therapy technician. Her job involved
giving patients various therapy treatments, including whirlpool and ambulatory exercise.
At the recent presentation, hospital
Administrator Stuart Poston presented Hopkins a beautiful Hamilton
Wheatland mantel clock on behalf of
the hospital.
"We appreciate Clara's hard work.
She has been a very good employee,"
said Poston. "She will be missed, and
we wish her well."
The presentation took place on
Hopkins last day at work."This means
so much to me," she said. "I truly
appreciate this beautiful gift. My
friends at MCCH are special, and I
will miss you all."

been approved by the Kentucky
Board of Nursing for seven contact
hours of credit.

For information on registering for
the symposium call Lynn Fromm,
(502) 762-1248. The symposium has

a drive, see the beautiful view and
enjoy good food prepared especially for
you. I am looking forward to seeing,
friends,family, andfanner customers. Be
sure to say hello.
5ennie Nesbitt
Takc

"Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at Whltnell
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
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Free math classes offered
A free basic geometry and algebra
class for adult students will be offered
beginning Tuesday, March 24, in the
Adult Learning Center at Murray
State University.
The class will meet from 8:15 to
9:45 a.m. on Tuesday and Thursday
for six weeks in Room 206 of Roy
Stewart Stadium. It will begin with an
introduction to basic geometry and
continue through basic algebra.
The course is open to anyone 16
years of age or older who is not
enrolled in a public school. Each class
is limited to 10 students and is offered
on a first-come, first-serve basis.
The purpose of the class is to help
adult students who need educational
assistance in preparing for the GED
high school equivalency test, the ACT
examination or other tests requiring
mathematical skills. Adults planning
to return to school or those who wish
to review geometry and algebra for
personal satisfaction can benefit from
the class.

The class is sponsored by the
Kentucky Department of Adult Educational Services and the Center for
Continuing Education and Academic
Outreach at Murray State.
To register and make arrangements
for enrolling in the class, call the
Adult Learning Center before March
23 at (502) 762-6971.

East Calloway
SBDM to meet
The East Calloway Elementary
School SBDM (Site-Based Decision Making) Council will meet at
5 p.m. on Tuesday to welcome new
council members Gina Wilson and
Tina Carroway. Also on the agenda
is discussion of the discipline committee, acknowledgment of the
Instructional Monies Design Team,
home room placement for the
1992-93 school year, and other
business.

KITCHENAID
XX SPECIALXX
LIMITED TIME
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DISHWASHER

KUDI22XX WITH EXTRA FEATURES
Quality Features
=WM
• Quiet Scrub' sound insulation
• InDura• porcelain on steel lank
and inner door
• '2 HP Gold Seal reversing motor
• Sure Clean water heating system
• 4 Way Hydro-Sweep' wash arm

1

Now IT COSTS I FSS To MAKE

1=3231

Extra Features
• 16 position odlustable upper radii
• Nylon Darattoteve Racks with
5 year warranty
• SMON aprns basket with cow

YOUR MOMER HAPPY
\Ve've got good news for South Central Bell customers. We've reduced
our long distance rates to nearby communities an average of 30%. So go ahead,
make your mother happy Call her long distance today, for less.

SAVE 10 OFF Retail Tt.,r,r9gP
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SPORTS
First Region Boys

Sports Writer

Fourth quarter run lifts
Marshall past Eagles

By MIKE EMBRY
Associated Press

Marshall 81, Graves 63

Staff Report
Murray Lodge

it Timms
10 a 44 13
$1 MI 411 Si

GRAVES

A

Michael Jordan, shown above at kft with Craig Hodges, had a big hand in the Chicago Bulls victory over
Boston Wednesday night scoring 17 of his 32 points in the first quarter as the Bulls clobbered the Celtics
114-85. The win improsed Chicago's record to an NBA best 52-12.

Bulls pound weary Boston by 34
CHICAGO iAP—Any team
playing a terrible first quarter
against the Chicago Bulls is facing
three periods of garbage time.
The Boston Celtics. playing their
third game in four nights, shot 17
percent in the first quarter. including 0-for-7 by Larry Bird. The
score was 10-0, 27-7 and then
37-13 before the Bulls improved

their record to 52-12 with a 119-85 were gone, and we had fresh legs
from being off the last couple of
victory Wednesday night.Michael Jordan personally out- days. We get motivated for them,
scored the Celtics in the first per- and with them not having quite as
iod with 17 of his 32 points in the young legs as we have, we overquarter. Chicago shot 65 percent (Cont'd on page 11)
from the field in the first 12
minutes.
"We went out and jumped right
on them," Jordan said. "Their legs

MARSHALL
GRAVES (D)
Marshall County's Darron BoatBrown 5 Goan" 14 Batter I. Tharnasaran 7. Mayes
explosion
right led a fourth period
Floyd 15 Yarlaar 2 TOTALS TG-A 24-5i IS,..
pont 4-17 FT A 11-1111
Wednesday night to lift the MarsMARSHALL (9i)
trawl,6 raorincoa 19. Larval 12 Boatigta 24 Papal 9.
hals past arch-rival Graves County
Pano aiiason 6 Brooks 2 Walluns 2 TOTALS FG-A
81-63 in the opening game of the
26 54 T0I40000011 9.21 IT-A 16-19
boys' First Region tournament.
up 50-47. Thirty seconds later, he
Graves came in as.,an underdog
popped
from 22-feet — 53-47. He
patiand
shooting
at 9-21, but hot
closed out the exhibition with the
ence against Marshall's swarming
posse of, defenders had the Eagles longest three of the night. 25-feet,
and slid the lid on Graves.
thinking upset to start the fourth
In all, Marshall County was nine
period.
for
21 from "3." Junior forward
Boat47,
With the score tied at
right single-handedly gunned down Todd Northcott hit three triples and
the Eagles' chance for upset by rip- scored 13 points in the third period
to finish with 19.
ping the Racer Arena nets.
Graves was paced by reserve forThe 5-11 junior guard finished
with 24 points on five three- ward Richie Floyd's 15 points and
pointers. He started off the game Jason Goatley's 14.
Graves, which shot 24-for-51,
with a pair of treys, and for
kept
the game close throughout.
pair.
a
with
Graves, he finished it
His first three-point attempt of The game was tied 12 times.
Their biggest push came at the
the period resulted in a shooting
end
of the third period.
three
awarded
was
foul and he
shots. He hit all three to put MCHS (Cont'd on page II)

Tornado blows by Fulton
SUM Report
Murray Leclgor & Times

It's been a long time since Racer
Arena has seen basketball as poorly
played as it was Wednesday night
from 8 to 9:30 p.m., hut Paducah
Tilghman still advanced to Mon-

day's semifinal with a 66-56 win
over Fulton County.
The Pilots came in as the higher
seed with a record of 21-2, but
2-for-19 shooting to start the game
had them chasing the Tornado all
evening.
(Cont'd on page II)

Spring Training Report:

Healed Hershiser ready for '92

Blue Hens and two others
qualify for NCAA tourney

VERO BEACH, Fla. (AP) — A
pre-surgical Orel? Could it be?
Another Cy Young Award? Maybe
SO.

Dexter Abrams had 21 points
Delaware. Robert Morris and
Georgia Southern aren't exactly and 14 rebounds as Georgia SouthDuke. Indiana and Kansas. Howev- ern gained its first tournament bid
er. those small schools will be join- since 1987. Wendell Charles added
ing the big boys in the NCAA 21 points, six assists and five steals
for the Eagles (25-5), who will join
basketball tournament.
All three gained automatic berths the Southern Conference next
by winning their conference tour- season.
Myron Walker scored 28 points
naments Wednesday night.
Delaware routed Drexel 92-68 to as Robert Morris made the NCAA
win the North Atlantic title, Robert tournament for the third time in
Morris beat Marist 85-81 to capture four years. Walker, the conference
the Northeast Conference crown player of the year. hit 11 of 20
and Georgia Southern downed shots from the field and all four of
Georgia State 95-52 in the Trans his free throws.
Wade Timmerson added 13
America final.
Alexander Coles scored 22 points for the top-seeded Colonials
points as Delaware earned its first- (19-11). while Joe Falletta had 12
ever NCAA berth. Spencer Dunk- and Rich Donnelly 11. Andy Lake
ley had 15 points and 14 rebounds scored 25 points for seventh-seeded
for the Blue Hens (27-3). who won Marist (10-20), which upset Montheir 20th straight game'
(Cont'd on page II

WARD'S LEATHER & JEWELRY
GOLD, DIAMONDS,
Turquoise, Sterling Silver, Black Hills Gold.

HATS, TACK, WESTERN WEAR, BOOTS,
Belts, Billfolds, Dusters, Handbags. Prints et. other gifts.
Over 500 Buckles to choose from
Bel-Air Shopping Center (Behind sft-lotn st•ekadd
So. 12th St. • 753-1616 • Mon.-Fri. 10-6 • Sat. 10-5

JOIN THE RACERS
at the
NCAA BASKETBALL
PAIRINGS PARTY

Orel Hershiser is hoping to return from shoulder surgery two years
ago to his 1988 form when he won the Cy Young Award and led the
Los Angeks Dodgers to the World Series title.

atokalo Is

4:30 p.m. Sunday, March 15
Curris Center Ballroom

247-6603 - Mayfield Shoppin9

Join Coach Scott Edgar and the OVC
Champion Murray State *Racers*
Giant Screen TV
*-tritr
Hot Dogs & Drinks
***
Racer Souvenirs

PLO Zia

•
1

DAILY BUFFET 83.29 Extra Salad Boo
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT
SUNDAY

Y.•

Wildcats ready
for the big dance'

57.99 wiSalad Bar
NOON BUFFET 54.99 nut. sp./ Owl

"He feels like it's normal right
now," Dr. Frank Jobe said of Orel
Hershiser's right shoulder, on
which Jobe performed reconstructive surgery in April 1990. "I think
you can say that's true. He looks
awfully good. He doesn't get sore.
I'm very happy with him."
Four years ago, Hershiser had
his best season — 23-8 with a 2.26
ERA, 15 complete games and eight
shutouts. He finished the season
with a record 59 consecutive scoreless innings, then was named MVP
in the National League playoffs
and World Series. He also won the
Cy Young Award.
In 1989, he was 15-15, but his
ERA was 2.31 — evidence of the
bad luck he experienced. Then
came 1990 — after four starts,
Hershiser knew something was
wrong. And he was right.
"There was a lot of pain," he
recalled. "1 knew they were going
to find something."
What they found required the
first reconstructive shoulder
surgery ever performed on a bigleague pitcher. Thirteen months
and two days later — last May 29
— Hershiser returned against the
Houston Astros at Dodger Stadium,
the first of his 21 starts in 1991.
He finished 7-2 with a 3.46
ERA, but more significantly, during the stretch drive, he was 2-0
with a 1.04 ERA in four September
starts.
And he's getting better.
"I'm a hundred percent better
than I was at the end of the season," Hershiser said. "Even in
September, it took me all of eight
or 10 pitches to get loose at the
beginning of an inning.
"Now, I can pick up the ball on
any given day and be able to throw
without any special treatment. Getting loose is no problem."
On Tuesday, in his second
exhibition start, he went four
innings against the Astros, who put
only two runners on base.
"1 feel great, my arm feels great,
my body feels great," Hershiser
(Cont'd on page 11)

LEXINGT04, Ky. (AP) —
This year the Kentucky Wildcats are dressed up and ready
to go to the Big Dance.
The season didn't end with
the Tennessee game last Saturday. It was an emotional day
only because it was the last
game in Rupp Arena for the
four seniors and broadcaster
Cawood Ledford.
For the first time since
1989, there is life after the
regular season for Kentucky.
The NCAA sentence of two
years without postscason play
has been served.
"I think they're anxious to
get there," Kentucky coach
Rick Pitino said of his players
participating in the Southeastern Conference and NCAA
tournaments.
Two years ago, the first
season after the NCAA sanctions, the Wildcats overachieved beyond the most optimistic expectations in finishing
with a 14-14 record.
And last season's performance also was unexpected as
Kentucky went 22-6 overall
and SEC-best 14-4, and finished No. 9 in the final
regular-season Associated Press
poll.
This year the Wildcats have
compiled nearly identical
records, 23-6 and 12-4, and
again they sit comfortably in
the No. 9 poll position. And
they're ready to go.
"I got very excited last
year watching in the studio,"
said Pitino, who served as a
TV commentator during the
last NCAA Tournament.
And he caught a touch of
tournament fever on TV Monday night when he watched
former assistant Tubby Smith
coach Tulsa in the Missouri
Valley Conference championship game against Southwest
Missouri State.
"I couldn't sleep," Pitino
said. "I was such a basket
case when he lost that game."
Now Pitino is preparing his
team for the SEC tourney in
Birmingham, Ala. Kentucky
will meet the winner of the
game between Vanderbilt and
Mississippi State on Friday
afternoon.
"It differs quite a bit (from
regular season) because we
don't who we're going to
play," he said.
Instead of going through a
30-minute shoot around Friday
morning, he may find a large
room where he can send the
players through a walk-through
on any offensive and defensive
adjustments they may have to
make in that first game.
Pitino already saw a boost
in intensity in practice this
week when Deron Feldhaus
nearly sailed to new heights
when he came close to going
over Chris Harrison on a
dunk.
Postseason play is going .to
be a new experience for most
of the Wildcats since only
Feldhaus, Richie Farmer and
John Pelphrey have participated
in the SEC tourney. That was
in 1989 when C.M. Newton
coached Vanderbilt to a 77-63
victory.
"It's important but it's not
life or death," Pitino said of
playing in Birmingham this
week. "We're going to try to
win. It's a nice position to be
in."
And he believes his team
will be ready.
"Anytime you put on a
Kentucky uniform you have to
play hard and well," said
Pitino.

BANQUET ROOM FACILITIES
AVAILABLE - Call For Reservations

120Z.
DEL MONICO STEAK

Tax Consultation

$5.99

120Z.

By Appointment Only

NEW YORK STRIP

100z.
SMOKED PORK CHOPS

Autographs
***

80Z.
PRIME RIB (Served Anytime)

ALL RACER FANS WELCOME!!!

• •

$6.99

ALL ABOVE DINNERS SERVED WTTH CHOICE Or POTATO AND BREAD
SOUP I SALAD BAR $150 r.XTRA WITH THUS SPECIALS
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Tornado blows by Fulton.

•
•

Actions& Reactions

most of the first half, Meyers netted 22 points, 14 coming in the
first half.
Kincaid scored just eight points
in two and a half periods, yet found
his shot when the Tornado needed
it.
Fulton climbed back to within
43-47 with 55 seconds remaining

(Cont'd from page 10)
Ballard in first-round action.
In a game with 45 fouls and 55
free throws, Tilghman sophomore
Mikey Meyers emerged as the big
gun. With team leader Brent Kincaid on the bench in foul trouble

LOCAL GOLF
George Karnavas, right,
recently shot a hole-in-one on
the third hole, a 170-yard par-3,
at Suillvan's Par-3 Golf. Shown
with owner Jimmy Sullivan, Karnovas played the round with
Dan Walker.

The Insurance Center
of Murray

(Cont'd from page 10)
When asked if he could perform
as well as he did before his
surgery. Hershiser said. "I don't
know yet. I feel like those kinds of

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

BOYS

RACER BASKETBALL PARTY

1st region
Marshal Co 81, Gnus Co 63
Paducah Tilghman 66. Fulton County 56

The Murray State Racers find out Sunday when and where they'll play
in the NCAA Tournament as pairings are announced on the NCAA Basketball Selection Show, which will be carried on CBS Television from 5:30 to
6:30 p.m. CST.
Fans may joing the team and Coach Scott Edgar for the announcement
at a Pairings Party set to begin at 4:30 p.m. in the ballroom of the MSU
Curris Center. A big-screen TV will be set up for the show. Refreshments
will be available and Racer souvenir items will be for sale.

753-8355

Wedneeday s Garrrs
P NiacleiPhia 111 Indiana 93
LA Laker. 109. Atlanta 98
Chicago 119, Boston 65
Portland 124, Mnneeota 113
Charlotte 120 Dallas 105
Seattle 104 LA Clippers 96

HIGH SCHOOL SCORES

EXHIBITION BASEBALL

2nd region
Websiet Co 76. Madisonville 71
HopkinewM 82. Caldwell Co 58

AMERICAN LEAGUE

5th region
Motion Co 58 FOrt Knox 48

NBA SCORES

BASKETBALL
LAS VEGAS (AP)- UNLV's season officially ended when a state judge
refused to order the NCAA to allow the seventh-ranked Runnin' Rebels to
participate in the NCAA tournament. District Judge Donald Mosley said
that while he agreed UNLV's players were being unfairly punished for violations they didn't commit, he could find no legal standard that said Ste
players had a right to participate in the tournament.
UNLV and coach Jerry Tarkanian agreed prior to the 1990-91 season to
be banned from this year's postseason tournament and from live television
as the final resolution of a legal battle between Tarkanian and the NCAA
that dated back to the NCAA s attempt in 1977 to suspend Tarkanian for
r•-• two years.
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) - Golden State Warriors coach Don Nelson,
fined $3,000 on Wednesday for accusing some referees of discriminating
against guard Sarunas Marciulionis because he's Lithuanian. Rod Thorn,
NBA vice president for operations, said the fine was levied for comments
detrimental to the best interest of the league. He said Nelson's allegations
were investigated, but could not be substantiated.

FOOTBALL
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Joe Montana underwent arthroscopic
surgery on his left knee over the weekend and has halted his workouts for
10 days, the Peninsula Times Tribune reported. The 35-year-old Montana,
is trying to come back from elbow surgery last fall, was seen leaving
Sequoia Hospital in Redwood City, Calif., in a wheelchair last Saturday,
according to the Times Tribune.
San Francisco officials downplayed the severity of the knee problem,
despite nine surgeries since joining the team in 1979, six in the last four
years. The knee operation is not considered a setback, the Times Tribune
reported.

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L
19 24
New VC"
35 28
Boston
30 33
Philadelphia
29 34
Marry
27 35
Nrr Jersey
21 42
Washington
14 49
Orlando
Central Division
52 12
N-Chicago
40 20
Cleveland
38 25
Dalton
29 33
Atlanta
30 35
Indiana
27 34
IANsaukee
24 37
Charlotte
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Mdvrest Division
W L
42 21
Utah
38 24
San Antonio
34 29
Houston
21 41
Denver
17 46
Dales
11 50
lAnnesola
Pectic Divisor
45 18
Portland
42 19
Golden Stale
39 24
Phoenix
35 29
Seattle
33 29
LA Laker;
32 31
LA Clippers
20 42
Sacramento
1-cinched playoff berth

GB

Pct
619
556
476
460
435
333
222

4
9
10
114
18
25

813
667
603 134
468 fl
462 22'/.
23Y.
393 264

TO

443

GB
Pct
667
613 3.4
540 8
339 20.6
270 25
180 30
714
689
619
547
532
508
323

W
5
4
4
4
3
3
4
3
3
3
2
2
1
1

Callornia
Cleveland
Baltimore
Seat*
Boston
Mnnesota
Chicago
Kansas City
New York
Tenn
Devon
T0101110
IA Waukee
Oakland

W
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
Wednesday's Garrim
lAnnimota 3. Detroit 1
Cincinnati 9, Philadelphia 2
NY Yankees 8, Atlanta 3
Kansas City (ssi 3. St Louis 3 le
BONO ri 7, Pittsburgh 5
Houston (as) 6, Kansas City Iss)
NY Meta 4, Houston (ssi 2
Chicago Wbte Sox 6, Toronto 1
Montreal 3, Loa Angeles 0
Texas 2. Baltimore 1
Cleveland 4. San Diego 1
San Francisco 7, Milwaukee 5
Seattle 6. Chicago Cubs 4
Callornta 17, Oakland 9

I
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3

PcI
833
800
667
667
600
600
571
SOO
500
500
333
333
250
250

L
1
1
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
5
3
5

PcI
833
800
667
600
429
429
429
333
333
286
250
167

(Cont'd from page 10)
Northcott drilled two "3's" to
put Marshall up by their largest
margin since the opening minutes,
43-38, with less than two minutes
to play in the period.
However, Marshall's Jimmy Fraley was whistled for a foul and
subsequent technical with 1:10
remaining in the third to give
Grails a chance to tie the game at

and improved Tilghrnan's record to
22-11.

things are possible. Every starter
wants to have an ERA under three
and win 20 games."
The Dodgers expressed their
belief in Hershiser over the winter,
signing him to a three-year contract

43. Floyd put the Eagles up 45-43
with a short jumper and the Eagles
led by one point going into the
fourth.
Marshall started the fourth by
hitting seven for 11 from the field,
including Boatright's bombs, while
Graves missed its first four shots.
Marshall, now 21-11, will face
Paducah Tilghman Monday night at
6 p.m. in the boys' first semifinal
game.

•

Mirrray Ledger & Times
To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.

0 All Home Delivery in

Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.

All other subscribers $64.50 per year.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY I
753-8355

901 SYCAMORE

ii 311 83 114
011 25 43 IS
(1141)
TILGHMAN
Smith S. Woodlark 5. Lynn 2 Pancad 16. Moyers 22,
Young 6 Hert 6. Freeman 2 TOTALS FG 22 These
mint • FT-A 16-25
FULTON CO. (IS)
Elam 2. Gamer 2. *erica to, CaloAl 15 Warren 7
Burripous 2, Barnett 10. Carlton 5 TOTALS FG 16

TILGHMAN
FULTON CO.

Fourth quarter...

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Montreal
St Louis
Cinonnal
San Francesco
Atlanta
Houston
Pittsburgh
Ninv York
Philadelphia
Los Anoka;
Chicago
San Diego

2
6
10-4
116
13
2CA

Tilghman 66, Fulton Co. 56

Healed Hershiser...

SCOREBOAI1D

David King

in the third. With :32 to play, Kincaid found a spot on the wing and
drilled a trey to put Tilghman up
50-43.
He increased the lead to 10,
53-43, at the buzzer as he launched
a three-pointer from deep in the
corner for his third of the night.
Kincaid finished with 16 points

Name
Address
City
Zip

State
Phone (

)
•

Aimw.

Bulls pound.

••

(Cont'd from page 10)
came them very easily."
The Celtics were 4-0 since the
return of Bird before they lost
108-101 at Miami on Tuesday.
"We had nothing," said Bird,
who finished with 10 points. "I felt
good, but I played bad."

Blue Hens...
(Cont'd from page 10)
mouth and Long Island to reach the
title game.
No. 5 Ohio St. 82
Illinois 70
At Columbus, Jim Jackson
scored 26 points as Ohio State took
a half-game lead in the Big Ten.
The Buckeyes (22-5 overall, 14-3
Big Ten) moved ahead of secondplace Indiana, which plays Wisconsin tonight.
Chris Jent added 14 points and
Jamaal Brown had 11 for Ohio
State, whose seniors finished their
careers with a 53-8 record at St.
John Arena. Deon Thomas led Illinois (13-14, 7-10) with 21 points.
No. 14 Michigan 70
Purdue 61
At West Lafayette, Ind., Juwan
Howard scored 18 points and fellow freshman Jalen Rose added 17
as visiting Michigan hurt Purdue's
slim chances of making the NCAA
tournament.
Chris Webber added 12 points
and reserve Rob Pelinka had a
career-high 11 for the Wolverines
(19-8 overall, 10-7 Big Ten).
Woody Austin scored 22 points for
Purdue (15-14, 7-10).
No. 16 Michigan St. 66
Minnesota 57
At East Lansing, Mike Peplowski led Michigan State with 21
points and 11 rebounds.
Michigan State (20-7 overall,
10-7 Big Ten); which avenged a
70-66 loss at Minnesota, led 24-23
at halftime. But the Golden
Gophers rallied to take a 35-31
lead before Pcplowski took over.

The defeat at Chicago was Boston's worst of the season.
The Celtics, -who previously lost
129-102 at Atlanta on Nov. 30,
scored 21 points under their scoring average and fell four games
behind the idle New York Knicks
in the Atlantic Division.
Kevin McHale finished with 19

points for Boston. Scottie Pippcn
scored 24 points for the Bulls.
Elsewhere in the NBA, it was
Philadelphia 111, Indiana 93; the
Los Angeles Lakers 109, Atlanta
98; Portland 124, Minnesota 113;
Charlotte 120, Dallas 105; and
Seattle 104, the Los Angeles Clippers 96.

CELEBRATE
The Savid01 The Green

753-4563
BEAT OUR PRICES

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T

1992 Cavalier

"We Also Do Window Tinting."

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St., Murray

SIX #92121

1992
Lumina

Measures Accurately
As It Rolls.

0%0

95

• Compass
• Protractor
• 1-Square
• Metric to Inch Converter
• Vertical Ruier

SIX #92044
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All prices after rebate. All manufacturer to dealer incentives retained by dealer.

"Whatever it takes. we want to be your car or truck company."

"he Party Mart

L:C=7
CHEVROLET

509 Lone Oak Rd.
Hannan Shopping Plaza
305-A S. 12th St.

Open 11 MA.to 1010.k - Fri. I. Sot Mill P.M.

Gee

(Nett to Dur•plin's)

PEPPERS

Id -heNev.Genewang
600 Tyson Ave. • Hwy. 79S • Paris, TN !
29
901-642-3900 • 1-800-325-32

753-0959
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Classified

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
.
Enday 3 p.m.
Nlurida‘
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tue.day Edition

•

Monday 3 p.m.
Tut•sdity 3 p.m.
We.driesday -3
Thursday 3 p.m.

Wednesday Edition .
ThursdaY
.• Edition
_,Er)day
Saturday Edition

•

NIERCHANDINE

ANNOUNCE MEN I'S
_Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks

130
140

..In Memory
. Lost & Found
EMPLOYMEN

ltu

reLp Wanted
!-z:taation Wanted
opportunity
Instruction

For Sale Or Trade
. . Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
. Appliiinces
Horne Furnishings
Artiques
Vacu,on Cleaners
1t34w:tunes
Sperts/F.ouipment
F. W (it'd
1\1 asical
I' V & Radio
. Pets & Supplies

171 •
2uu
21 1,

380

FARMERS MARKET
410
540
501
570
,)40

Legal
Notice

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

•Effective Jan 2 1991,

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run, 60^. Discount 3rd Run.
(An 3 Ada Must Run Within 6 Day Period.) '
$1.75 per oulumn inch extra for Tuorday.

SERVICIES

REAL ESTATE

Days

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent

Insurance
Exterminating
.. Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120

230

285 Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
3ut)
. Business Rental-,
Want To Rent
310
320 .
Apartments For Rent
340
Rooms For Rent
240 .
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Least.

250 .
290
530

I"

Sales

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars

470
480

490

8" ' 9"

7"

10"

6.00 10.00

15.00 20.00

25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 50.00

2

8.00 16.00 24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00 56.00 64.001 72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

4

15.00 30.00 45.00 60.00

50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00
.
---•
75.00 90.00 103.00 120.00 133.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00

90.004 1001.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.001120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

Vans
Used Trucks

495
5o1)
510
51).•.)

254 per word $8.00 minimum lit day.
Se per word per day for each additional corusecuuve day.
111.76 extra for shopper (Tues. Claaaitleds go into Shopping Guide.),
02.00 extra for Mind box ads,

Campers
Boats & Motors

060

060

ISO
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Nets
Wanted

Lost
And Found

Logi
Notice

6"

1

in5r

010

5"

4"

3"

2"

TRANSPORTATION

Mobile Humes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
flume Lo.
Real Estate
_Lots For S.Ct. Farms For Salt'
_Homes For Sale

Public Sale
For Trade
ve Col 1..!•'.11
Wanted
M.scellitneous

010

010

753-1916

M ISCEI A ANEOCS

Farm Equipment
L....stock & Supplies
& Supplies
. l'rod
.. Feed & Seed

ADJUSTMENTS

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion uf their ads fur any error The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible fur only one incorrect insertiun Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be' madsts

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

COVENANT Transport
K.
Ronnie
ceased,
LOST Black cat a white EXPERIENCED Techni- EXPERIENCED backhoe APARTMENT MainteHiring tractor trailer drivers,
Box
S
Near
IC
chest
Route
white
feet
Jones,
cians to do plumbing, heat operator for septic tank in- nance Helper Some exper- 1 year OTR experience,
A final settlement of
8th
753
1445
ing air conditioning, electri- stallation Experienced ience required Apply in single 19 22
accounts has been filed accounts has been filed 142, Murray, KY 42071
cents, east
cal, and appliance repair only need apply 759-1515. person, 9-12 am South
and Tommy t arra way,
in the Calloway
coast pay incentive pay,
in the Calloway DisApartments.
Manor
work
pay
side
Murand
Excellent
Box
130,
benefits package, age 23
tnct Court by Conrad tnct Court by Odessa Route #1
PARK RANGERS, Game
060
906 Broad Ext
benefits 1-800-829-6609
teams 27-31 cents
Personal Heath McKinney, Ad- ray, KY 42071 Co-ExDe Priest,
Warden, Security, MainteHelp
Representative, of the ministratrix, of the es- ecutors Appt. 02-26-92,
nance, etc- No exp. necessary. BE on T V Many needed 1-800441 4394
Wanted
EXECUTIVE
For information, call for commercials Now hir- DAY waiter or waitress, ex
estate of Virginia Ellen tate of Nlattle Heath, tlerald Bell, 211 South
SALES POSITION
219-769-6609, ext. 7159, ing all ages For casting penenoe
Peters, Deceased. Ex- Deceased. Exceptions Twelfth St., Murray,
preferred Apply
SUMMER Employment
call in person
9am-9prn, 7 days.
Financial products and
information,
ceptions to this settle- to this settlement mast KY 42071 Attorney.
Seafood ExCertified teachers for so
615-779-7111, ext T-535 press, Olympic Plaza
services. Metropolitan
ment must be filed in be filed in the Calloway
West Kenence. math English, social
PHARMACIST
Chester L. Spann,
Life, one of the largest
Murray
the Calloway Distnct District Court en or bestudies computers and
tucky Home Therapeutics has
Route 01, Hazel, KY
financial institutions,
computer lab for six-week
a need for a pan-time and
Court on or before 9:00 fore 900 a.m. March
Deceased,
42049
seeks aggressive perprogram Hiring depends
on-call pharmacist that may
a m March 23rd, 1992, 23rd, 1992, the date of
C. Spann,
HELP WANTEI)
Robert
upon position availability
son to fill position in
lead to a full-time position
the date of hearing.
heanng.
Hazel, KY ATTENTION Tobacco Send letter of application,
01,
Route
Kentucky Fnecl Chicken is looking for help If you are
to
resume
submit
Please
to
up
area.
local
Salary
Ann P. WI:son,
Ann P. W,:ser.,
energetic, enthusiastic and like people, we would like to
42049 Administrator - Growers Mac's Green- resume names and phone
WKIIT, 3038 Lone Oak
1.40,000-*. Excellent
C:rcu,t Court Clerk
house tobacco plants $33
Circuit Court Clerk With-Will-Annexed
meet you
numbers of two references
Road, Suite 4, Paducah, KY
fringe
inbenefits
to
1000 Mayfield KY
Positions available are
arid copy of certification to
42003, Attn: Pharmacy ManaLEGAL NOTICE
Appt. 02-26-92, Robert per
LEGAL NOTICE
clude;
retirement,
Call 247 1622 days
* Manager Trainees in Murray &
502-554-4663.
call,
or
ger,
South
201
Miller,
A r.nal settlement cif
0.
of
settlement
A final
Upward Bound. Murray
medical/dental for en247 5.447 nights
Mayfield, Ky. & Millington, Tn.
KY
filed
accounts has been
accounts has been f-lled Fifth St., Murray,
State University, Murray,
SUMMER Employment
tire family, 401K and
* Food Service Woe-ken itr Customer Service Workers
in the Calloway Ds- in the Calloway Ds- 42071 Attorney.
KY 42071 by March 20,
Resident advisors to proGood Benefits
Good Salary
disability plan, 3-year
1992 Murray State Univertrct Court by Charles trct Court by Carl
Allen Truman Bucy,
vide residence hall superviApply in person at the Murray Kentucky I•ned Chicken
training program. Coldiscriminate
six
sity does not
sion for students for
G. Keistler, Executor, Jones, Jr. , Executor, of 711 Sycamore, Mur
restaurant, E0E/WF
lege degree preferred.
on the basis of race, color.
weeks Must be 21 years of
of :!.".e estate of Lou:se
the estate of Mary Ann ray, KY 42071 DeNo
sales
background
nationality. origin, sex or
age, have completed two
Ke.stler. Deceased. Ex- Jones, Deceased. Ex- ceased, Mark Allen
necessary.
Resume
Rent-A-Car
handicap in its programs
years of college, have a
cept:0ns to ti.is settle-f ceptions to th.s settle- Bucy, 711 Sycamore,
Jack Marshall - Franchse
please send to: Metroand activities The following
cumulative 30 GPA, have
753-2255
St.
12th
S.
515
Exin
filed
be
must
42071
ment
ment must be filed in Murray, KY
person has been desigpolitan Life Insurance
2 years experience in
the Calloway District the Calloway .Distrct. ecutor Appt 02-28-92,
supervision of students
nated to handle inquiries
Company, P.O. Box
C'art on or before 9:00
and recognizes the Unrver
Court on or before 9:00 Stephen C. Sanders, AURORA Pizza Magic
Housing ancVor UB experi7039, Paducah, KY
a m March 23rd, 1992, a.m. March 23rd, 1992, Main At Seventh St., Open all year at 5pm
say s non discriminatory
ence preferred Hiring de•
EOE,
42002.
the date of heanng.
Murray, KY 42071 Closed Mon and Tues policies Dr Doreen Rauch,
pends upon position availaPositions available in the Paris, Tennesthe date of hearing.
8 1 1 9 . Director of Affirmative Ac- JERRY S Custom Kitchen bility Send letter of applica4 7 4
Ann P. Wi:son,
Ann P. Wilson, Attorney.
area. No experience necessary, will
see
tion. 319 Welts Hall, Murray Cabinets now accepting non, resume, names and
Circa:: Court Clerk
Dons 0 Johnson, 1 KO 649 3804
Circuit Court Clerk
Murray.
University,
retwo
State
of
numbers
phone
Meadows,
workers
for
applications
Fox
train. Uniforms furnished. Group Medical
E-7
LEGAL NOTICE
KY 42071. 502-762-3155
Prefer experience 409 ferences, and current tranMurray, KY 42071 DeInsurance available.
A f. nal settlement of
Bunny script to Upward Bound,
NOTICE TO
ceased, AR Hatcher,
SUMMER Employment Sunbury. behind
acc•-..ints has been flied
Murray State University,
Murray
CREDITORS
Bread
Apply at
Part time tutors in math,
1504 Glendale Road,
Murray, KY 42071 by
in tne Calloway DisAvailable Thru Age 84
The following estate Murray, KY 42071 Exscience, social studies and LEAD and Bass players
58 Murray Guard Dr.
March 20, 1992 EOE MJF
tr.:'t Court by Bill Fut- fiduciary
appoint- ecutor Appt. 02-28-92,
English for six week prog- looking for drummer, keyOur most comprehen
Murray State University
re.1, Executor, of the ments have been made
Jackson, Tn.
upon
Hiring
depends
ram
board or rhythm guitar (12 does not discriminate on
sive policy pays f•ii
Stephen C Sanders,
estate of Willie Ratz, in the Calloway Disposition availability Must to 15yrs ) to start band
or
Intermediate
St.,
Skilled,
Seventh
color,
at
race,
901-668-3122
Main
the basis of
Deceased. Exceptions tnct Court. All claims
have cumulative 3 0 GPA
759-1799. ask for Josh
EOE
Custodial Carr With
origin, sex or
nationality,
KY 42071
Murray,
Tutoring and TRIO experito t.:s settlement must against these estates
Medicare s new guide handicap in its programs
Attorney.
ence preferred Send letter
be filed in the Calloway should be filed with the
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- and activities The following
Imes for confinement,
Van Alice Fitts, 901
of application, resume, INGS NEED a job" A
astnct Court on or be- fiduciary within six
person has been desigNursing Horne Insur
Fairiane, Murray, KY
Senior Employment Program
numbers
phone
and
names
GED'? Hope for the future? nated to handle inquiries
fore 9:00 a.m. March
months of date of 42071 Deceased, Freda
ance is more important
to
references
two
of
if
do
qualify
'You
may
You
of
23rd, 1992, the date
and recognizes the Univerqualification.
than ever for free trtfor
Upward
Steely, Route 07 Box
not have your GED or high sity's non-discriminatory
he
M. Smith, 890, Murray,KY 42071
Willie
manor)
Bound Murray State Uni- school diploma 'You are
Tuesday, March 24, 1992
policies: Dr Doreen Rauch,
Ann P. Wilson,
1625 College Farm Rd., and Mac Fitts,709 Elm
versity Murray, KY 42071
call:
ages of 16 t. Director of Affirmative Acthe
between
Professionals will be conductBusiness
C:rcait Court Clerk
Murray, KY 42071 De- St, Murray, KY 42071
by March 20, 1992 EOE
21 We are an E 0 E This tion, 319 Wells Hall, Murray
mock
interviews and offering job
ing
M/F Murray State Univerceased, Billy J.T. Os- Co-Executors
project is funded by the State University, Murray,
Appt.
LEGAL NOTICE
to qualified persons age
advice
seeking
sity does not discriminate
Ann
Peggy
1211
burn,
Private
Western Kentucky
An informal final
03-04-92.
42071. 502-762-3155.
on the basis of race, color, Industry Council- JTPA KY
local Senior Citizens
your
Contact
+.
55
42071
KY
Jrray,
M
Dr.,
Wheeler,
accounts
L:l le May
settlement of
nationality, origin, sex or
Of School SUPPLEMENTAL Income
Out
JTPA
Call
registration.
02-‘140(
Appt.
for
Executor
Center
has been filed in the
1046 Johnson Blvd.,
CS•••13 sarelcs
handicap in its programs 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 , Local person needed to
trot
753-0929
District 92, Robert .0. Miller, Murray, KY 42071 DeCa.:oway
and activities The following 8a m -11 30a m
screen host families and
Fifth NSt.,
Funded by Job Training Partnership Act through
Rosebud LOOKING FOR COLLEGE person has been desigceased,
Court by Mary Ann 201' South
supervise high school foreMurray, KY .42t071 George, Johnson Blvd., MONEY/ The problem
West KY Pnvate Industry Council, in cooperation
nated to handle inquiries OTR Drivers 12 months igh exchange students For
Rummager Ewald, ExAttorney.
of
Department for Employment Services
with
years
23
experience,
the
Unrver
recognizes
arid
Betty
The
call
of
college
information
rising cost
Murray, Ky 42071 ExeCutrix, of the estate of
Harold G. Gish., 1520
age Hornady Truck Line White 502-782-2861
Dallas L. Rummager,
ecutrix Appt. 03-06-92, education The solution sity 5 non-discriminatory
Dr., Murray,
Doreen Rauch, Start up to 26 cents/mile,
Deceased Exceptions London
Stephen C. Sanders, Over 4 000 000 000 (4 bil- policies Dr
tarp•Vacation pay, safety
Director of Affirmative Acin
dollars
Deceased,
aid
lion)
financial
42071
KY
to :his settlement must
Main at Seventh St.,
bonus spouse passenger
available to students who tion, 319 Wells Hall, Murray
W. Gish, 404
42071
KY
be filed in the Calloway Dana
Murray,
qualify For more informa- State University, Murray. program 401 K retirement
St.,
Eleventh
South
District Court on or beAtbo-ney.
1 800 648 9664
tion call or write AM KY 42071 502-762-3155
KY 42071 ExEss-,e Lee Jones, 322 Academic Services P 0
fore 9:00 a.m. March Murray,
Appt. 02-19-92.
WHOLE
Seventh St., Box 630 Murray KY
23rd, 1992, the date of ecutor
North
Virginia L. Gish,
hearing.
Murray, KY 42071 De- 42071 759 9988
HOUSE
1520 London Dr., Mur- ceased,
H.
Louie
Ann P. Wilson,
ray, KY 42071 De- Greenfield, Route 01, OPENING Saturday LakeCLrcuit. Court Clerk
view Crafts Lakeview Cot
ceased, Dana W. Gish,
Box 28B, Almo, KY tage and RV Resort just otf
404 South Eleventh
LEGAL NOTICE
42020 and Beverly G. Koch Road New Concord
Data. Nowthru March 21, 1992
An annual account- St., Murray, KY 42071 Ray, 202 West Willow 9am 7pm 436-5227
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Executor Appt. 02-19ing 'of assets has been
DO IT ALL
c.HocE or SU/LP-NKr:10B PI_US11
Dr.. Mayfield, KY SOUTHSIDE Manor Apan
(Door. open e 6 001
I
IN six COCOAS UP 70 70 so yos
filed in the Calloway 92.
Co-Executors rnents will sell the following
42066
FOR...
CARPET AND nig FIEBOND PAD
Huie Andrew Dun- Appt. 03-06-92, Steby
Court
District
Columbus Hall
of
Knights
I
INCLUDED
property for unpaid rent as
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road
Joseph Michael Wil- can, Route 01, Dexter, phen C. Sanders, Main unclaimed
property
SALES TAX AND INSTALLATION IS NOT INCLUDED
south to Sq Hale Road nght on SO NAN Road
Deceased,
42036
KY
son, Curator of the acMurSt.,
waterbed roll away bed
at Seventh
count of L.D. Camp and Dorothy Stone, Route ray, KY 42071 Attor- frarne ceiling fan lamp,
131 WIDE
HEAVY
380Z.
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
Linda Whidden. Ex- al, Dexter, KY 42036 ney.
mason jars toys clothing
Marray
1033
Oar
PD
0466
153
Carpet
ow oft
Style
Plush
Sculptured
Commercial
ceptions to this settle- Executrix Appt. 02Ann P. Wilson, and misc items Call
Ronald
M.
19-92,
753
8221
ment must be filed in
Circuit Court Clerk
sq yd
sq yd
sq Yd
104
the Calloway District Christopher,
Court on or before North Fifth St., Mur-

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of

LEGAL NOTICE

KFC

Security Officer

NIRSING HOME
R

CAREER DAY

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

•

3 Bedroom, Living Room and hail

SALE!

3990,2

I

•

2.99

3.99

March 23rd, @ 9:00
a.m., 1992, the date of
the hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

A WONDERFUL Family
Experience Scandinavian
European South Amnen
can Japanese High School
Exchange Students arm
ing in August Become a
host family American Inter
cultural Student Exchange
Can 800 SIBLING

/.

IMMEDIATE JOB OPENINGS
•
•

`
4

"WE HAVE WHAT WE ADVERTISE"
12
12

BURIAL INSURANCE

KY
42071
ray,
Attorney.
Abbie L. Williams,
1714 Keenland, Murray, KY 42071 De-

MAINTENANCE WORKERS (2 POSITIONS), STREET DIVISION, CITY OF
MURRAY PUBLIC WORKS & U11LITIES. FULL BENEFITS PACKAGE,SALARY RANGE $11,500- S12.500 DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE. WORK HABITS
AND EDUCATION. APPLICATIONS
ARE AVAILABLE AT THE CITY
CLERK'S OFFICE, 207 SOUTH 5TH
STREET, AND WILL BE ACCEPTED
UNTIL FRIDAY, MARCH 20TH, 5:00
EEOC & AAP EMPLOYER.

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
wiroudif.rw•0.!OOOO
meow 111M4•11111 11•11.0•11.0

:i0 CRASS
CITY CLERK

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few jaluahly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4.000.00 POLICY

-r

wife,
'To
our
mother, grandmother
and sitter, Evelyn
Lee, gone but will
never be forgotten
We lost you the 12th
of %larch, 1991. We
love you and miss
you. "This has been a
very had yearfor our
family without you.
Love,
Husband, Jesse Lee
Children,
Tom, Pat & Sherry
And all the member of
your family

1-800-334-1203

1-

age 60 - 17.69
age 70 - 28.93
age 80 - 52.73

. ••
- 41-4-

0

.9

't ••

•

• • ..
•

.•
•

•.

•

•
___•.'
•
• • •
, •c. _ •
ss

*
. •.

No Coupons Or
Other Promotions
Can Be Accepted

12

BEST
QUALITY
TRACK LESS
141 1)1 WAR WARRANTY
Compare at
TWICE the PRICE!

HIGH TRAFFIC AREAS?"

Thee this eittn berm Montunto Locked Us stain
',locker'lain resistant carpet is what you need in -2Z
vibrant colors
(Add 1 00 sg yd
11 under 100 yds
SQ. yd. needed)
11 s
OVER 1500 ROLLS ARE IN STOCK
8 Mi. S. of Murray
Mon.-Sat. TIII 5:00
14Mil N. of Paris
or
it
Master Card rpirw
on Hwy. 641
Of
Puryear, TN
Visa Accepted I/
1-800-2644941
Local 498-8161 Pk

99
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• s•

••••
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•
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15

BOAT/AUTO CARPET FROM .990 so. YD.

age 70 - 22.13
age 80 - 42.49

• •

• '•
•
•,•
.
•

00
PAD
INCLUDED

LA

12

753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Sir. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, 1(1'
"Our 29th year of service"

". • '1'

399

BR

12 BR I

McConnell Insurance Agency

1

I

BR

MO HALL

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

•

*

10

FEMALE
age 40 - $8.13
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.57

MALE
age 40 - $9.45
age 50 - 12.37
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CLASSIFIEDS
Situation
Wanted

Articles
For Sais

WANTED Alterations to do
in my home 753-1379

CASH for mobile home
tires 57-512 each
527-2932

of
One
South's
Largest Distributors
of Misses Designer
and
Sportswear
Home Furnishings.
Available in large or
small quantities. Tremendous variety at
tremendous savings.
Call
615-381-0802
615-388-5582

WILL clean houses and offices Reasonable rates
753-8994
WILL do housecleaning in
Murray Available Monday
and Tuesday Call evenings 474 2131 leave message and phone number,
will call you back

DRIVERS Earn to $550
weekly. part-time and full
time, all shifts, several
openings now available
800-327-6389

TOP dollar for junk cars and
trucks 759 4836 or
436-5322
150

250

220

Want
To Buy

Help
Wanted
DRIVERS-Celadon drivers
enjoy excellent pay and
benefits, quarterly bonuses, modern air ride trac
tors and good traffic lanes
Call 1 800-729 9770 Must
have a valid CDL

ISO

140

090

0Fn

Musical

PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential Investigations,Southside Shop
SOUNDDESIGNS James ping Center, Suite 8102
C Gallimore Electric Pro
Murray, 753-2641
Logic Theater systems and
270
Whole House stereo sys
Moble
1835
759
tams
Homes For Sala

PIANO tuning and repair
759 9661

210

tan

320

10 x55' with extended 10
rvingroom new carpet. ex
Ira dean $3200 753 2047
or 753 0195

1BR furnished and utilities
paid Lease and deposit
required No pets Now
available, near downtown
436 2755 after 5pm
1BR, wit, hook up, central
H/A, appliances and water
furnished Deposit and references required No pets
$225/mo 753-3949

41(1

Pets
&wiles

Apartments
For Rent

Business
Servkas

Pubbc
Sate

HAPPY Jack Trivermicide
Recognized safe and eftec
live by U S Center for Vet
winery Medicine against
hook, round and tapew
orms in dogs and cats
Available 0 T C at South
ern States and better teed
stores

Inside
Garage Sale
Fri. & Sal
March 13 & 14
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday, March 15
2 p.m.-4 p.m.
94 West, 4, rills*, turn
right on Hwy 299. First
house on left.
Washer &dryer water heaappliances.
tub,
ter.
clowns, bed, books, toys,
clothes adult 8, 10 & 12,
kids clothes, etc

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
16HP Case garden tractor,
Serving Murray for over
White Pines
BEAUTIFUL
WOULD like to help with 48 mower w/hyd lift
210 6' tall, you dig, easy 1985, 14x70, EXTRA nice. 2BR. 2 bath deluxe duplex, 12yrs 436-2858
DRIVERS KLLM Inc Wal- spring cleaning, inside and $1095 Call 753 1940 after
2br, 2 full baths, with garage, gas heat, apdigging soil $1 50 per ft
REGISTERED Lab pup
ton, KY terminal is adding out Will clean houses regu- 6pm
sunken tub, end bay win- pliances, Michelle Dr Cole pies All female, 3 yellow. 2
753-5421
haul
long
and
equipment
larly 759 9921
dows, stereo system, ceil- man RE, 753-9898
25 CABBAGE Patch dolls
black 759 1525 after 5pm
drivers with recent tractor
BEEFALO meat for the ing fans
Furnished, includ3 wicker shelves wicker
better ing
trailer experience Call
Beef—only
freezer
up.
hook
100
W/D
bath,
2
2BR.
WHITE Cockatel wlarge
washer and dryer, cenchair 2 Gemini, 3-way MILLIONAIRES NIILfat and cholesterol
1 800 925 5556, MondayFARRIS Auction Company
Business
tral H/A unit back deck, central H/A, water and ap- cage $125 Free puppy
LIONAIRES, PANG. (Less
speakers Call 759-1582
Steaks
)
Friday
chicken
than
W Dan Farris, Auctioneer.
Opportunity
BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
front porch, steps, under- pliances furnished Refer 759-4520
hamburger and
roasts,
re0 Box 149. Hazel, KY
P
dresses
deposit
2
and
PROM
ences
IN
pinning
MURRAY. Charlie's
759-45.33
DRIVERS, over the road, FOR Immediate Sale Famsausage Call 435-4137
after 5pm
(502) 492-8796/8795 We
quired No pets $325/mo
Safe-T Pharmacy.
410
van/flat, 35 states 1 year ily business available in 753-9345
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
appraise and sell it all
753-3949
Public
experience verifiable Start Murray area Part time pos- 8HP Snapper riding 'FF Lawn' Mowers Mow CARRIBBEAN Cruises,
Specializing in mobile
Sale
(plus
at
24-28 cents/mile with 3 sible Income to $51,000 mower, $300 Tuff box, tall weeds, brush
$99/couple
apstarting
inch
home electric services 200 2BR apartment
years Benefits Call Sell for $25,000 cash Seri- black tool box for small thick, even saplings, with airfare) Bahamas- amp $375 100
pliances, washer/dryer
amp $325
1-800 444 6648
furnished No pets Deposit
ous inquiries only, call Cor- pick-up, $40 Louver for the amazing Troy-Bilt Sick- $324/person (including air, 435-4027
2 Family
and lease required New
porate 1-800-277-5650 or back window of '86 and up lobar Mower' Clear along hotel, and cruise), Orlando
LICENCED Life and Health
Sale
Yard
(inerson
prices
Florida-$324/p
OUR
436-5401
All
$15
Sale
Inside
truck,
KY
you
Mazda
Concord,
Pledge—When
5650
1 800 733
fence rows, create fireAgent Needed Quality pro
cluding air, hotel) Call compare quality, insulation,
501 1)2 Pine St.
firm, 759-1512
Fri.
&
Sat
roadsides
maintain
breaks,
commissions
ducts, high
MURRAY Taxi Cab busioptions and set-up, you will 2BR Duplex, nice, central
1 800-275-8287
8 till 7
March 13 & 14
H/A, deck, appliances Colwith advance before issue, ness for sale Established AAA Sale on Swimming and more Free catalog
find that we will have the
& Fri.
toll -free
Thurs.
RE,
eman
lead system, and benefits
753-9898
customers Call 753-8787, Pools' We're clearing out Call
923 N. 18th
very best value for your
March 12 & 13
last year's models at fan- 1-800-344-9393 dept L
(Must qualify for benefits ) ask 'or Mark
COINS and stamps make housing dollar Dinkins MoNo sales before 9 a.m.
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel
tastic savings! Many styles
Call 1-800 252 2581
wonderful presents, invest- bile Homes, Inc. Hwy 79
Baby clothes, toys, play
KY, is now renting You
VIDEO Rental Store priced and sizes to choose from.
Tools, furniture, lots of cloand hobbies We East, Paris, TN
ments
pen, walker and baby
160
be
must
62,
LONG Haul Trucking. Get to sell Four years old, high For example Huge 19'x31'
handicapped
thing,
vinyl
exwardrobe
also feature proof sets, 1-800-642-4891 One of
children - women &
swing,
or
Home
New
disabled
1
and
2br
into a high demand career traffic, inventory and fix- 0 D Pool with 15'x24'
cellent cond , wood china
silver dollars, coin and the Southeast's oldest and
men clothes, stereo, toas
units 502.27-8574 for
Furnishing,
as an owner/operator with tures Will consider late swim area, includes suncabinet needs refinishing,
supplies, foreign largest home centers
stamp
more information Equal
ter, lots more First yard
northAmencan Van Lines' model car or van as partial deck, fence, and filter Now
metal clothes closet, twin
coins and paper money
SOUD oak entertainmen
Housing
Operate your own tractor If payment Radcliff, Ken- lust $888 complete Full
Opportunity
of the season
sale
&
set
bedroom
pllow
size
See our fine selection today REPO Sale, 3br, 2 bath.
753-2905
Phone financing arranged Call center, $200
you don t have one, we tucky
Shams, antque camera
in Murray at Book Rack $547 down. 3br, 2 bath, NEW 2br duplex located on
offer a lease-purchase 502-351-6336
free
toll
now
(Dixieland Shopping Cen- $638 down, 3br Norris, Northwood Drive Call
190
program this is one of the
1-800-724-4370
ter) and Treasure House $1188 down 2br, nice 753-1266 between
Fenn
No
industry
lio
best in the
(Southside Manor), also at kitchen, $876 down Call 8 00am-5 00pm, ask for
Equipment
If
FLAT bed, 4-wheel trailer,
experience necessary
Toonerville Trolly Antique 606-623-9404
Paulette
15'x8' electric brake, $450 35 MASSEY Ferguson
you need training, we will
Instruction
Store, (in Hazel, formerly
new
Almost
$1000's
SAVE
753-8838
train you, tuition free' You
NEW 2br duplex, gas heat,
Fri, March 13
diesel 492-8411
Thurs. & Fri.
the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile
mobile home 2br, central located on Northwood Dr
must be 21, have a good INTRODUCTION to Belle
Gifts
Cissy's
and
.-7
a.m
(Aurora)
8
tine
GARDEN Tillers-Rear
7:30
a.m.-1:00 p.m.
8
beginner
adult
the
or
plow,
with
Cub
FARMALL
take
pass
and
and
down
record
$2503
H/A
driving
$400/mo deposit and reTroy-f3ilt Tillers at low, di- disk, cultivator, harrow, and Antiques (Fulton) We
Hwy. 641 South, first
1656 Ryan Ave.
759-9450 ferences required,
payments
over
substance abuse test Call week class starting Tuesrect from the factory, mower $2300 753-8514 buy coins and stamps and
house past J.D. EquipSwing set, antique
northAmencan for informa- day. March 1 7th,
753-4873 after 3 30pm
280
appraise estates CHRIST4 30-5 45pm Carr Health prices For free catalog with after 6pm
ment
package
tion
wallhanging, Norman
Mobile
COINS,
OPHER'S
now
savings
spacial
prices,
SMALL, 2br, partially turnGirls clothes - 2T and
1-800 348 2147 Ask for Building-MSU $48. Call:
Homes For Rent
Rockwell Collector
753-4161
and model guide,
effect,
in
Very
tshed,
washer/dryer
762-6791.
200
operator 194
up, extra nice sizes 4 &
toll -free
call
Plates, boys clothes,
no
pets
$220/mo
dean,
lot
large
2br,
Sports
12x60,
5, some Pretty Plus,
Lessions, 1-800-535-7900, Dept D
MUNSON Transportaton PIANO
plus deposit and referFamily
Finest
mini-trampoline, other
Equipment
'FLORIDA'S
437-4386
sizes,
women's plus
now hiring OTR TIT drivers, 435-4573 ,
489-2741
stuff.
LOG Homes Design ser- WINCHESTER model 70 Motel located on Florida's SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, ences
shoes, glassware, new
experience only, secure
closest beaches' Beautiful
vices Financing available
Earty Birds Please
1.10
hair bows, lots of misc.
rifles, all calibers, new,
electric or gas Walking dis- TAKING applications for
company, benefits, top
Gulf-front kitchenettes at
Abe
Honest
brochure
Free
Wart
mini-ranch
college 753-5209 section 8 rent subsidized
to
$399/ea. Ruger,
tance
earnings $30,000. annuSea
Log Homes, Route 1 Box 223, new, $461 Ruger affordable family rates
apartments 1, 2 & 3 beidTo Buy
ally Call 800-423-7629
285
84CK Moss TN 38575 model 77 Varmit, heavy Witch Motel on Panama
rooms Apply Hiliciale Apts
Mobile
City Beach, 800-322-4571
ANTIQUES by the piece or 800-231-3695
Hardin, Ky or call
barrell, 22-250 with 6-24
Home Lots For ROM
collections Call 753-94.33
090
502-437-4113 EHO
WOLFF Tanning Beds scope, used, $499 Beretta GATLINBURG Summitafter 5pm
Situation
New commercial home un- 303, matte finish, 12ga. 3' Breathtaking mountain top LOT for rent in Mobile
Wanted
its from $199 Lamps- magnum,30'or 28" vent rib views. Fireplace, balcony, Home Village, water furnGeneral Repairs, Painting and Papering
For Rent
USED and antique furni- Lotions-Accessories
barrell, new, $537 SKS, kitchen, indoor pool, jacuz- ished, $70/mo Coleman
LADY 11 years experience
ture, glass, tools, quilts
Or Leas*
753-9898
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
RE,
deand
low
as
accurate
62x39,
Monthly
7
and
payments
Honeymoon
zis
people,
elderly
with
sitting
Spears U Say-it vinegar $18 Call today, free new pendable, new, $129. We weekend specials! Free
any hours Home, hospital,
condo in Murbath
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
2
3BR,
300
474-2262, color catalog ETS WATTS, also have diving equipment brochure, 1-800-242-4853,
Call, jars
nursing home
ray for sale or lease
Business
Roofing and Welding
901 642 6290
1800-228-6292
and fishing supplies in (205) 988-5139
753-1086
753-3293
Rentals
stock Paris Landing SportRobert J.
20x30' COMMERCIAL CREEKVIEW Self storage
Goods, located 2 miles
A ing
TENNESSEE Mountain space on US 641 North warehouses on Center
State
Paris
Landing
of
d
west
Rutherfor
WHAT EVERYONE HAS WAITED FOR!!
Park on Hwy 79. Weddings. Spring special! near Shoney's Call John Drive behind Shoney s
Romantic Candelight ser- Downs at M T G , $20 $40/mo 759-4081
(502) 753-0468
901-642-0080
vices by ordained minis- 753-4000
THESE TWO PRoPI RI IES ARE DESERVING 01 YOUR
ini WareGROWERS
and
video
motel,
ters,
210
available
more, $199. Call Mountain COMMERCIAL property, houses S
Chapels, 917 Coldwater Rd. For- 753-3803
Valley
DON'T 11.1 THESE FINE OPPORTUNITIES PASS YOU BY!
Fkewood
1-800-729-4365 for infor- merly Juanita's Florist. De370
posit and references resale
for
FIREWOOD
A
mation and brochure
MINI TRACTS NEAR TOWN
Livestock
quired. Terms and lease
437-4667
TIME Share Units,' and negotiable 753-6069
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
& Supplies
FIREWOOD green or sea- campground memberrefrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
SadCompany
HUDSON
soned 753-5476
ships. Distress sales,
microwaves -dishwashers - gas & electric ranges
RETAIL SPACE
dles, Bridles & Horse supCheap' Worldwide selec$2750
hickory
and
OAK
Factory Authorized Repairs For:
FOR RENT
plies 753-4545, 759-1823,
tions. Call Vacation Netdelivered or $22 50 pick753-6763
Center
Canada,
Dixieland
Tappan-Kehinator-Emerson-Brown
work, U S. and
up 436-2778
1-800-736-8250 or
Excellent Location
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed
160
OAK, no bark. $20 picked- 305-566-2203- Free rental
Call 753-9506
Pets
tion,
informa
Murray
delivered
or
up. $25
or 759-4081
Supplies
305-563-5586.
436-5560
AitICIes
For Sale

lAiscilaneous

1 OR 2br acts near downtown Murray 753-4109

Moving Sale

S.
a,
St
y,
3,

K-

ly

C-

Yard Sale

Mik

YARD SALE

RJR HOME REPAIRS

AT

•

T

EN

TION!

APPLIANCE REPAIR

)
C-SELLDTGAT-

(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)

753-5341

SATURDAY, MARCH 281 1992

1:00 P.M. - REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
DANNY CUNNINGHAM FARMS
245 ACRES± IN TWO SUPERB FARMS A
NEAR MURRAY & HARDIN, KY
LOCATION • LOCATION *LOCATION
0
AUCTION # ONE
FARM #1 - Being 140 Acres- Near Hardin, KY. Goes On The Auction
Block at 1:00 P.M. SHARP!! From 641 At The Traffic Lights, Take Hwy 80
West 2 Miles To Penny Rood, Proceed South 1 Mile To Auction! Auction
To Be Held On Site Regardless Of Weather. Being Offered In 5 Tracts
Individually, Combination Of Tracts Or In Its Entirety As To Adopt The
Highest Sale Price! Tracts Range From 4.5 to 64 Acres-. Tremendous
Rood Frontage Along Penny Rood, Numerous Building Sites!!

AUCTION # TWO
FARM #2 - Being 103 Acres' Near Murray, Ky. Goes On The Auction
Block Immediately Following The Sale Of Form *1. From Murray Take
Hwy 641 North 4 Miles To Hwy 464, Proceed West .2 Mile To Flint
Church Rood, Proceed South .7 Mile To Ellis Wrother Rood, Proceed West
1.2 Mile To Auction! Auction To Be Held On Site Regardless Of Weather.
Being Offered In 7 Tracts Individually, Tracts Range From 5 Acres to 22.5
Acres- . Tremendous Road Frontoge Along Ellis Wrather Rood And North
Short Rood, Building Sites Galore!!

A

0

Pt R( HAM: MINS: the Successful Purchaser Will Re Required
In Make An Earnest Money Deposit Of IS% Of the Purchase
Price In Guaranteed Funds And Sign A Real Estate Purchase
Contract lhe Day Of the Auction With The Full Ralance Being
Due In 30 Days!!

0
FREE

BAR-B-OUE AT 12:00 NOON!@VINTON! WILCO/AM
UNDER NO OBLIGATION! DON'T MISS THIS AUCTION!!

Although All Material In Ins Advertisement Is Obtained From Sources Deemed Reliable. The
Auctioneer Real Estate Broker And Owners Make No Warranty Or Guarantee F.pressed Or
Thal
Implied As To The Accuracy 0/ The Information Herein Contaned It is For Th.s Reason
The Buyers Should Avao Themselves The OPROlunlly To Make Inspection Pnor To The

THE JACKSON PURCHASE CONSIGNMENT
FARM MACHINERY
(AUCTION)
SAT., MAR.14TH
AT THE FAIRGROUNDS-MAYFIELD, KY.
AT 9:00 LM.SHARP REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
CONSIGN TO 'THE AUC110N THAT BRINGS
THOUSANDS OF BUYERS TO MAYFIELD, KY.
BRING EQUIPMENT ON WED.,THURS. OR FRI.
MARCH 11TH,12TH,13TH FOR CHECK-IN
4 Post • JD 4430
FARM SELL OUT FROM HOLMES FARMS- TRACTORS INC 986,
Ouad.C&A • JD 4020, Good Rutter • 1975 Chevy Grain Truck w/Hoist • Silage Feed Wagon •
NH Hay Rake • NH 276 Se Twine Tie Baler • JD 1209 Haybine • JD 7100 4 Row Planter • John
14'
Blue Anhydrous Applicator • Snyder Sarkis Tanks • NC 11 Tine Chisel Plow • JD 13' &
Wheel Disc • Noble 4 Row Do All • JD 4 Row RA4 Cultivator• 3008u Grain Cart • JO 4 Btrn
Plow FARM SELL OUT FROM SMITH FARMS- TRACTORS' JD 4440 Quad. CAA • AC 5050
, Hrs • AC 6060 w/2200 Hrs • Ford 1310 w/Belly Mower • JD 1010 Gas *11 Row Cult •
'
%OM
Till
NH 855 Rd Baler • NH 256 Rake • NH 479 iiaybina • JD 700 Gnnder Mixer • JD 8 Unit No
Planter • 3 Pt 7' Pasture Renovator wtSrnall Seed Attachment • JO 1408 Rotary Cutter EAN
Diesel • INC
SELL OUT FROM FORD FARMS- TRACTORS Ford 7700 w/Roll Bar • JD 4020 • 4 Wheel
1006 w/Cab • C FamsaN w/Culti • NH Manure Spreader • 2 Row Tobacco Setter
Farm Wagon • INC 17 Culhmuicher • Amco 10' 06 Set Disc • PTO Post Hole Digger • JO 4
Row Rotary Hoe '12' Bush Hog Rotary Cutter FARM SELL OUT FROM TAYLOR FARMSTRACTORS IHC 1066 w/Canopy • INC 806 DsJ • INC 706 Dii • It-IC 140 w/Culh • INC 490• JO 12'
21'Disc •INC 470-21' Duke •INC Grinder Mixer • INC Manure Spreader • INC Rd Baler
Al
Chisel Plow •JD 7000 6 Row Planter •500 Gal PuN Sprayer • Forrest City 6 Row Do
Ford mo MFWD,CIA,300 Hours,3 Remo's%'Ube lbw'
77
Haste Model 8260 Sprayer, Hydrostatic 4 Wheel Df4.11, 1062 Het C6A,318 V8 Engine.
Under Frame Clearance, 60' Hyd Foiding Boom wiVanabie Width Tps,Ag Chem IMAM,500
Gal Tankliought New in 1966 "Very Nice' Along With 1969 Chevy 2 Ton Truck,Equipped
w/1000 Gal II 200 Gal Num Tanks And Blending Unit Plus A Lo Profile Tandem Axis Transport Trailer
CONSTRUCTION EDUIPIENT: Cass 580K Beckhos w/750 Fifa , New In '813 • Cat 06 Power
Shea Dorer,Hyd T&SN 10k12815Very Nice • 1970 R Model Mack Twin Screw Road Tractor •
Phelan 35 Ton Lo Boy • L-W Model 6 Road Grader • Cat 205LC Track Ho• w/2000
Hrs 24-Pads,New In 116,SN40000443 • Fontaine 35 Ton Lc Boy New In '90, 27' Working
Deck. Lo Profile 22 5 Rubber•Two-5th Who* Tow Doilies

10Ors V HEW1111 BE AT MIS ANC111111 110VT MISS /11SEflhlli
ANY MIBERT ME V FAIN IVLINVIT NEI BE MERV FERGU-

Auction All Information Concerning Descriptive Plats Acreages Have Been Derived From
Public Records In Calloway County Kentucky Dimensions Acreages And Bases May Vary
Ail
Skghtiy From Those Adve;110/J, An Announcements Day 01 Sate Take O,ecadanpe Over

COME PREPARED TO FIND MANY SMALL FORD, JOHN DEERE, IHC, MASSEY
SON TRACTORS — Muich Tiers • Grain Wagons • NH Rd Balers • NH Square Balers • Hay
Rakes• Vermeer Rd Balers • Grinder Mixers• Corn Ptiters • Plows 1 Btm To 6 Mtn • Do All's •
Disc Smal To Large • Spray Riga* Saddle Tanks• Haybines •Sickle I Disc Mowers • Loaders
• Cull's 1 To 6 Row • Planters 2 To 6 Row • Rotary Hoes • Water Tanks & Wagons • Grovity
Wagons• Cultimutchers • Chisels Plows • Off Set Discs • Manure Spreaders • Field Cultivators
•implements Trailers • Wheat Drills• And On And On
COMMIT!SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!! UP TO DATE INS LETTERS A MUST!!

,Other Pooled Adveltsernents.

JAMES R. CASH
"74 AUCTIONEER 8. REAL ISIAH BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
(502)623-8466 Or FAX r 1502)623-8865
1116,4,•

'RC

CONTACT AUCTION CO. FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!

,

AKC Cocker Spaniel puppies, black female
436-5447
AKC Registered Boxer
puppies. 753-2519
DAISY Grooming Saturday, by appointment
753-7819
GAY'S Pet Care Animal
lover will provide tender
loving care for your pets
while you are away from
home. Call for details,
502-489-2029.

passing of deed
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15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
PHONE
Route 1, Box 1390
502-437-3026
Benton, Ky. 42025

Real Estate: 2 bedroom frame house, 1 bath, dining room, eat in kitchen,
utility room, living room, gas heat, outside storage.
Personal Prop: Old kitchen cabinet, small wood kitchen cabinet, large
post bedroom suit, bookcase bedroom suit, knee hole desk, odd vanity &
chest, what not & what not items, pictures & frames, old stereo, Zenith
color tv, 3 tier table, coffee & end tables, lamps, brass planter, couch &
chair, recliner, odd chairs, elect, clock, elect, fan, vacuum cleaner, electric
sewing machine, nice Maple table & chairs, nice frost free ref., 30'electric
range, microwave, small kitchen appliances, washer & dryer, upright
freezer, heaters, cast iron wear, pots & pans, nice set of flatwear, carnival
glass, other old pieces of glass & china, kerosene lamp. Christmas
decoration, linen, quilts, blankets, wheel chair, potty chair, walker, yard
furniture, aluminum extension ladder, small table saw, bench grinder, drill
motor, shop vise, hedge trimmmer,other carpenter tools, wrenches, hand
& garden tools, 1976 Ford Car - 2 door. Other items not listed.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
Real Estate Terms: 20% down day of auction. Balance in 30 days with

,., rik'
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New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns

late Mr. Lamon Peeler 1107 Vine St. just off So. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. - Real Estate sells at 12 noon.

..... -•
J. 4, I.
tik
•
4;
7.- ....; i r -‘ ,. - •,.L.I. TV 4.
'
31• :

DAVID SMITH
Construction

Saturday March 14, 1992 at 10 a.m. at the home of the

THE AUCTIONEER • FANCY FARM, KY
PHONE 502-623-8466

•• ; y .s .-

SteelemAllbritten; Inc.

Absolute Auction
Real Estate & Personal Property

JAMES R. CASH

..•..

V- • • - • •%

8WK old St Bernard pup
pies Big friendly dogs
$200 901-782-3513

753-1270

Auction held fointly with Wilson Real Estate.
Wa ne Wilson Broker - So. 12th St. Murra K . 753-3263.

eer
Dan Miller - Auction
Ky.

435-4144 • Lynn Grove,
Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
1 icensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn 01281 - Firm #2313
-My Service Doesn't Cost It Pays-

OIL
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'
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CLASSIFIEDS
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•

Giant Yard Sale
Thur., Fri., Sat.
(March 12, 13,14)
• Jct. 68 & 80
Aurora Ky, at
Hillbilly Peddlers Flea Mk.

HOMESITESIII Prestigious
Area Turn at Woodgate
sign on Johnny Robertson
Road County taxes, aty
utilities. Eight new homes
Paul Dailey, RE/MAX,
753-7653

SOLD OUTI A great time to
list your home Most of my
listings have been sold or
under contract Paul
RE/MAX.
Dailey
753-7653
.170

1986 TOYOTA Corolla
753-9208 after 4pm
1988 CHEVY Celebrity
V-6, $4500 753-3734 At
ter 6pm, 753-7499
198-4 CHEVY Celebrity,
52200 090 436-2285 or
489-2836 both after 5pm

TRAILER Lots 75x120
Sewer, water and electric
Motorcycles
hook-ups Located in Calloway County. 6 Miles from 1984 YAMAHA Venture, 1984 Z-28. loaded. t bps,
Cloths Lafara Ora WO 231 CL,
x-t-alsaa1.1,ass.Kenlake State-Park , 3 miles 6000 miles one-owner $3000, 753-7Q21
karat'smug to sell dema arel
from lake Starting price. 753-5318
1985 LEBARON One
cone 'MEV
$4000 527-0144
owner, 65,000 miles autoCal S27-1111.36474-2•13
matic, air, power locks
Cu al ram held fallowing owl
Auto
759-1759 after 5pm
Services
1989 SILVER 626 Mazda,
EXPERT repair on factory one owner, automatic, ern/
northservice
on
stereos, 1-day
20 ACRES 7 miles
fm cassette air new raprice
west of Murray Smal most Installation
diais excellent condition
pond, electric fence around Bear's Audio and World of $8000 489-2704 after
753 1107, 8Pfl1
pasture 20x45 shed
Sound
1 4,40 mobiie home
753 5865
Run a yard 4'2740
1990 MUSTANG GT hatchNEW bug shields for pick- back, 2-door coupe, silver,
sale ad in the 98 ACRE farm 78 acres ups
and vans foreign and 24,000 miss, 5.0-0H, 8
classifieds.
cropland 2 miles West of domestic, clear and smoke cyl , 5-speed manual, elec
Crossland on State Line tint $19 50rea Pick up bed seats, or. p-s-w-l. cruise.
Road 1890 acre Paul mats, $34 50ea Key Auto custom wheels flint condiRE MAX
Dailey
Parts Hwy 121S 753-5500 tion. asking $10,500 Will
753 7653
Wade 376-5178
FARM and house on 37
1990 PONTIAC Sunbird
Auto
acres Lynn Grove area,
LE 4-door, grey, ps/pb,
Parts
$30000. or house and 2
arnitm stereo, extra sharp
acres sold separately
FREE month of March at 753-5216
382 21 41
Shady Hill Auto Salvage
1991 CHEVY Caprice
You take out regular headfarm
Good
to
buy
WANT
Classic
4dr maroon, al °pbulbs Lima 4
land up to 100 acres lights, fuses
eons, excellent condition
753-2951,
customer
per
9000 SO FT commercial 759 9439
Stdi in factory warranty
Tues Sat. 8am 5pm
building with 4br brick
$14,350 By owner
.1 1
home partial central HA.
753-7419 after 5pm
Used
„."'or will rert commercial
___7
CAR Stereo lastallaileu
Care
building 437 4145
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
OR SALE 101 6 acre 2BR all new appliances 1970 BUICK Electra 225. Music, Murray's Alpine Car
farm north of Paris 48 5 newly decorated Good Had top, strong 455 en- Audio Specialist, Dixieland
tillable acres Remainder starter home excellent gine, new radiator. water Center, I block from MSU
woods Call Marvin Alexan
dorms.
neighborhood 1108 Vine pump and rebuilt carb
$500 759-9931 before
der 1 800 748 8567 or 345 2681
COBRA
Kit Car, 351 ba901 58'4244 days
3Pnl
lanced and blue printed.
3BR 2". bath. brick home
901 587 4568 nights
1975 CHEVY '4 ton. 350, American %Morris, Jaguar
in Oaks Estates 3 miles
rusty but runs Independent Suspension
KENTUCKv Lake Prop
3-speed,
Murray
City
water,
of
west
erty 2BR mobile home all appliances cablevtsion good Must sell, $600090 car s brand new $19,800
completely furnished 3 Priced to sell, Call, after 5pm 901-782-3405
2470701
lots central heat, boat 753-815 1
1976 BUICK Park Avenue.
shed 75 Oldsmobile Wa
Buick LeSebre
BRICK House 5 rooms, $803 1976
;or 15 boat 25hp motor
Good tires,
$400.
(rough),
5 camper k! together remodeled, new carpet, mechanically good
Yana
$1 2 500 or wil, sell sepa kitchen. Ready to move in 492-8594
1986 FORD E-150 Cargo
rately 436 2664 or $15.900 Oper. house. Saturday. March 14, 1978 MONTE Carlo, good Van Good shape 1 owner
502 835 9315
9am-6pm. 400 N 3rd body Cam-shah problem
$2450 or best offer Phone
436-2759 $500 753-9923 after 5pm
Street,
Murray._
Frankfort, 502-875-4050 or
KOPPERUD REALTY ot502-875-1844
ters a complete range of NEAR university Small but 1978 PARK Avenue Buick
Real Estate services with a spacious 2 or 31x, newly Good 403 Olds engine
jrr
wide selection of quality decorated $29,000 Good work car $400090
Used
homes all prices
75.3-8642
753-6432 after 6pm
Tanks
753 1222 toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext NEW home in Woodgate 1979 CHRYSLER LeBa- 1971 TOYOTA Land 3tor 2 baths, kitchen and ron,4-door 1982 Buick Re711L
mew, good mechanical
diningroom, den
gal. 4-door. new V-6 motor
condition, new tires, runs
RE MAX Properties Ltd cathedral ceiling, sunroom 753-3599
great $1500 OBO
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey. and utility room, built in
Bob Haley Bel Air Center book shelves, 2car garage, 1979 MERCURY Cougar, 474-0115.
1 5 02 753-SOLD. wood fence $110,000 2-door, runs good $250 1979 FORD XLT. F-150,
firm 753-3469 after 3pm
1 -8O3695780
753-4449
460 automatic, Olt, cruise,
1980 V W RABBIT, very lit, new Ores, new paint
good condition $750. Excellent truck to pull cam753-8514 after 6pm
per, boat, horse trailer
753-7275
1989 BERETTA GT 32,mor
mites, loaded, red Set or 1981 DATSUN pick up
take over payments Good, reliable transporta753-0385 before 3 30pm Of eon $550 489-2894 after
624 N. 4th St.. Murray
Sieve message
5Pfll
753-6374
1989 PONTIAC Bonneville 1987 FORD Pick-up, F-250
Specializing in front wheel drive.
LE, loaded, extra clean, automatic, good straight
overdrive, automatic & standard
one owner $7800 truck with 70,000 miles
Price $4950 Phone Frank753-0913 after 5pm
transmissions.
fort 502-875-4050 or
1986 MERCURY Topaz 502-875-1844
We Service What We Sell
LS one owner, silver
* FREE ESTIMATES *
blue cloth interior, loaded, 1989 FORD Ranger. sr/b,
69.xxx miles, new tires Call am/fm stereo, blue
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty
753-5216
753-5904

NEED EXTRA
CASH?

Call
753-1916

I.

Mathis Transmission
Service

ESTATE AUCTION
Two Blocks South East of 12th & Chestnut In Murray, Ky.
SAT., MARCH 21, 1992 • 10 A.M.
(Regardless of Weather)
Real Estate Offered At Auction 12 Noon
The Dorothy B. McKenzie Estate
A Beautiful Horne From Any View

1001 Sharpe St., Murray, Ky.

Terms: 15% Down Day of Sale
Balance Within 30 Devi

Two lovely lo•s charming house and contents can mean opportunity for you - This
ideally located 3 beckoom. 2 story brck home features a large living room. dining
room and eat ,n k,tchen The attached brick double carport is convenient enough r.,ut leave the car at home - from this ideal location, a short walk gets you to fitSU
ca-rpus shopping center, post office, churches parks and more The corner
vacant lot being offered with the house and will not be offered separately
All non real estate Hams sold under absolute terms with payment due In full
day of sale.
The Contents Of The Fine
Estate Will Impress The
Informed Buyer
Beautiful Mirrors. Vases,
4
- China, Punch Bowl & Cups.
Sofa Table, Windsor Back
Rocker 8 Chair, Occasional Chair, Grandfather Clock, Sergeant-Baldwin By
Grand Piano. Silver Service & Trays. Elegant Sofa, Wall Hugger Tables, Deco
Dining Table & Chairs. Candle Holders (silver & brass`,. Antique Slant Top
Secretary with Glass Door Hutch Dishes. Antique Dining Table- Chairs - Hutch
and Matching Sideboard Rogers Flatware, Tapestry, Tiffany Lamp, Deco Sofa &
C hal. Antique Bedroom SuiteOak Dresser, Desk & Chair. Collectible Jewelry,
BOOKS - Many Books
From The Personal Library
of Rainey T Wets - Signed
With Personal Notes, Other
Old and Collectible Literature, Many Elegant and
Antique Lamps, All This
and Morel
An announcements day of sale take precedence over printed reetenal For
more irifonnetion contact

Company
Farns Auction
Dan Farris • au, ',neer
W
PO Pox 149 Hazel. KY 12019
(502) 492-8796
James R Cash - Real Estate Broker

1990 BRONCO XLT,
2-tone paint, automatic
V-8, loaded, 39,000 miles.
sharp tree and wheels Will
sell for under book value
753-7275
1990 SILVERADO, 4x4,
2-tone blue, 38xxx miles
350 CU VI loaded plus bed
liner rails toolbox, chrome
Hercules rear bumper, bug
shield,- new white letter
Ores Ca between 6-9prn,
436-5512.

S30

530

Campos

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

1983 HONEY motorhorne.
27', class A excellent condition all options 34x xx
miles 454 motor $17.500
753 3143

('HIM Calle Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior ciUzen discounts. We sell chimney/ caps and screens.
435-4191.

PLUMBING Repairs We
work on mobile homes
24-hour emergency same
day service 489 2525

Used
Cars

Pubk
Salo

COLLEGE student needs
520
work Car detailing, yard
Boats
work, tree trimming, Cal
a Motors
Zack Murray, 492-8869
16' CHECKMATE, 200hp from 12-8pm
Evinrude Fish and Ski CONSTRUCTLON.
Many- new items $3200 Houses additions, framing
362-8746 after 5pm
Tripp Williams, 753-0563
IT MAROUIS Low Fiscler,
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
85hp Evinrude Fish and
and Cooling Service ComSki, tilt trailer, good condi
plete installation and serDon, $1500 17'4 ' Skeeter vice Call Gary at
Bass Boat fully electrical. 759.4754
custom built trailer, 90hp
Johnson, beautiful boat, DO you own a business or
$4500 Plus others, 'and manage your company's
several-outboards Buy sell advertising?- West Kenand trade, at home,good or tucky Direct mail offers
THE COUPON BOOK.
bad condition 759-2543
Consider these benefits.
1989 184 ' BOMBER No competing ads, less
Commander ski boat. V-4,
than 24 per delivery, guar165hp, radio/cassette, top
anteed delivery. 100% sa$9800 436 2794 after
turation coverage, measur4Pen
able results For more infor1990 YAMAHA outboard, mation Calloway County,
25hp, elec start VRO call 753-3040. West Kentucky, call 1-800-696-9982,
753-7252
Some categories are
never
used
BRAND new,
reserved
1991, 300SX Kawatalu Jet
Ski $2500 527-1698
DRYWALL, finishing. repaws, additions and blowLATE model Evinrude/
ing ceilings. 753-4761.
unit.
lower
70hp
Johnson
Also, 70 Model 65hp Mer- LICENSED for electric,
cury Extended Shaft Lower gas, refrigeration. InstallaUnit and other parts Also, tion and repair. Free estinewly rebuilt Toyota 22 R mates. 753-7203.
Engine,$1200 or best otter
Frankfort, FENCE sales at Sears
Phone
now Call Sears 753-2310
502-227-2760
for free estimate for your
WAYNE Darnell Marine needs
Complete, boat and motor,
repair and service All work FREE SPRING CLEANguaranteed Pa-.)erglass ING ESTIMATES. Gutters,'
specialist Buy, sell or bush and tree removal's,
trade Used boats motors hauling, planting, pruning,
mulching, mowing,etc. Call
and trailers Salvage parts
at 753-0611.
Jerry
Hwy
1 mile from Murray on
94E 753 0079
FULL_ Service Lawn Care.
City or county, free estiS 31'
mates 436-2744.
Sondem
Roofing. SpeGALLOWAY
Oflitred
cializing in new roofs, re
Al TREE Service Stump roofs, and tear-offs.
removal and spraying Free Guaranteed work.
estimates 753-0906 after 502-753-7941.
5pm 759 9816. 753-0495
GENERAL Repair: plumbAAA Additions Decks, ing, roofing, tree work.
vinyl siding, carpentry 436-2642
work, house and floor leveling, drive-ways 40. years GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding, paintexperience Free esti
mates Call collect ing. Free estimates 18
years experience. Local re901 247 5173
ferences. 489-2267.
ALPHA Builders- Carpentry, remodeling, porches, GUTTERING By Sears:
roofing, concrete, drive- Sears residential and comways, painting, mainte- mercial continuous gutters
nance, etc Free estimates installed for your specifications. Call Sears 753-2310
489-2303
for free estimate.
AL'S hauling. yard work,
tree removal, mowing Free HADAWAY Construction:
Home remodeling, paintestimates 759-1683
ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
floor covering No lob too
Factory trained by 3 mator small 436-2052
manufacturers Most parts
in stock. on my truck All HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electric and carpentry.
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap- Reasonable rates
753-0596
pliance Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE, HOME Repairs. Will do carKenmore Westinghouse, pentry, painting, plumbing
Whirlpool 30+ years ex- and electrical. 436-2575 afperience Bobby Hopper, ter 5pm.
436-5848
INSULATION Blown In By
A TO Z Services General Sears: TVA approved.
Save on those high heating
contracting, electrical
plumbing, roofing, carpen- and cooling bills Call Sears
try, yard and house mainte- 753-2310 for free estimate
nance Free estimates All
work guaranteed Call JAMES C. Gallimore
Electric. Fast, efficient,
759-9047 after 3pm
courteous service.
759-1835

ALUMINUM topper for swb
full-size pick-up, $5.0
753-1578 at 5pm-'-

G & L
Lawn
Service

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors 8
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors. Free estimates. Wulffs Recovery
Murray. 436-5560.

Pride
In Our Work

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE. Free estimates
489-2691 after 5pm.

--

Campers

Day 435-4168
Night 753-5847
Free Estimates

1975 GMC Midas 20' mo.
torhome Roof ast awning,
good ores good condition
$8000 753-6481

BACKHOE Service and
Hauling Driveways foundations, and septic systems
new or repair Best prices
1989 WINNEBAGO 27' and results Call 759-1039
/Ann motorhome, 22,000
BACKHOE Service - ROY
moles loaded 1986 31' HILL Septic system, drive22,000
Woridcruiser.
Itasca
ways, hauling foundations,
mdes, loaded 1987 31'
759 4664
etc
Winnebago Elandon.
28,000 miles, loaded 1988 BILL Musser Yardwork
32' Itasca Windcruiser, treetrimming fencing
26,000 miles, loaded 1988 436 2043
Mallard Minni motorhome.
brick concrete fin
13,000 moles 1988 Merry BLOCK
ishing Basements foot
Miler 1.1inni- Minn. camper
ings garages drives
van 1984 Chevy Suburwalks 30yrs experience
Inc
Brokers,
&
B
B
ban
or 13yrs in Murray area
502-753-4389
753-5476 Charles Barnett
502-753-5960
20 DUAL axle camper, gas
stove, refrigerator, birth w/
shower, $1600 Call
753-1940 after eipm
28' TERRY Taurus , selfcontained Full awning,
plus •xtras Excellent
shape 436-2959
CAMPER for sale. 20' Aides, good condition Must
sell 759-1525 after Scon

LAWN MOWING. If you
want someone who is dependable, reasonably priced, and
will do the job right, please
call David at 753-6986. References available.
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
For all your carpet and upholstery cleaning. call
753-5827 Free estimates
Dupont certified for
Stainmaster.
LITWILLER Building Farm
and residential set-up for
Large protects Our business is burr on quality,
382 2214
MOODY Mower Repair:
Pick up and delivery all
work guaranteed
753 5668

MOWING Void Work Affordable, reliable, efficrent
CARPENTRY, framing, Free estimates 753-9100
Yoofing, foundations
NEED your gutters stewed
436-56416
or repaired? Cal 753-01134,
CHARLIE Davidson. AN
types of roofing and re PAINTER MN do pointing.
parrs. Torch down rubber part-time or full-time.
247-7420.
fooling. 753-6012.
PAINTING interior and isCLEAN-Up and right haul- tenor
Quality work. OWN
ing Free estimates
20 years experience. Ralph
436-2102. Closed on
Worley 436 5625
Salurdeys
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Servkas
Offered

YARD landscaping wr20
years experience Breaking
and disking gardens, bushhogging No sobs too big or
too small 436-5430

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands. 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fn.; 753-b530.

YARD mowing, trimming,
odd pobs. Hauling, mulch, WE specialize in HAULING
PLUMBING - Free esti- gravel, dirt, sealing drive- & EXCAVATION work_ We
haul sand, gravel, fill sand,
mates Affordable rate. ways. Free estimates
rock, & dirt Construction
Same day service. All work 436-5501.
services are dozer,
guaranteed. 492-8816.
YARD .mowing, landscap- trencher & backhoe work
ing,
tree
trimming,
and
tree
Junior Compton ConstrucREFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking removal Free estimates tion
489-2420 or
Tim Lamb, 436-2528
753-6337
753-8056.
RENOVATING? I install Al TENNESSEE River Insula- WILL do mowing and light
coa Siding and Certainteed tion Decrease your utility hauling 753-4355
Replacement Windows Bill bills with adequate insula
Don All types of insulation, WILL do plumbing, installaSpeed, 492-8103
old and new homes Free tion and repairs All guaranROCKY COLSON Home estimates, 901-642-9174
teed 753-4355, 753-1134
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, con- THE Gutter Co Seamless WILL mow yards Reasoncrete Free estimates Call aluminum gutters, variety able rates Free estimates
of colors Lioenced, in- 753-7032 before 3 30prn
474-2307
sured Estimate available
ROGER Hudson rock haul- 759-4690
ing, grave( sand,dirt, drive
way rock 753-4545, THERMALINE Replace753-6763
ment Windows Customeasy-clean Senior cibuilt,
SAWS Yard Service Mowdiscounts 759-4433
tizens
ing, trimming, hauling
753-1598. Free estimates. after 3pm

Will Do

liousecleaninv,
759.1599

SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
Repair, replacement, new
installation, pumping, sewers, footings. basements.
Backhoe-loader service.
BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515_
C TOY KITCHEN CABINETS
C ST061 WOODWORKING

SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674.

I Types Of:

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chrisman. 492-8742
STEAM Cleaning. $8.00
per room,3room minimum.
436-2734 From 10-8 leave
message, ask for Jeff.
STORAGE Buildings,
8x10, as low as $500.
Decks and all types budding and remodeling
759-1039 or 474-2318, ask
for Matt
SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal. Insured with lull
line of equipment. Free estipudes. Day.or night,
753-5484.
IL_ Dinh Repair and Mainlenanoe. Electrical - Cleaning Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after Spin

Woodworking
&
Kitchep 8 Bath Cabinets
Custo

s

'Drop tly & see our showroom
499 SJSiguRv aauRRAY Elorlesd
7S3-SlialD

Biaac
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Smith Masonry &
Home Improvement

•

SEWN

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work,sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Remodeling, decks, additions,
garages. Fireplaces a specialty.
15 yrs. Exp. Free Estimates
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
For a Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work,

Iloroscope
FRIDAY, MARCH

13, 1992

(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth,call I-900-9fili-77/i8. Your phone company w ill hill you 95 cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE thing you hear. Slick to the logical
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: and practical. Enjoy a platonic relaNow is the ideal time to tie up some tionship.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): AlItx)se ends in business. Be innovative.
Recycling an old project will boost though you treasure your indepenprofits in late spring. Polish your dence. group activities hold a certain
fascination this weekend. Your verwriting skills over the summer. A
raise or my:job is likely in Septem- satility and charm make you a dyber. Travel will lead to fresh career namic speaker.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): If you
possibilities. Be careful not to neglect
II find
put your mind to work, you
those who love you while pursuing
fame and fortune. The social scene an ingenious way to increase your
looks particularly lively next De- income. A partner makes a helpful
suggestion. Act on it immediately!
cember.
Others have the same idea.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
SCORPIO (Oct. • 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE: publisher Walter
Annenberg. actress Deborah Raffiri. Uniting with like-minded people will
put you on the path to financial sucsongwriter Neil Sedaka,golfer Andy
cess. Move around,speak freely and
Bean.
ARIES(March 21-Api-il 19): Go dig fordata.The facts and figures add
up. Rent a good movie tonight.
ahead and be a little unconventional
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
if you want. A new hairstyle ordaring
outfit certainly will attract attention. 2 1 ): Tooting your own horn could
hinder career growth now. Sing the
Sign a contract only after reading the
praise of other people instead. Seek
fine print. Protect your resources.
your place in the sun without a lot of
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): Be
firm if someone tries to distract you fanfare. Your talent speaks for itself.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan, 19):
from your work. Close attention to
You really do have the power-to
detail is essential if you want to impress higher-ups. Be aware of your transform negatives into positives
today. Tackle a recurring problem
co-workers feelings and actions.
. GEMINI I May 21-June 20): A from a different angle. Newcomers
will be impressed by your get-uprecent investment pays off in big
bucks and wider prestige. You are in and-go.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
the driver's seat, elated that all your
hard work has finally paid off! Ro- A business plan,could short-circuit.
Proceed slowly. Influential people at
'mance begins to heat up. Go slow.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): a distance provide timely advice,Take
Those of you who have been overly a leaf from an older person's hook
dependenton another person's advice and prepare for the future.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): The
may decide to strike out on your own.
Tap into your considerable psychic tides of change benefit you both tinancially and emotionally. Focus on
powers.
LEO July 23-Aug. 22): Someone pleasing people who have power and
wealth today.Their financial backing
sends you a message that arouses
your curiosity. Do hot believe every- could bring you sudden prosperity.

TODAY'SCHILDREN are intellectual,contemplative and sympathetic.
They know how to keep a secret and will never betray a confidence. Sensitive
and caring,these Pisces tend to put their loved ones' needs ahead of their own.
Their deep affection for the sea is often reflected in their homes. Blue and
green are their favorite colors. Although they can steer by the stars, these
Pisces also have an excellent sense of direction.
hook Yesierday TO11,1% Mkt F.tescr
iiiudet a resosed and updaiedLocl of ;cane Dom', s hest
Hou Astrolor Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan send Sal 9A plus SI p,slape and handline
Laison. L/e .Andreus and Sac Merl. PO Boa 119I9i Kansas (iu, Mo hal I Make Pleas pa)ahle
noilreu• arbd
Neel

We need you
American Heart
Association
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Looking Back

Today in History
are 294
Today is Thursday, March 12, the 72nd day of 1992. There
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
the first
On March 12, 1933, President Franklin D. Roosevelt deliveredwhat was
broadcast
radio
a
in
of his fireside chats, telling Americans
being done to deal with the nation's financial crisis.
On this date:
II
• In 1664, New Jersey became a British colony as King Charles
York.
of
Duke
the
James,
brother
his
to
World
New
granted land in the
Girl
In 1912, in Savannah, Ga., Juliette Gordon Low founded the
America.
of
Scouts
Girl
the
Guides, which later became
In 1940, Finland and the Soviet Union concluded an armistice during
World War 11. (Fighting between the two countries flared again the following year.)
In 1947, President Truman established what became known as the Truman Doctrine to help Greece and Turkey resist Communism.
In 1969, Paul McCartney married Linda Eastman in London.
In 1980, a Chicago jury found John Wayne Gacy guilty of the murders
date,
of 33 men and boys.(The next day, Gacy was sentenced to death; to
_
row.)
death
on
remains
he
TarTen years-ago: To the consternation of U.S. officials, Orlando Jose
to
refused
Salvador,
El
in
captured
Nicaraguan
a
dencillas Espinosa,
repeat his story of Cuban and Nicaraguan involvement in El Salvador to
U.S. reporters, saying he'd been coerced.
Five years ago: A federal judge in Washington dismissed lawsuits by
Lt. Col. Oliver North seeking to stop an independent counsel's investigation of his role in the Iran-Contra affair.
One year ago: Secretary of State James A. Baker met with Israeli Prime
minister Yiuhak_Shamir and a Palestinian delegation as he continued a.
fact-finding mission. Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf, the victorious commander of American forces in the Gulf War, visited Kuwait, where he
filled a small bottle with sand from a beach of the liberated emirate.
Today's Birthdays: AFL-CIO president Lane Kirkland is 70. Former
astronaut Wally Schirra is 69. The former president of Argentina, Raul
Alfonsin, is 65. Playwright Edward Albee is 64. Former Atlanta Mayor
Andrew Young is 60. Broadcast journalist Lloyd Dobyns is 56. Actress
Barbara Feldon is 51. Singer-guitarist Paul Kantner is 50. Actress-singer
Liza Minnelli is 46. Singer-songwriter James Taylor is 44. Baseball player Darryl Strawberry is 30.
Thought for Today: "The worst sin toward Our fellow creatures is not
to hate them, but to be indifferent to them; that's the essence of inhumanity." — George Bernard Shaw, Irish-born playwright (1856-1950).

Tea years ago
Dr. LaVerne Ryan will be honored at a retirement dinner on April
3 at Murray State University. She
will retire as associate professor in
the Department of Office Administration and Business Education.
Molly Ross presented a musical
program at a luncheon of Murray
Magazine Club at ClIfTiS Center,
Murray State University.
Calloway County Disaster
Emergency Service Team of Lucy
Wright, coordinator, James Hornbuckle and Robert Trenholm is pictured discussing revision of the
county's disaster plan.
New officers of Chapter M of
P.E.O. Sisterhood were installed at
meeting of held at the home of
Mrs. L.J. Hortin. They are Mesdanes John Twomey, N.T. Beal,
James W. Parker, William S. Major
and Frank A. Stubblefield.

Twenty years ago
Open house was held yesterday
at recently completed Dees Bank of
Hazel, according to R.B. Patterson
and Bobby Latimer, executive
officers of the bank.
A bid of $113,200 on an addition
to Calloway County High School
been. accepted .by Calloway
County Board of Education. The
bid was from Wright & Crouch
Construction Co.
John Hina, assistant football
coach at Murray High School,
spoke at a meeting of Murray
Optimist Club. He was accompanied by four MHS outstanding athletes — Porter McCuiston, Dean
Willis, Tony Childress and Tim
Lassiter.
Steve Hamrick of 517 Whitncll,
Murray, has been awarded the
chairman's Merit Award at Kentucky College Republican Convention at Lexin ton.

Thirty years ago
An architect's drawing of the
new Murray Hospital is published.
Construction will begin soon,
according to Bernard C. Harvey,
administrator.
Pvi Shellie M. Crass and Pvt.
James D. Cochran have been
assigned to Company C. 398th
Regiment at Fort Chaffee, Ark.
Tom Brewer of Paducah is the
new manager of Southern Bell
Telephone Company here. He succeeds Dan Johnston who has
accepted a position in Louisville.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald Housden, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Paschall and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Marshall
York.
Mrs. J.B. Wilson of Murray was
elected as president of Women's
Society of Christian Service of Paris District of Methodist Church at a

DEAR ABBY: If a sitter is going
to be at our home during mealtime,
we always buy enough food for her.
Here's the problem:
Some of these kids act like they
never get a meal at home! For example: One sitter ripped through
the entire cupboard and fridge, trying a little bit ofeverything,leaving
all the packages open. Another one
ate an entire box of snack crackers
every time she sat for us. She also
ate two full bags of potato chips. A
third sitter came at 2 p.m. and announced that she had not had any
lunch. I told her I had not planned on

feeding her, so there wasn't much to fridge. Only after we took her home
eat. Well, she helped herself to two did we discover she had eaten our
cans of cream of mushroom soup, a dinner and wiped out a week's suphalf loaf of bread toasti, and a jar of ply of lunch meat.
Now what'?
marshmallow creme!
FED UP WITH FEEDING THEM
I've tried talking to these kids,
leaving notes, and hiding the goodDEAR FED UP:Leave nothing
ies we had bought fin. entertaining.
Nothing has worked. Also. I wonder to chance. If your sitter is going
where my children were when all to sit duringa mealtime,set aside
this mass consumption was going the meal she is to have, point it
out so there will be no misunon.
The last straw was when a sitter derstanding, and tell her that
sent our children to their rooms for a she is not to help herself to any"nap" i they are 8 and 10 for an hour thing else. If your instructions
and a half, while she cleafied out the are not followed, hire a sitter

BLONDIE

WAN NA
BET?

BOSS. W1-1EN 1.4USBANDS
No9Ogy
AND WIVES
EVER wINS
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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CALVIN and HOBBES
vouu LIKE WORKING TILL
EVENING MD BENG
RESPONSIBLE FOR TNE
sussts-rsKE. OF 1MR
WIN A V4tAIN1 KIDS
FOR REWARD.

I DONT* WANT TO Go TO
5C400l! I 411.SCt-I001.!
I'D RANER DO ANYTHING
T1•441 Go TO S04001.'
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meeting held at First Methodist
Church, Fulton.
Forty years ago
Lt. Pat Crawford, son of Dr.
and Mrs. F.E. Crawford, has
returned from a year's tour of duty
in Korea.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat West Texas 75 to 73 in
National Association ortniercotie= F
giate Basketball Tournament held
at Kansas City.
Sharpe ber Brewers for the
championship of the Fourth District
High School Basketball Tournaq
ment. High team scorers were Bobby Lampley for Sharpe and Gene
Woods for Brewers.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Hobert Brandon and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Tellus Orr,
March 4.
Mrs. W.P. Roberts attended a
gift show held at the Peabody
Hotel, Memphis, Tenn.
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Dear Abby

Daily Comics
C'mON IN, YOU SOUND
DA6w000 AWCUL,BoSS
s raE
PROBLEm4r,,./),-•
-
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ITS NICE 10 KbiCAN WERES
SO NAICA WI I_ICE TO
LOOK P:AV4ARD TO

A-5"- ane
Ke
b`l

who is more mature and who
will not clean you out.
DEAR ABBY: The story about
David Rice Atchison, the alleged
"president for a day," is a wonderful
story. It's not true, but it's still a good
story.
The term of James K. Polk's
presidency ended at noon on March
4, 1849, and Zachary Taylor's term
began at that time. The fact that
Taylor did not take the oath until the
next day has no relevance; the oath
doesn't make a president. If it did,
Atchison still would have no claim to
the presidency; he never took the
oath!
Consider this: Ninety minutes
elapsed between the death ofJohn F.
Kennedy and the oath of Lyndon
Johnson. Did Dean Rusk,the secretary' of state, becomes the president
for 90 minutes? Ofcourse not. Or,for
a more recent example,George Bush
took the oath at 12:03 p.m. on Jan.
20, 1989. Did Dan Quayle serve as
president for three minutes?
I was a schoolteacher for 10 years,
and the amount of misinformation
and sheer ignoranceofhistory[found
in the student population was absolutely appalling.
We are a nation of people who
believe Abner Doubleday invented
baseball, Henry Ford invented the
automobile and Don Ameche invented the telephone. Abby, please
do not spread more disinformation
to a nation that wallows in far too
much of it.
DAVID FLEITZ,
BOWLING GREEN,OHIO
DEAR MR.FLEITZ: My information came from "The Complete Unabridged Super Trivia
Encyclopedia." My problem:
Whom can we trust?
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Dr. Gott
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

CATHY
I CAN BE FAT AND PRODUCTIVE

AS Lam& AS I EAT WHAT I I
WANT I'M FULLY FUNCTIONAL...
BUT AS SOON AS I USE
sorAE SELF-CONTROL I'M INCAPABLE OF THINKik6 ONE
COHERENT THOUGHT ?'"
•• A

[

OR THIN AND COMATOSE... IS THIS WHAT ITS COW TO?.

DOES IT HAVE TO USE 1001° (I WOULDN'T DO IN THERE
OF FAY BRAIN CELLS TO FOCUS YET. CATHY's STILL IN CONON NOT EATING SOMETHING I K.FERENCE wITH MR. MUFFIN.
SHOULDN'T BE EATING??!

.1840).

Lacking a horse. Jed was compelled to just drift along
with the tumbling tumbleweed.
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Crosswords
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ACROSS
FOR BETTER Or FOR WORSE

1 Sumptuous
meal

Me. aiRe.Ario AS Fl

'RE
ciiFFEf"1T.

6 The
underworld
11 Sofa
12 Puzzle
14 Temporary
shelter
15 Pits
17 Negative

AN,tkOU'RE
'GoINY-PollifiveloRNO

NoW,uz.lieS

A way TO LET HIM
THAT VWeEN1flIED1

G:ANGTOHAVE_To

SIPATTREATING
V1.)Lit<efl

SOME.PEZtf4D

,

prefix

ymk)

conjunction

41 Rugged
mountain
crest

42 Detest
43 Kind of
baseball
pitch
45 Kind of

Answer to Previous Puzzle
PIT
DIANA
TOP
ACE
ATTAR
ODA
GARDEN
RELATE
LAD
MIAMI
PLEA
SOP
APES
NOlij EAT
CURLS
SO
PES
ETA
OR
YET lEIEVEN
RED
VILE
SAW
NEED
RISES
MIL
DERIDE
STONES
TUB
SAFER
POT
SOB
T I ACIA
AWE

3- 2 ® 1992 United Feature Syndicate
tactile organ
2 Sicilian
volcano
3 Siamese
currency
4 Compass
point
5 Capital of

Iran
6 Aids
7 Dillseed
8 Underworld
god
DOWN
9 For example:
abbr
1 Animal's
10 Strikes
11 Pole; stick
13 Gather
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
16 Sign
13 19 Domesticates
12
it
20 Squander
22 Tan color
17
15 16
1
23 "Home —'
4UUU
25 Choice part
20
19
is
26 Confine,
enclose
23
28 Water tanks
21
22UUU
29 Low spirits
colloq
26
25
?I
30 Baby's
plaything
28
27
31 Violin part
32 Prepared for
31 UUIS32 33
29 30
print
33 Ten-cent
36
35
34
pieces
35 Rows
38
38 Liberate
39 Green gem
42
stone
41
40
41 Paid notices
42 Torrid
45
a
43
11UUUU 44 Exists
46 Exclatnation
as
47

GARFIELP
GARFIELPPON'T 440u TWINK YOU'RE
S
A LITTLE TOO SELF-CENTERE.

18 Chicken —
— king
19 Lure
20 Music: as
written
21 Iron symbol
22 Reveals
23 Simians
24 Morgan — of
"Glory"
26 Consecrate
27 Hold on
property
28 Blessing
29 Ships'
prisons

31 Established
34 Tardy
35 Threefold
36 UK Princess
37 Shoshonean
Indian
38 Oscar winner
for "Places
in the Heart"
39 Henson of
Muppets
fame
40 Latin

ME.? SELF- CENTERED?

scholar
47 Sharp curves
48 Surfeited

UUU

PEANUTS
ALL Ri6,- IF vOU'RE 60IN6
TO BE STAYING HERE FOR A
FEW DAYS I SHOULD KNOW
YOUR FEEPIN6 SCHEDULE

I WONDER IF YOU PREFER
EAT1N6 IN THE MORNIN6, AT
NOON OR AT NIE,i4T

U.37

UUU

UUU
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Please explain
why my eyelids stick together when I
awaken in the morning.
DEAR READER: Tears contain
water and mucus. During the night,
the water may evaporate, leaving a
sticky residue. The mucus can adhere
to the eyelids and, if it dries out, can
cause them to stick together. Ordinarily, only trace amounts of mucus
are left on the eyelids.
Therefore, if you are having a problem, the excess mucus may reflect a
chronic eye irritation or low-grade infection, requiring antibiotics. Bring
this symptom to the attention of. an
ophthalmologist who should examine
your eyes to make sure no abnormality is present.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a very active, healthy female. At 7 I developed
a large abscess on my buttock. Over
the years I've developed many more
lesions that have had to be lanced for
relief of pain and to allow me to continue functioning. I've been diagnosed
with staph, have taken antibiotics and
radiation. Every other month I suffer
severe PMS and have noticed an abscess usually present at or near the
end of my cycle.
My gynecologist has suggested hysterectomy, yet warns that this-can
sometimes cause PMS symptoms to
worsen. Is there any treatment for
my condition, a special diet or something I can do to protect myself
against this continuing nightmare?
DEAR READER: Recurring abscesses can be a real problem to cure.
This affliction is common in diabetics
and patients with immune deficiencies. Also,certain people — for no apparent reason — seem to be susceptible to staph infections of the skin.
You might try bathing once a day
with an anti-bacterial soap, such as
Dial or phiso-Hex. Also, the use of
low-dose antibiotics (as prophylaxis)
might prevent the infection from getting started. Finally, you might be
helped by seeing a dermatologist.
I believe these options are preferable to a hysterectomy. Although hormonal fluctuations may play a role in
staph infections(by altering the skin's
resistance), I do not believe that surgery will cure your problem.
Furthermore, the benefits of surgery do not, in my opinion, outweigh
the risks A cynic once stated that bad
things always happen before, during
or after a menstrual period In other
words, the menstrual cycle abscess
relation may be more apparent than
real Make an appointment with a
dermatologist and try the non-surgical treatments before committing
yourself to a hysterectomy
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Local students to participate
in 'Citizen Bee' competition
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Henry VanDyke

Eugene Collins
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Eugene Collins, 61, Rt. 1, Hardin, died Tuesday at 8:49 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He WU employed as a batch man
for Fitts Block Company, Murray.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Nell Collins; two daughters, Mrs.
Mildred Warner, Huffman, Texas,
and Ms. Carla Slaughter, RL 1,
Hardin; three stepsons, Jimmy Ray
Sholar, Timmy Lynn Sholar and
Bob Slaughter, all of Hardin; one
brother. Kenneth Collins, Texas;

half sister, Mrs. Shirley Mannis,
and half brother, Tommy Mannis,
Murray; 10
of
both
stepgrandchildren.
Services will be Friday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Roy Gibson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Unity
Cemetery, located off Highway 80,
east of Hardin.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 10 a.m. Friday.

Mrs. Annie Smith Woodbridge
Mrs. /Vitale Smith Woodbridge,
76. Carbondale, Ill., formerly of
Murray, died Wednesday at a hospital there.
Mrs. Woodbridge and her husband, Dr. Hensley C. Woodbridge,
who survives, had both served on
the faculty at Southern Illinois University as well as at Murray State
University prior to moving to
Carbondale.
The deceased was the daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. E.H. Smith
of Islurra.
Local survivors include a sister,

Mrs. Sylva Smith Atkins, and a
niece, Mrs. Lilly A. Williams and
husband, Wayne.
Services will be Friday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Huffman-Harker
Funeral Home, 210 W. Oak St.,
Carbondale, Ill.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 11 a.m. Friday.
The family suggests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to the American
Heart Association in memory of
Mrs. Woodbridge.

Mrs. Hester O'Neal
Graveside rites for Mrs. Hester
O'Neal were today at 11:30 a.m. at
Shady Grove Cemetery. T. Leon
R idge w ay officiated.
Grandsons served as pallbearers.
Mrs. O'Neal. 89, Hazel, died
Monday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Born May 5, 1902, at Hickman,
she was the daughter of the late
George Washington McDaniel and
tkier Butler McDaniel.

VanDyke and Emma Yager VanDyke. He also was preceded in
death by two sisters, Mrs. Martha
Black • and Mrs. Dorothy Yance,
and one brother, Albert VanDyke.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Norma Margaret Johnson VanDyke; one daughter, Mrs. Shirley
Freeman and husband, Kirby, Chicago, Ill.; two sons, Ted VanDyke
and wife, Ruby, Murray, and Dan
Grimes and wife, Paula, Purycar,
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Mary Foster, Hayti, Mo., and Mrs. Jessie
Jones, Mt. Morris, Mich.; three
brothers, Jacob VanDyke and Clarence VanDyke, Hayti, Mo., and
George VanDyke, ,Excter, Calif.;
five grandchildren; five greatgrandchildren.

The funeral for Henry VanDyke
will be Friday at 11 am. in the
chapel in the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. Gilben Gough and
John Dale will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Green
Plain Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mr. VanDyke, 74, Rt. 4, Box
486, Murray, died Tuesday at 7:35
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Aa member of Green Plain
Church of Christ, he was a retired
automobile mechanic with General
Motors.
Born Nov. 3. 1917, in Iowa, he
was the son of the late Herman

Her husband, Genie O'Neal, died
in 1977. One daughter, Dorothy
Virginia Hughes, died in 1990.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Shirley Ann Armstrong.
Hazel; three sons, Bobby Gene
Garner, Paris, William Rupert Garner, Tuscola, Ill., and James F.
Gamer, Galesburg, Ill.; 15 grandchildren; 20 great-grandchildren:
two great-great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Elaine Vance
The funeral for Mrs. Elaine
Vance is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. The Rev.:Gerald Owen is
officiating. Music is by Terri
Oatman.
Pallbearers are Sam Underwood,
William Allen Vance, Jamie
Vance, Mark Paschall, Max Dowd
and Darrell Walker.
Burial will follow in Lone Oak
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Mrs. Vance. 76. Rt. 6, Murray,

died Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include her husband,
Troy Vance; one daughter, Mrs.
Mae Evaland and husband, Jerry,
Long Beach, Miss.; one son, Jerry
Vance and wife, Sue, Rt. 6, Murray. one sister, Mrs. Hontas Mitchell, Murray; three grandchildren,
Anita Crass and husband, Mark,
and Michael Vance and wife, Kristy. Rt. 6, Murray, and Mary Vance,
Almo; three stepgrandchildren;
four great-grandchildren.

Ms. Cathenia Willis

Funeral rites for Ms. Cathenia
Willis will be Friday at 1 p.m. at
L.P. Miller Community Center,
Murray. The Rev. Douglas Landrum will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
receiving the Purple Heart. He was
Cemetery with arrangements
City
a member of Puryear Lions Club,
Funeral Home of
Hamock
by
National Association of PostmasPaducah.
ters. Tennessee League of PostmasSpecial visitation v.ill be tonight
ter, and Puryear United Methodist
from 7 to 8 p.m. at the
(Thursday)
Church.
Center. Friends
Community
Miller
Born Dec. 5, 1922, at Hazel, he
after 11 a.m.
center
the
at
call
may
was the son of the late Elbert M.
Friday.
and
Lula Stubblefield
Allbritten
Ms. Willis, 67, of Murray died
Allbritten. One sister, Mrs. Mildred
at 12:30 p.m. at Haws
Friday
A. Bennett, also preceded him in
Memorial Nursing Home. Fulton.
death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Wanda Wall Allbritten, to whom
he was married on July 2, 1949;
one daughter, Mrs. Jerrye Ann
Brandon, Fortg Lee, Va..; two
sons. George Allbritten, Puryear,
and David Allbritten. Pans; one
sister, Mrs. Evelyn N. Norwood,
Weather alert sirens at Murray
Puryear; four grandchildren, State University will be activated
Nathan Brandon, Isaac Allbritten, sometime in the period March 15-21
Stephen Allbritten and Sarah as part of a statewide test in obserAl lbritten.
vance of Severe Storm Awareness
Week.
Joe Green, associate director of
public safety on the campus, said
Anne Hastings, Paris, and Mrs. Murray State is joining law enforceDorothy Laverne Gifford, -Michi- ment agencies across Kentucky in the
gan: five sons, Gary Jackson, Fort annual exercise to remind people of
Campbell. Billy Ray Jackson and the increased likelihood of severe
Michael Hendrix, Florida, Thomas weather during the spring season.
He explained that the Department
E. Jackson, Michigan, and Jody
of Public Safety on the campus will be
Caldwell, Dallas, Texas.
Also surviving are three sisters, notified by radio by the Kentucky
Mrs. Doris Landrum, Florida, Mrs. State Police when to test the sirens
Mildred Asbridge, Marion, and atop Woods Hall and Springer Hall.
"This is a good time for everyone to
Mrs. Bea Ellison, Texas; two
review
procedures in case of a storm,"
MichiJackson,
brothers, Rupert
gan, and David Jackson, Florida; he said, "not only in the educational
setting, but at home as well."
12 grandchildren.

William Rex Allbritten
Services for William Rex Allbritten are today at 2 p.m. in
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Mortielans. Pans. Tenn. Dr. Ron Harber
:s officiating.
Pallbearers are Larry Kennedy.
Steve Smith. Ron Myers. Johnny
Kelso. Tony Sykes. Roland Aleunder. Billy Hendon and Jerry
Stephenson.'' Members of Men's
Bible Class of Puryear United
Methodist Church are serving as an
honorar) group.
Burial will follow in Puryear
City Cemetery.
Mr. Allbritten, 69. Puryear,
Tenn.. died Tuesday morning at
Henry County Medical Ceneter,
Pans.
Retired from the U.S. Postal Service, he served as postmaster for
Puryear for 28 years. He was an
Arm!, %eteran of World War II,

Weather alert sirens to
be activated as part
of storm awarness week

Born Nov. 5. 1924, she was the
daughter of the late Gaylon Willis
and Flora Stubblefield Willis. One
sister and two brothers also preceded her in death.
She was a member of St. John
Missionary Baptist Church.
,Survivors include one niece,
Mrs. Gloria Landrum, San Antonio,
Texas; one great-niece; one greatnephew; several cousins.

Federal-State Market Aims Sseslcie March 12, PM
Kentucky Purchase Arse Mrs Market R eport Includes 3
Buying Stations nordista: Act. 3/17. Eat. 354 barrows a
(Au .25 blew Sow$ Moody le .54 Waller
1311,15-34.75
LS 1 2 235-234 lb..
133.25-35 75
LS 1.2 215-231 lea
135 75.34.25
(.5 2-3 230344 lb.
5.3475.35.75
IS 3-4 IMF 270 lbs.

Pallbearers were Gary Hubbard.
Sloe Hubbard. Johnnie Hubbard,
Bobby Jackson. Elbert Ellison and
Ricky. Smith, nephews.
Burial was in Temple Hill
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Mr. Jackson. 66. Paris, died
Monday at Henry County Medical
Center. Paris.
fie was a retired employee of
Chrysler Corp., Detroit, Mich. An
Army veteran of World War II, he
was a member of the United
Methodist Church.
Born May 6, 1925. at Hardin, he
was the son of the late William
Franklin Jackson and Catherine
Nanney Jackson. Two sons, Rudy
Lynn Jackson and David Jackson,
and one brother, James Jackson,
also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Lila Mae Hubbard Jackson, to
whom he was married on June 9.
1980; two daughters, Mrs. Cynthia

Read the classifieds

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLL 1, ULU, itiL:.
1988 Chevrolet
$ Beretta

Sows
41 1.1 271.3511
1.3 1.3 311111-461/
US 1-3 444.52.5
LS 1-3 515 awl isp
LI 3-3 310-5/16
Boars 124.5111-11.541

1211114.29.041
521 5530.15
5.34114-31.04
-132.110-34.011
127.441.21LN
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383/4 + 1/4
A T & T..
• 1/4
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton......... 511/4 one
Chryslcr........-...............163/1 + 'Is
-241/4 - 3/4
Dean Foods
551/2 + 1/4
Fulani
Fisher Price ..................381/4 +
Ford Moto4.....................361/4 • 3/4
+ 1/4
General Electric
General Motors ............373/4 + 3/4
451/4 - 1/4
Goodrich.
;oody ear
613/4 +
873/4 + 'is
I B
59'/2 - 3/1
Ingersoll Rand ........
K•Mart........... ......._ 501/4 • I/4
K U Energy ...._........_ 243/4 + 1/4
-.171/4 unc
Kroger
I. G & E ..................._443/4 - 1/4
N1cDonalds .....................42 + 1/4
62'/a + I.
J.C. Penney...
......... 268 27A
Peoples First"
Quaker Oats....
60". +
571/4 + 3,4
S(hering•Plough.....
Sears
46 + ',a
1 eIGICO
56'4 +
'lime Warner.............10504 - Pis
273/4 • 114
ST
1% al-Mart
5201 +

• rs,114/0 l.y0.11 I Irlidong aliparst Icy 1h4 s,00i
•a Markel sn4.5 sr IN. Om*
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Our Best Imestment Is Vou.

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

Matthew Todd.
6th Grade - Kyle Conley, Kory
Futrell, Philip Smith, Ben Todd.
10th Grade - Justin Owens.
- 12th Grade - Brian Buchanan,
Misty Jones.
Submitted by Libby Conley, Assistant Principal.

All Items At Cost
Or Below
PAINT • WALLPAPER • PRINTS
UNFINISHED FURNITURE • FRAMES
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CAR
WON'T RUN?
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CALL #1
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753-9132
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Roll
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Eastwood Christian Academy
announces honor roll students
Third Nine-Weeks
All A's
2nd Grade -Andy Cutini.
3rd Grade - Abby Friend, Michael
Friend, Amy Todd, William Vince.
A's and B's
1st Grade - Melinda Gown,Brandi
Melvin.
2nd Grade - Jai= Fairbanks, Seth
Gouin. Michael McKinney, Kary
Morgan, Jason Thompson, Cherie
Mayall.
3rd Grade - Bret Mayan, Rebecca
Lee.
4th Grade - Nicholas Vince,

eminent studies programs in communities across the nation, produces
academic publications and videotapes, telecasts public affairs programming nationwide via C-SPAN
(Cable Satellite Public Affairs Network), and conducts the Civic
Achievement Award Program for students in grades five through eighi

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

HOG MARKET

Rudy Thomas (Bill) Jackson
Funeral rites for Rudy Thomas
(Bill) Jackson were today at 10
a.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians. Paris, Tenn. Al Gossett
officiated.

OWENSBORO -- An anticipated
33 high school students from 11 area
high schools will be participating in
the regional Citizen Bee competition,
Saturday. March 14, 1992 at 12 noon
at the Davis County High School
Library.
The local schools include Apollo,
Daviess County, and Owensboro all
in Owensboro; Ballard Memorial in
Barlow; Carlisle County in Bardwell;
Graves County in Mayfield; Madisonville North Hopkins; Mayfield;
Muhlenberg North arid South in
Greenville; and Murray. The students
were selected through school competitions held earlier this year..
The competition, sponsored by the
Close Up Foundation in Washington,
D.C., will place the students in several
rounds of written and oral questions.
Points will be awarded for correct
answers, and the students with the
greatest number of points will be
declared winners. The questions will
be based on American history, geography, economics, politics, culture
and current events from a study guide
prepared by Close Up.
More than 150,000 students, representing 3,500 schools across the
country, will participate in the Citizen
Bee this year.
The Citizen Bee in Kentucky sponsored by the Lexington HeraldLeader and the regional event by the
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer. Don
Nall of Davicss County High School
is serving as the regional coordinator.
On the national level, the Citizen
Bee is sponsored by the Burger King
Corporation, the Milken Family
Foundation, KPMG Peat Marwick,
and Kraft General Foods.
The students will vie for savings
bonds of S250, $150, and S100 and
the top six students will advance to the
state competition set for April 25 in
Shepherdsville. The national competition will be held June 29 in
Washington. D.C. where the students
will compete for scholarships totaling
$48,000 provided by the American
Honda Foundation.
Close Up also sponsors local gov
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MURRAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS
A
The "tradition ofexcellence" for
which the Murray Independent
School District has come to be
known truly has a long tradition.
A school has stood on the corner
of 8th and Main where the current middle school is since 1870.
The distri`ct has provided quality
education for the students of
Murray from the inception of
state legislated public schools.
Students who are educated in the
Murray system have a strong
academic background, a broad
range of extra-curricular activities, and the personal attention
that can only come from a small
school setting.
The tradition ofexcellence continues as Murray has imple-

[MU
g'
j1,10
.

RitAyjr6-)Li

A Tradition of Excellence

Board of Trustees — J.B. Hay,President; J.H.
Churchill. Secretary; Nat Ryan, CA. Hood,
E.S. Diuguid.
When our old school building burned all
records were lost, among them those of
graduating students since the school was
first organized. As there is no complete
record of the graduates of earlier years, we
begin with the year 1904.The class of 1904 was
the first to graduate under the High School
system, as before that time our school was
under private management.The class of 1908
was the first one that took afour year course.
As•result ofthe addition oethe extra year,no
class finished in 1907. (1913)

Murray High School
1927

mented two computer assisted
writing labs at Murray Middle
and Murray High and a Writing
to Read lab at Murray Elementary School. The newest innovation in the system is a "continuous achievement program" which
individualize instruction and
uses computers to track student
progress.
The Murray Independent
School District joins in celebrating Kentucky's bicentennial by
sharing some views from the past
and by looking forward to a future of continued excellence.
(Pictures on this page are taken from past Murray High
School annuals and newspapers.)

Foreward
As a mirror which truly reflects every image
on which it is focused,this volume is presented to you not for the present but rather for
the placid future when you and I shall turn
these sheets herein and recall happy memories of old fashioned friendships, joys, and
activities of our school days.If we succeed in
such a small way to link the past events to
future memories,this little volume will have
accomplished its good.(1931)

Dramatics
19211

THE TIGER
ihorrey, Sr. Domother ID, MSS

Improvements In Murray High

q tit:17.1
The Board of Education of Murray High School
has recently installed in our up-to-date library •
very beautiful lighting system. There are six lights
in the main library and two in the children's
reading room. These lights reflect towards the
ceiling, thereby giving a soft glow, which can
hardly be distinguished from daylight.
In addition to the new lights, the main auditorium is being painted in white ivory. Also,the
floor is in the most perfect condition in its history
having had new coats of varnish applied. Here's
hoping every student will cooperate to keep it
looking this way. The work is being done by the
school boys employed through the N.YA.

•

4

MU Football Semmes
"Success comes to him who waits." nu may
well be said anis Murray Tigers of'32. Using
seven Loneness as•nucleus,Coach Holland
perfected a championship team.
•
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Historic sites
Columbus-Belmont state park listed as site
Boy Scout fun

(Reprinted from THE KENTUCKY ENCYCLOPEDIA,
copyright 1992 by The University
Press of Kentucky.)
Eighteen of Kentucky's state
parks are classified as historic sites;
they are managed by the Kentucky
Department of Parks.
Big Bone Lick State Park Boone
County. Big Bone Lick was officially accepted as a state park on
July 2, 1960. The area is one of the
nation's outstanding sites of fossil
Pleistocene mammal bones.
Blue Licks Battlefield State Park
Robertson County. The site was
named for the famous Blue Lick
Springs. For centuries, herds of
bison drawn to the salt water coming
fun and learnfrom the earth at this location, which The Boy Scout Museum, located here in Murray, offers
as
state
whole
of
a
ing
parks across
do
the
family,
for
number
for
site
was also a salt-collecting
Kentucky.
Indians and pioneers. The park
Madison County. In 1775 Daniel operations, including a tavern, were
commemorates Kentuckians who
Boone established the second fort in taken over by Levi Jackson, his
Licks.
Blue
of
Battle
died in the
Fort son-in-law.
as
known
Kentucky,
Columbus-Belmont State Park
Lincoln Homestead State Park,
Boonesborough.
Hickman County. Columbus-BelCounty. In 1933 the
Washington
Site,
historic
State
Shelby
Isaac
the
of
part
became
Park
mont State
Historical SocCounty
Washington
burial
the
is
site
The
County.
Lincoln
state park system on February 10,
develop the
to
efforts
began
iety
and
first
the
Shelby,
Isaac
of
ground
1934. Located on a bluff overlookLincoln
Bathsheba
where
region
1812-16)
(1792-96,
governor
fifth
the
was
it
River,
Mississippi
the
ing
after
1786
in
family
her
settled
Kentucky.
of
site of the Civil War Battle of
Abrahusband,
her
killed
Indians
Historic
State
Davis
Jefferson
Columbus-Belmont, where a ConSite, Todd County. The tallest cast ham. Here her son Thomas,father of
federate garrison had constructed
concrete obelisk in the world marks Abraham Lincoln, grew to manearthworks and fortifications.
the birthplace of Jefferson Davis, hood.
Constitution Square State HisMy Old Kentucky Home State
president of the Confederate States
toric Site, Boyle County. The threeNelson County. Legend says
Parks
of America.
acre park is a collection of historic
Foster composed the
Stephen
that
John James Audubon State Park
buildings, including the Grayson
Home,
Tavern (ca. 1756) meeting place of Henderson County. The park's 275 song "My Old Kentucky
he
while
site
this
at
Good-Night"
the Danville Political Club where acres were donated or bought with
Federal
at
visiting
were
sister
his
and
Audubon,
financial
contributions.
Kentucky statehood was debated
the naturalist and painter, lived and Hill in 1852.
between 1784 and 1792.
worked for a time in Henderson,
Dr.Thomas Walker State Itistoric
Site, Knox County. Walker was the Kentucky.
Levi Jackson Wilderness Road
Englishman who in 1750 was lint to
build a log cabin in the Kentucky State Park Laurel County. Land in
this area was claimed as early as
wilderness.
1802 by John Freeman. His business
Fort Boonesborough State Park

of the dead were buried on the farm
at this site it, local people.
Waveland State Historic Site,
Fayette County.
William Whitley State Historic
Site, Lincoln County.
Whitehall State Historic Site, Madison County.

Old Fort Harrod State Park Mercer County.
Old Mulkey Meeting House State
Historic Site, Monroe County.
Perryville Battlefield State Historic Site, Boyle County. After the
Civil War Battle of Perryville many

From Fulton to Pikeville, this special section—"the Celebration
1792-1992"—gives a glimpse into Kentucky's storied past with
articles ranging from thoroughbred racing to distilling to women's
suffrage in the Bluegrass State.
The photos used are from The Murray Ledger & Times staff, the
Associated Press, the Kentucky Traveller's Guide, the Land
Between the Lakes and the National Scouting Museum.
The articles have been reprinted with permission from The Kentucky Encyclopedia, published by The University Press of
Kentucky.
Enjoy a look back at 200 years in Kentucky's history!

Quality That
Will Please

4992

Vanity Tops • Shower Bases & Walls • Mirrors
Tub & Shower Doors • Tub Enclosures • Whirlpools
Ceramic Mies and More!
*visit Our Showroom Mon.-Frt. 84:30 & Sat. 8 Noon

Thornton Tile
and Marble, Inc.

•

753-5719

612 S. 9th St.

NOW MORE THAN EVER IT PAYS TO DEALS
WITH A SOLID, REPUTABLE DEALER!

'

WE HAVE BEEN SELLING PONTOON
BOATS FOR OVER 20 YEARS!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
KENTUCKY!

4•11L•t•"4,1!'t :7tei
;

Is
FloteBot€

SUNCRUISER
RI1/10/-Ocillser

Mayor Bill Cherry
City of Murray

PY HOLIDAY TRAVEL
753-6116

Ph nibs tram Murray as 94 East. Murray
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Choose from a large selection of new & used pontoon boats.

On Kentucky's
_Bicentennial year, we
would like to honor the
state and it's unYied counties.
including Calloway Co.for it's
recognition and excellence.
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Kentucky landmarks
State numbers 22 national historic sites
Reprinted from THE KENT UCK Y ENCYCLOPEDIA,
copyright 1992 by The University
Press of Kentucky.)
National historic landmarks arc
designated sites, buildings or
objected judged to have exceptional ability or quality in idenifying. illustrating. interpreting
or commemorating the heritage of
S history and pre-history.
a%ihitccture. archaeology.. science

national survey to identify landmarks. After a halt during World
War II, the U.S. government
reactivated the program and in
1960 designated the first national
historic landmarks.
By 1990 the National Historic
Landmarks Program had made 22
designations of polaces of national significance in Kentucky:
*Ashland Estate
*Belle of Louisville

and culture.
Historic Sites and Buildings, a
branch of the National Park Service, was established in July 1938
to identify properties of national
historical significance. The Historic Sites Act of Aug. 21, 1935
set the national policy and established the National Historic
Landmarks Program to preserve
and rehabilitate historic sites. The
program began in 1936 with a

Our Independent Service
Meets The Needs Of Everyone

•

Pride Strength Opportunity The Statue of Liberty represents
al of these things to us Its a symbol that also reflects the
independence and individuality of the many people that make up
this country

and the clapboard block was con*Churchill Downs
structed ca. 1800.'
.Covington-Cincinnati suspen*Indian Knoll, Archaeologicalsion bridge
Site No. 15-0H-2, near Paradise.
*Daniel Carter Beard House, 322
Indian Knoll is an aboriginal
E. Third St., Covington: The boyhabitation site, dating between
hood home of Daniel C. Beard,
5000 and 2000 B.C. It consists of
one of the founders of the Boy
Archaic Native American shell
Scouts of America, was build ca.
midden and evidence of Wood1850. The brick residence has a
land and Mississippian Native
two-story main section with a
American occupation.
two and one-half story ell wing.
In 1932 William S. Webb con*Dr. Ephraim McDowell House,
ducted thore extensive excava125 S. Second Si, Danville:
tions of the site. His report, comThis two-story frame and brick
pleted in 1916, resulted in a list
house with brick apothecary shop
of various characteristics of
and office is a landmark in the
progress of American medicine. southeastern Archaic shell midThe brick ell was build ca. 1786 (Cont'd on page 5)

My Old Kentucky Home

We respect the values that statue represents, and we reflect
independence and individuality in our service at Miller Funeral
Home Our funeral home is independently owned and operated by
our family —local people who know area families as neighbors and
friends We respect their individual needs by offering flexible
services And regardless of what they choose, area families know
well provide the courteous care and attention to detail they have a
right to expect
We too-stand for independent service to meet individual needs
Its another strength of our service to you at Miller Funeral Home-

MILLER
FUNERAL HOMES
.512

Ga itILE
We stand on the strength of our service

CELEBRATE WITH SHONEY'S
Seafood Lunch Specials
NEW! Bite-Size Shrimp Basket
Delicious.., fried golden brown.

NEW! Clam Basket
Fried, breaded clam strips

NEW! Fish 'n Chips Basket
liand-breaded fillets
•

NEW! Catfish Basket
Farm raised, hand-breaded fillets

Fish Sandwich

$3.99
$3.99
$3.99
$3.99
$3.29

Federal Hill, known today as My Old Kentucky Home, was completed
in 1818 and is located in Bardstown.

t 1 A

at the

Calloway County
Public Library

Our hand-breaded fish fillet served on a hoagie roll with lettece and tartar sauce. Served
with french fries.
Baskets served with fries, slaw and bread. Add $1 for soup, salad and fruit bar.

All-You-Care-To-Eat
BREAKFAST & FRUIT BAR

$2.99

View Historic
Kentucky

woo

Display Begins April 10
photographs
will be on display at the library.
of
A collection
Learn more about Kentucky's heritage and historical events.

0NEyS

Suppnitid in pan by•STOW /1011,1 the Kentucky aiseltif11/1161
For a limited time
Weekends - Reg. Price

CO411PPli•Ii0II.

710 Main Street
.
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State numbers 22...
(Cont'd from page 4)
dens and has contributed significant information on the temporal
and cultural society known as the
Archaic.
*Jacobs Hall, Kentucky School
for the Deaf, South Second
Street, Danville: Jacobs Hall is
the odest surviving building on
the campus of the first publiclysupported institution for the education of the deaf in the United
States. Named after school superintendent J.A. Jacobs, it was
designed by Thomsa Lewinski
and build from 1855 to 1857.
*Keeneland Race Course, Versailles Road, Lexington: The
Keeneland landmark was laid out
in 1916 as a private, one and onesixteenth-mile track by John
Oliver Keene on his Keeneland
stud farm in 1916, where he built
a three-story limestone clubhouse
and training complex. In the
mid-1930s, Keene sold the unfinished training-racing complex on
a 146-acre track to the Keeneland
Association, which held the race
meet in October 1936.
Architect Robert W. McMeekin completed and renovated the
multi-purpose limestone clubhouse, erected a stone and wood
2,500-scat grandstand and
coverted an incomplete quartermile training track to a paddock,
using the colors "Keeneland
green" and cream throughout the
complex.
*Liberty Hall, 218 Wilkinson St.,
Frankfort: This example of late
Shakertown at South Union is a top attraction for tourists who visit
Georgian architecture was built the state as they observe a simpler way of life in southcentral
as a home for Margaretta and Kentucky.
John Brown. Construction began
The gristmillc operated until
a Roman temple and column.
in 1796 and was completed in
ry on
Distille
Mark
s
1906, but the distillery shut down
*Maker'
1800, using bricks and nails made
Route at Burk's death in 1831.
Rural
Farm,
Hill
Sugar
on the Brown estate and timber
One, Loretto: In September 1805
harvested from their land. The
*Old Bank of Louisville, 320 W.
Burks built a waterCharles
Flemish bond brick structure
Main St., Louisville: The LouisHardin
on
l
powered gristmil
stands two and one-half stories
ville Bank of Kentucky was charCreek in Happy Hollow Valley
with an ell wing.
tered on Feb. 2, 1833 and its
n.
and began a distilling operatio
.Life-Saving Station No. 10,
Fourth Street River Road, Louisville: The lifeboat Mayor
Andrew Broaddus is a historic
landmark that was once an inland
floating U.S. Coast Guard station.
Another lifeboat served as Station
No. 10 when the station was
established at the Falls of the
Ohio River in Louisville at the
foot of Second Street on Oct. 22,
1881. The Broaddus, the third
lifeboat to serve as Station No.
10, was built in Dubuque, Ia. and
brought to Louisville in 1928.
No other business is quite like yours. No other business has quite
'Lincoln Hall, Berea College,
same insurance coverage needs as yours.
the
Berea: Lincoln Hall exemplifies
Unless your special needs are carefully considered, you could be
ely
the identity of Berca College,
overinsured in certain areas. Or you may not be adequat
of.
stablished for the specific purcovered for risks you might not be aware
pose of integrated education.
With State Auto's Preferred Business Policy we can tailor your
*Locust Grove
insurance program to your individual needs ... with allthe coverage
*Louisville Water Co. Pumping
you need but lay the coverage you need.
Station No. 1, River Road and
find we are friends you can depend on.
You'll
Zorn Avenue, Louisville:
Dan McNutt, AAI
Designed by Theodore R. ScowRepritsentIng
den, engineer and built between
1857 to 1860, the station con&
•=-7rs.
if =.!1.
gl
!
sisted of engine and boiler room
753-4451
Maple
407
in
tower
e
standpip
and a 169-foot
Classical Revival style,.imitating

Greek Revival building was completed during 1836-37. James H.
Dakin was architect and Gideon
Shryock supervised construction.
•Old Morrison, West Third
Street, Lexington: Old Morrison,
the oldest existing building on the
Transylvania University campus,
is an excellent example of Greek
Revival architecture, designed by
Gideon Shrylock. It serves as
administrative center for the
university.
'Old State House
'Perryville Battlefield, Perryville:
The Battle of Perryville, fought
northwest of town on Oct. 7 and
8, 1962, ended a major Confederate invasion of Kentucky. The

For Business
Insurance

YOUR COVERAIIE NEEDS
WARE SPECIAL

Purdom Thurman
McNutt

.

•,

•
.

•

"
t,
"•

r•

•

Serving Murray Since 1967
Residential - Commercial
*Repairs 'Remodeling
'New Construction

rgesaiiir

1)13°Ilectric Inc.
753-4912
616 S. 4th St.

-1 92:
•. .• •,‹ • zi-•

Happy 200th
Kentucky
)) from Your
106 Year Old
Friend
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

k
Terry & Karen Isaacs
¶fr21O S. 3rd Street Murray 753441:

.
;.•`„?.‘4 *
.••••
s

battle was the bloodiest fought in
Kentucky and among the most
severe engagements of the Civil
War in terms of armies sizes.
•Shakertown, at Pleasant Hill
Historic District
*Whitney M. Young Jr. Memorial
House, Lincoln Ridge: The birthplace of Whitney M. Young Jr.,
director of the National Urban
League, is located on what was
once the campus of Lincoln Institute. The two-story white wood
house, with one-story porch at the
rear and a one-story wing built in
1972, was originally the home of
the president of Lincoln Institute.
'Zachary Taylor House,
Springrield
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The War Between the States
State's citizens torn between civil conflict
41eprinied from
11 (A ).

THE KEN

Civil War re-enactment

IT LOPE DIA,

cop right 1992 hw The liti$ersit.v
Press of kentuc.10.1
I rk:
ra-,';arc t!
ir,:at impe;.: upon h hordcr
deepls
ided Cios Benah
kS 2 , belies ed in the
: 0! ess!,,n and vk as a firm
he opposed
and hoped to
,.d Wa7 A!,er the (':'.:l War
h1. KentuLky in
offc;a1 polic of
v.astosurvive
e.ar September.
‘,.m.rner both North
arpe.:r,:d ti) respect KenThe North estabC.1n:p Ca in Ohio, opposite
N„:,../14 por.. and (.%amp Jo Holt in
oppott...! LOUISV,Ille. The
Soulti st.11.oneAl troops within fifty
sards of KentuLky at Cumberland
'Gap anJ constructat Forts Henry
and Donelson just over the state line
on the Tennessee and Cumberland
r ers. 1 he greatest advantage to the
Confederacy of Kentucky's neutrality was access to the Louisville &
Nashville Railroad, which carried
supplies to the South, all but 5
percent of the cars returning from
Nashville were'empty.
Meanwhile, both sides were receiving volunteers from Kentucky.
The State Guards leaned to the
Confederates and many made their
way to Tennessee. Home Guards
tended to support the Union. Only in
the 1st Congressional District,
which included the Jackson Purchase, was there near unanimity respecting the war. The Cumberland
and Tennessee rivers drew the area
economically into the orbit of western Tennessee, the most pro-Con-

x

1

Civil War re-enactments, like the one pictured above in Paducah, give a glimpse of Kentucky back in
1861-65. A border slave state, many families in Kentucky were split down the middle choosing Union
or Confederate sides.
DANIEL PARTLIZI/Lolger a Thais photo
his life. His death turned the tide of
federate section of the Volunteer Paducah. The Confederates moved
battle. In eastern Kentucky James
State. After Kentucky's August into Bowling Green and southeastA. Garfield opened his Big Sandy
election returns showed a decided
ern Kentucky near Cumberland
campaign
against Confederate Gen.
Union majority, the neutrality
Gap. While Confederate forces repolicy lost credibility. Ignoring-the
mained in southwestern Kentucky, Humphry Marshall.
They met in Floyd County at the
protests of Governor Magoffin, UnConfederate sympathizers held a
Battle
of Middle Creek. Had it not
ion agents established Camp Dick
convention at Russellville and
been for the Confederate artillery,
Robinson in Garrard County to
formed a provisional Confederate
which enabled a Union relief colrecruit Union troops and thousands
State Government with its capital at
unlit
from Paintsville to find the site
of so-called Lincoln guns were
Bowling Green. The Kentucky
of the battle just in time,the Confeddelivered there for distribution to
theater remained quid until through
erates would have been victorious,
the Home Guard and other Unionautumn. Fortifying and building
but the reinforcements turned the
ists. Early in September Kentucky's
winter quarters or drilling raw retide. It was difficult to supply troops
fragile neutrality was finally shatcruits - not invading - was the order
in the mountains, and both sides
tered as the Confederates took Colof the day. There were small-scale
turned
toward their bases of supumbus. The Union replied by taking
battles in November and December.
plies. Garfield later moved on PikeJanuary 1862 brought more sigville but accomplished little in the
nificant battles. Confederate Gem
area.
Eastern Kentucky was poorly
Felix Zollicoffer and his soldiers
protected throughout the war and
were winning the Battle of Mill
thus vulnerable to guerrilla attacks
Springs in Wayne County when he
and bushwhackers.
troops
for
his
own
msitook Union
In February boats loaded with
men, a msitake that cost Zollicoffer
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Union troops of Gen Ulysses S.
Grant's army steamed up the Cumberland and Tennessee rivers to
attack and capture Forts Donclson
and Henry. Cumberland Gap did not
fall into Union control until June.
Kentucky was no longer a theater of
war but instead an area from which
supplies were to be forwarded.
Soldiers were often sent to guard
bridges along the state's railroads.
Such serenity was disturbed
when John Hunt Morgan on July 4
commenced his first Kentucky raid,
which covered more than a thousand miles in about three and a half
weeks, capturing seventeen towns,
destroying extensive amounts of
government supplies, dispersing
1,500 Home Guards, paroling
nearly 1,200 regular Federal troops,
and returning south with three
hundred more men than he had
started with. Only once, at Cynthiana Bridge, did he meet heavy
resistance.
Both Confederate and Union
commanders thought they had
learned the lesson of Morgan's raid.
Morgan's ability to recruit troops in
Kentucky encouraged the Confederates to invade Kentucky Morgan's
freewheeling raid convinced those
in command in Kentucky that any
invasion of the commonwealth
would be merely another highly
mobile Morgan raid. Both sides
would pay dearly for drawing the
wrong conclusions.
Union Gen. George W. Morgan
WAS the first to understand that troop
movement, which included a substantial force advancing under Gen.
Edmund Kirby-Smith on Morgan's
location at Cumberland Cap, was a
full-scale invasion, not a raid. Morgan refused to surrender or to
budge. That obstinacy provided an
excuse for Kirby-Smith, who had
been ordered to capture Morgan's
position and then join Gem Braxton
Bragg, his superior, for the capture
of Nashville. Only then, with their
forces combined, were they to invade Kentucky.
Kirby-Smith decided to head for
the Bluegrass leaving a sufficient
force to handle the Union's Morgan.
He believed this peferable to the
inaction of a siege. Kirby-Smith's
action forced Bragg to change his
plans and join in the invasion before
advancing on Nashville. Morgan's
Union men remained at the gap far
longer than the Confederates had
expected and then completely surpnsed them by commencing a masterful retreat, traveling more than
200 miles to Greenup on the Ohio
River, fighting frequent skirmishes,
carrying off cannon and wagons.
Morgan's loss was but 80 men.
At this time, Gov. Oliver P.
Morton of Indiana believed Kentucky was doing too little to support
the Union cause. Suspicious of the
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State's citizens torn...
Union's left wing, and though Gen.
Alexander McCook's men included
raw recruits and were pushed back,
they held. The Union artillery
played an important role in holding
the line as well. Darkness brought
an end to the desperate struggle,
which cost both armies heavily and
changed nothing. The Confederates
retired from the state and the Union
pursuit was slow.
Kentucky was not massively invaded again during the war, yet
Kentucky if anything became increasingly vulnerable, for as attention was drawn away from the
commonwealth it became easier for
small bands of renegades from both
North and South to roam about,
thieving, burning, creating panic.
Gen. John Hunt Morgan did damage
with his Christmas Raid of 1862-63,
and the Ohio raid of 1863 led to a
defeat at the Battle of Green River
Bridge, or Tibb's Bend, and to the
capture of Mount Sterling in 1864.

1862, perhaps the driest summer in
Kentucky history, trampling armies
were certain to raise dust, and thrist
took its toll. The need for water led
to skirmishing near Perryville on the
night of October 7 and the following
day the bloodiest fight in Kentucky
took place, the Battle of Perryville.
Union commander Buell, when no
battle had commenced by early
morning of October 8.told his corps
commanders not to engage the
enemy until the ninth. Buell did not
consider the possibility of Confederate attack. His preconceptions the
locale of his headquarters and the
wind direction kept Buell unaware
that a battle was going on until too
late. Corps commander Gen. Thomas Crittenden was kept out of the
main action by Confederate Gen.
Joseph Wheeler and his cavalry,
who by changing position constantly gave the impression of a
much larger force. Most of the
action was an attempt to turn the

vance towards Louisville was delayed while an overwhelming force
was brought to bear on Wild. Wilder
surrendered, but the hesitation
saved Louisville.
Symbolically, the South's highwater mark was reached October 4,
1862, with the installation of Richard Hawes at Frankfort as Confederate governor of Kentucky. But
nearly the first order of business was
to skedaddle. As of October 1,
Buell's army had fanned out to the
south and east from Louisville. By
then, too, regiments had begun to
move southward from Cincinnati
including such unconventional
troops as the Cincinnati Police Department, Cincinnati Fire Department, and folks called the Squirrel
Hunters. Both Bragg and Smith
were calling in their troops, who had
earlier fanned out in a massive,
unsuccessful recruiting effort and to
gather supplies. In the summer of

much of Kentucky, including Lexington and Frankfort. Panic seized
northern Kentucky. At one time
Maysville was captured, and as a
result of the Battle of Augusta two
squares of that Ohio River town
burned to the ground. In Louisville
it was rumored that Jeff Davis was
in town and many fled to Indiana. In
fact, it was Union Gen. Jefferson C.
Davis who was in town. Nelson had
no use for either Davis or Governor
Morton, and gave Davis a tongue
lashing. Davis shot Nelson dead on
September 29, 1862.
Meanwhile General Bragg began
his belated advance into Kentucky.
Had he kept his eye upon the prize,
the chances are that he would have
beaten Union Gen. Don Carlos
Buell to Louisville and the Falls
City would have fallen into Confederate hands. But an inexperienced
colonel, John T. Wilder, an assault
by a large Confederate force at the
Battle of Munfordville. The ad-

(Cont'd from page 6)
loyalty of Gov. James F. Robinson
(1862-63),the hand-picked replacement for Magoffin, Morton sent
newly formed Indiana regiments
into Louisville, considering himself
governor of both Indiana and
Kentucky.
Gen. William Nelson, who commanded in the vicinity of Richmond, Kentucky, ordered Gen.
Mahlon D. Manson, located near
Richmond, not to engage the
enemy. Nelson intended to meet
Gen. Kirby-Smith and his Confederates on the palisades of the Kentucky River,laking advantage of the
better terrain and of the delay which
would add to the number of regiments available to oppose KirbySmith.
Despite direct orders, Manson
engaged in the Battle of Richmond,
which after three separate stands led
to a rout and the abandonment of

Blue coats and grey coats
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LOUISVILLE STONEWARE CO.
proudly presents
OFFICIAL LICENSED
\
KENTUCKY
BICENTENNIAL PRODUCTS
Available In:
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-4992

-Mug
-Ornament
-Clock Plate
-Paper Weight

ORDER NOW AT

le...KW-Air

O Panha

"Crossing The Line"

-Jug -Julep Cup
-Coaster
-Finch House
'Plate
Center
753-5679

By John Paul Stain

On February 14,1862,in one of the most profoundly moving dramas of the Civil
War,the 1st. Kentucky Brigade(Orphan Brigade)reached the Kentucky/Tennessee
State line. The first emotionally charged step onto Tennessee soil symbolized
enforced exile from their beloved Kentucky. Hope plummeted as the disheartened
brigade halted at the state line. Brigadier General John C. Breckimicige dismounted
and marched ahead as
the "Orphans" slowly
"Crossed The Line"
into the first stage of a
long and arduous journey.

DANIEL paaimanAttrf a Thus photo
a Confederate artillery unit during
portraying
are
These re-enactors
a Civil War re-enactment held at Paducah's Noble Park.
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Women's suffrage
Women's fight to vote has ion past in state
Reprinted from THE KENTUCKY ENCYCLOPEDIA,
copyright 1992 by The. University
Press of Kentucky.)
The struggle for equal suffrage
in the commonwealth began in
the last quarter of the 19th century as part of the broader
women's rights movement, which
sought legal and educational
rights as well as political
equality.
Before full suffrage was
achieved with the ratification of
the 19th Amendment in 1920,
Kentucky women were denied the
ballot except under a few exceptional circumstances.
The first such exception was
school suffrage for unmarried
women who owned taxable property in county districts, under a
law passed in 1838. It was the
first instance of school suffrage
on record and no other state
repeated it until Kansas gave its
women the school vote in 1861.
The limited suffrage wended
only to such matters as school
bonds and district school trustees.
Most women, of course, were not
covered by it and since the right
was not widely known or understood, few women voted.
When the commonwealth
adopted a new constitution in
1891, the legislature was empowered to extend partial suffrage —
in school elections and in municipal and presidential elections —
to women. Seizing this opportunity. the Kentucky Equal Rights

There are a number of backroads to take a quiet drive in a wagon throughout Kentucky. The state is
full of lush pastures on rolling countryside and many residents fondly remember the past way of life.
Association, organized in 1888,
persuaded the legislature to pass
a school suffrage law in 1894.
Unfortunately the law extended
only to women of second-class
cities — Lexington, Covington
and Newport — because the General Assembly inexplicably reasoned that since only women of
those cities had petitioned for the
vote, only they should have it.

Happy 200th Birthday
Kentucky
You are invited to attend

Calloway County's
Bicentennial Celebration
on

Tuesday, June 2, 1992
at the

Murray Woman's Club
704 Vine Street

4
.

In one of the most unusual
reversals in suffrage annals, the
Kentucky legislature repealed
even this limited franchise in
1902. The action was precipitated
by the Lexington school board of
elections of 1901, in which only
662 women registered as Democrats, while 1,997, many of them
black women, joined the
Republicans.

Northern Kentucky; crime spot
Reprinted from THE KENTUCKY ENCYCLOPEDIA,
copyright 1992 by The University
Peels Of Kentucky.)

Although gambling and crime
can be found in all regions of
Kentucky, northern Kentucky for
a long time represented the most
obvious examples in the state.
The region played a prominent
role in distribution centers for
Cincinnati during the prohibition
era. Sometime toward the end of
prohibition (1933), the national
crime syndicate switched from
liquor to gambling, allotting spe-

NURSING HOME
COVERAGE
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cific areas to various syndicates.
The Cleveland syndicate was
given territory that included
northern Kentucky. In the 1930s
the area manager, Sam Tucker,
began to organize and conslidate
the region. Local gamblers were
given the choice of joining the
syndicate or leaving the business.
Most joined; those who did not
were squeezed out.
One of the syndicate's primary
aims was to keep down petty
crime and public violence, both
of which called attention to
organized crime. The job of

INSURANCE

from

A reception with entertainment at 5 p.m. by Laura Lee Duncan
O'Connell portraying Con Wilson including MUSIC and humor.
'Sponsored by Climber of Commerc.e, Public Library, Woman's Club,
HOntentinf'S Club, Calloway County Bicentennial Committee

Although the Democrats won
the election, they feared that the
black woman's vote was threatening their control of the Lexington
school system and they were
determined to eliminate it by
introducing bills,in January 1902
to disenfranchose the women of
the second-class cities.
After a spirited contest in
which several women's organiza-

tions lobbied hard to retain the
ballot, the bill was repealed. This
loss of the vote in Kentucky is
the only instance in the history of
the American suffrage movement
when the franchise, once won,
was taken away by the action of a
legislature.
Having been victimized once
by the central role of race in
Southern life, Kentucky suffragists decided in post-1902 campaigns to alleviate the fear of the
black women's vote by seeking
school suffrage with an educational qualification. Since a bill
would enfranchise only literate
women, numbering far more
whites than blacks, the suffragists
hoped to placate the politicians
and win quick legislative approval. Despite this concession to racism and despite active campaigning, the women of the commonwealth were denied all forms of
the franchise until 1912, when
this qualified form of school suffrage was. enacted.
Although it is little known,
commonwealth women were the
beneficiaries of one other partialsuffrage law. Early in 1920, fearing the 19th Amendment might
not be ratified by the states in
time for women to vote in the
next presidential election, Kentucky suffragists persuaded the
legislature both to ratify the federal amendment in January —
becoming the 23rd state to do so
— and to grant presidential suffrage by legislative action

FREE Help In Cta1 Filing
For All My Clients

753-7890
11
p.m.
LOU V. McGARY
The average cost of a nulling home is $1,500 to $2,000 a month Who will pay
the bill for a nursing ham suy for you? Call for free information on custodial,
internxidiate, and skilled nursing home coy•es
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"peacekeeper" was given to Red
("The Enforcer") Masterson, a
local who joined the syndicate.
The Eastern syndicate, allowed a
limited interest in the area, was
represented by Michael ("Trigger
Mike") Cappola, whose interests
were in turn represented by
another erstwhile independent,
Frank ("Screw") Andrews.
By the early 1940s the Newport, Ky. area was well-organized
and night spots such as The
Beveirly Hills, The Lookout
House and the Latin Quarter provided a plush setting for organized crime.
In Newport, the less glamorous, but more lucrative, business
of lay-off betting flourished,
adding untold amounts of money
to the coffers of organized crime
and making Newport the national
center of lay-off betting. In this
illegal practice, a bookie, inundated with bets on one horse
moved part of the money to
another bookie in case the horse
won and the pay-off was then
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Bluegrass music
Bluegrass Bo s, Monroe among early stars
these songs stayed unadulterated
until the end of the 19th century.
The fiddle was the main instrument for playing the tunes and
accompanying traditional songs.
Then the mountain people
began hearing the music of black
workers and touring minstrel
shows, and gradually the
Negroes' five-string banjo
became an instrument of mountain music. As mail-order catalogs made five-string banjos, guitars and mandolins easy to obtain,
mountain musicians began to add
these instruments to tunes traditionally played on the riddle.
After World War I, radios and
photographs brought jazz and the
music of Latin America and
Hawaii to the mountains. Radio
and movies popularized cowboy
songs as western swing. String
bands incorporating all these
sounds became immensely popular throughout the mountain
states during the 1920s and
1930s. The mandolin did not
become vital to this music until
Bill Monroe began playing it as a
crisp, quick accompaniment to
his high-pitched tenor voice.
Monroe started singing in Chicago and Detroit during the Great
Depression. Later, playing on
radio stations in North and South
Carolina, he evolved the sound
that became bluegrass, a combination of mountain folk tunes,
blues, gospel from his days at
church shape-note singing
schools, and instrumental tech-

(Reprinted from THE KENTUCKY ENCYCLOPEDIA,
copyright 1992 by The University Press of Kentucky.)
Bluegrass, as a category of
music, dates from the popularity
of Bill Monroe's- radio shows in
the late 1940s, although the term
was not common unitl much
later. when fans used it to distinguish their favorite music from
the "new" Elvis-style country
music. Bluegrass music has its
foundation in ancient ballads that
came into the Appalachian Mountains with the earliest European
settlers
Since the time of Monroe and
his Blue Grass Boys band, bluegrass has meant acoustic music
i as opposed to electric. commercial country music), played by
groups using various combinations of stringed instruments. The
madolin, guitar and banjo are
considered basic to any bluegrass
combination, but most bands add
the sounds of fiddle, dohro (a
DANIEL PAR▪ KER/Ledger & Times photo
specially designed acoustic guitar
of musical instruments, these partitypes
earlier
the
Dtmbnstrating
with a metal resonator), and bass.
play the "bones" and "dulcimFestival
Music
Folk
LBL
the
at
cipants
use
novelty
or
bands
Innovative
eveni
annual
the
during
er"
drums, harmonicas and other
instruments. The bluegrass reper- tucky. These performers--along
popular in the Carolinas and Tentoire includes ballads and fastnessee as-fiiell during the earliest
with Bill Monme's allegiance to
paced traditional tunes with high- his home state. and bluegrass
days of radio, and some of the
pitched "lonesome" tenor vocals. songs such as "Blue Moon of
best bluegrass musicians have
Bobby and Sonny Osborne, Kentucky," "My Rose of Old
come from the Carolinas.
The Scotch-Irish who settled
Flylo Brown, Cliff Carlisle. Kentucky," and "Kentucky
Grandpa Jones, Don Parmley. Walt,"—have perpetuated the
the Appalachians brought with
1D. Crowe and Ricky Skaggs are idea of bluegrass as Kentucky
them old Scottish and English
folksongs and ballads. In remote,
among the many good bluegrass music. But its progenitor mounisolated mountain communities,
musicians born or reared in Kentain string band music, was very
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From the Land Between The Lakes to Bluegrass
Horse Country, fellow Kentuckians join together to
celebrate its proud heritage and traditions. All of us at
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury are extremely proud to
call Kentucky "our home".
•

niques of the musicians who
played the radio circuit of the
songs tended to glorify "bur old
mountain home".
When homesick mountianeers
congregated in nightclubs around
Cleveland and Detroit, the lyrics
began to include honky-tonks and
city lights. Trains and diesel
trucks and "the girl I left behind"
got more and more attention as
little cabins and closeknit, isolated mountain communities
became mostly a thing of the
past.
Modern bluegrass falls into
several categories. Monroe's
hard-core bluegrass remains as he
developed it in the 1940s.
Although purists insist this is the
only true bluegrass, the genre has
expanded and has influenced
other kinds of music. Some
groups perform bluegrass heavily
tinged with blues or gospel or
honky-tonk styles. Bluegrass
bands are generally acoustic,
meaning that they do not rely on
electrified instruments. Most of
them, however, use an amplification system. Monroe and a few
others made bluegrass a career,
but far more have made it an
avocation, performing mainly at
bluegrass or folk festivals.
The International Bluegrass
Music Association has its headquarters in the RiverPark Center
in Owensboro, Ky. The complex
there includes a performing arts
center and a bluegrass music
museum.
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Country music
Kentuckians among first to record country
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(Reprinted with permission
from THE KENTYCKY
ENCYCLOPEDIA, copyright
1992 by The University Press of
Kentucky.)
Originally the music of rural
America, country music continues to thrive in an urbanindustrial society, especially
among the bluecollar working
class. Although it has always
been nationwide in scope, it has
been especially popular in the
South. The term country music
did not achieve universal usage
until 1950; until it was then
referred to as folk, old-time, old
familiar, cowboy, western, or
(sometimes derogatorily) hillbilly
music.
The origins of country music
are diverse: British ballads, music
of European immigrants, jigs,
reels, native American ballads,
spirituals, gospel music, minstrel
tunes, parlor songs, work songs,
cowboy music and especially the
blues. Of all ethnic groups, none
played a more important role in
providing songs and styles for
white country musicians than did
blacks.

Commercial country music
became important with the first
country recordings and the development of radio in the 1920s.
Kentuckian William Houchens
was among the earliest to record
country music. As Uncle Jim
Hawkins, he made his first
recordings for Gennett on September 18,1922, nine months
before Fiddlin' John Carson made
what some historins consider the
first country recording. (Eck
Robcrtswon and Henry Gilligland, however, recorded some
country fieldle tunes as early as
June 1922.)
In 1925 Welby Toomey
became the first country singer
from Kentucky to record. The
first Kentuckians ta appear on a
major label were Dick Burnett
and Leonard Rutherford.
The most widely recorded of
all Kentucky fiddlers was Doc
Roberts (Philipine), who is heard
on nearly 200 sides. In 1927
Roberts and two black brothers,
John and Joe Buell Kazee, the
latter a Kentucky minister with a
trained voice, played a major role
in the transistion from folk to

Rising country stars

Diamond Rio, shown here performing earlier this year in Murray, is one of country music's rising
young groups as country music has seen a resurgence in recent years among young fans.
CANDY IIATHERS/Ledger & Shoes photo

country music. Dennis Taylor,
one of the country music's first
booking and recording agents,
managed a biracial band called
Taylor's Kentucky Boys and was
responsible for the first recordings of Toomery, Roberts, and
others.

The key event in country music
during the late 1920s was a reecording session in Briston, Tenn.
in 1927, which led to the discovery of the Carter Family and Jimmie Rodgers (whose only joint
recordings were made in Louisville in 1931). Kentuckians

recording at Bristol included
Alfred Karnes, Ernest Phipps and
His Holiness Quarter.
More important than numbers
is the influence that Kentuckians
have had in the preservation of
old-time music and in the evolution of country music.
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Kentucky distilleries

Whiskey tradition dates to 18th century
tReprinted from THE KENTUCKY ENCYCLOPEDIA,
copyright 1992 by The Unirersity Press of Kentucky.)
From the first Kentucky corn
hdrvest in 1775 until the present
urne, distilling of whiskey has
Seen an important ingrediant of
the state's economy.
.Corn was thc staple crop for
the early settlers, but had little
cash value unless it was distilled
into whiskey, which served as
one medium of exchange in a
specie-starved economy. In the
beginning corn was as important
to Kentucky as tobacco had been
in the 18th century to Virginia _or
cotton would become in the Deep
South.
Since Kentuckians could not

ship grain because of the mountain barrier and lack of transportation routes, nor south because
the Spanish controlled the Mississippi River below Natchez, they
put together their knowledge and
the crude equipment they
possessed to distill their corn into
whiskey. A pack horse could carry only four bushels of corn as
grain, but as many as 24 bushels
after the conversion to whiskey.
William Calk, an early distiller
who settled at Booncsborough in
1775 and later moved to Montgomery County, brought his
equipment from Virginia. Stephen Ritchie was distilling whiskey on Cox Creek, in what is
now Nelson County, in 1776. The
"Old Pepper Whiskey" label

Dry
Cleaning
for

: •.

National & State Flags
NO CHARGE
,

m
Central Center
11)92 "(In front of Wal Mart) 00
753-9525

The Belle of Louisville tra‘es along the Ohio River. Steamboats once
roamed the mighty Ohio making runs along the river cities from Cincinnati to Paducah.
pay the 1791 excise tax that the •
listed 1780 as the year that James
U.S. government had placed on
E. Pepper established his distiltheir whiskey and distilleries.
lery in Lexington. The three disWhile the distillers obstructed
1783
year
the
predate
tillers thus
of revenue officials to colefforts
given by Reuben T. Durrett in
tax, they were protected
the
lect
The Kentucky Centenary (1893)
extent by U.S. District
some
to
whifirst
the
whcn
time
the
as
Inness' legal manHarry
Judge
skey was distilled in Kentucky,
were sucdistillers
The
euvers.
by Eva Williams in Louisville.
cessful until 1800, when Joseph
By 1790 distilling firms had
H. Daviess, newly-appointed U.S.
proliferated; in that year the per
attorney, filed 317 civil suits
capita consumption of distilled
against them and succeeded in
spirits by those 15 years of age
the tax, which was
collecting
and older was 6.2 wine gallons.
in 1802.
repealed
(The U.S. wine gallon is equal to
The excise tax on distilled spir3.785 liters.)
revived to assist in paying for
its,
Kentucky distillers refused to
the War of 1812, ended in 1817.

**************

Kentucky...
**************

United We Stand
Divided We Fall.
Happy Birthday from
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ONLY IN A JEEP!
Bel-Air Center 753-0440
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There was no federal excise tax
on distilled spirits until 1862,
when it was set at 20 cents a
proof gallon, and came under the
Jurisdiction of the Internal
Revenue Service. It reached a
high of S2 a gallon during the
Civil War, was reduced to 50
cents per gallon in 1868, and
increased to $1.10 per gallon in
1933, after Prohibition was repealed.
It has not declined since. During World War II (1941-45) it
climbed from $4 to $9. In 1985 it
was raised to $12.50 a gallon,
after 34 years at $10.50 a gallon.
On Jan. 1,1991 it reached a high
of $13.50 a proof gallon.
By 1810 Kentukcy had approximately 2,200 distilleries operating in Kentucky, producing 2.2
million wine gallons of whiskey
annually. Harrison Hall in "The
Distillers" gave high marks to
Kentucky whiskey regardless of
the absence of standardized production processes.
Dr. James Crowe, an English
chemist-physician began experimenting in 1835 at his Glenn's
Creek Distillery in Woodford
County with a saccharimetcr to
measure sugar content. This litmus paper test to determine the
mash acidity resulted in Crowe's
decision to age his "Old Crow"
whiskey before selling it.
Early distillers used the ageold methods of their forebears
from Scotland and Ireland to produce their whiskey. Grains—
corn, rye and barley—were
ground, and the meal was mixed
with water or spent beer from an
earlier run (to produce sour mash
whiskey).
The mixture was scalded in tub
or vat, then stirred with a paddle.
The mixture was left overnight to
ferment, and to the cooled,
cooked grain was added malt, or
germinated grain, which converted starch to fermentable
sugar. Yeast was added, and the
mixture was left to ferment 72 to
96 hours. When the fermentation
was complete, the mixture was
called beer or wash.
The beer was placed in a still,
often copper-lined over an open
fire to be distilled. The first dillalion to be condensed through the
"worm"—a twisted copper pipe
or even hewn-out log—was
known as head or foreshots and
had to be boiled again the eliminate the impurities, the same process used for the end of the run,
called tails. The worm spigot discharged a clear liquid that was
140 to 160 proof if the run was
successful.
Before the 1830s, distillers had
few if any scientific instruments
to determine the proof or strength
of .their whiskey. Instead, they
Or 13)
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Whiskey tradition dates...
(Cont'd from page 12)

mixed an equal amount of whiskey and gunpowder and applied
a flame. If the powder failed to
burn, the whiskey was too weak;
if the flame burned too brightly,
the whiskey was too strong; but if
the flame was blue and burned
evenly, the whiskey was said to

have been proved. Hence, the
term "proof" was an indication
the whiskey was drinkable in its
best form—half alchohol and half
water. The proof of the whiskey
determined both its soundness
and after 1862, the amount of
federal excise tax the distiller
paid on the whiskey. The excise
tax applied only to the alchoholic

content.
In 1860 the 207 distilleries in
Kentucky produced whiskey
worth $1,446,216 annually. After
the Civil War, the corporate
structure changed and the distilling industry became more efficient in its production. By 1880,
the number of distilleries had fallen to 153, but their more effi-

No. 1 in the United States.
By 1984 domestic consumption
of distilled spirits had declined to
0.52 gallons per capita. Kentucky
distillers diversified and produced
brandy, gin, vodka and cordials
and liqueurs for both the domestic and growing export market.
In October 1989, Kentucky distillers bottled for domestic use

cient production methods
increased the annual worth of
their productions to $7.6 million.
Kentucky distillers in 1891 produced 142,035 gallons of whiskey, or 34 percent of all the distilled spirits in the nation, and the
collective mashing capacity of
the 172 distillers-36,265 bushels
of grain a day—made Kentucky

Country clogging
************** **** ** *** **

For Generations
To Come

KENTUCKY'S
BICENTENNIAL
MEDALLION
V
Clogging used to a popular form of dance, as it's demonstrated above
at the annual Folk Music Festival held each spring at the Land
Between the Lakes' Homeplace-11150. wan PARTZR/Ladger It flaws

Celebrate
Kentucky's Bicentennial
With Adolph Rupp!

KENTUCKY
ENCYCLOPEDIA

Buy it for yourself, your child or your grandchild. Kentucky's Bicentennial Medallion will be a source of Bluegrass Pride for years to come.
Crafted in Antique Bronze($5), Fine Silver($35)and Gold Plated Silver
($40), these exquisitely designed works of art put Kentucky's heritage
within everyone's reach.

And the other 2,000-plus entries featured
in The Kentucky Encyclopedia, the first
comprehensive reference work to cover
the Conunonwealth from A to Z.
Published on the occasion of the 2000
anniversary of statehood, this handy,
one-volume sourcebook details the
people, places, and events that have
made Kentucky both a seedbed of
change and a place where tradition plays
an honored role. For both the casual
reader and the serious researcher, his
collection of facts and fancies about
Kentucky and Kerauckixis is truly an
uncommon wealth of infatuation!
11)88 pages $35
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Like Grandma's quilt, Aunt Shirley's tea service and Great Grandpa's
tin-type, these medallions will hold a special place in Kentuckians'
hearts.
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'Community Bankers of Kentucky are sponsoring Kentucky's Official Bicentennial Medallion as• public
service for all Kentuckians
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Mow ughbreds
Kentucky horse farms among world's best
(Reprinted from THE
E•CYCLOPED1A,
TUCK
copyight 1992 ty.y The l'niyersky
Press of Kentucky.)
Kentucky, which annually produces more thoroughbreds than

any other state, has many of the
finest horse farms in the world
and its yearling sales attract buyers from all parts of the globe.
As a center of the international
breeding industry, Lexington is

the hub of much of the industry's
business and activity. It is the
headquarters for the Racing Commissioners International (formerly the National Association of
State Racing Commissioners), the

As the commonwealth of Kentucky
observes its Bicentennial Year

Murrayr,cf,State
UNIVERSITY
says Happy 200th birthday
and joins in

Celebrating the past...

Kentucky State Racing Commission, Breeders' Cup Ltd., the
Kentucky Thoroughbred Association, the Kentucky Thoroughbred
Owners and Breeders, the Jockey
Club's Service Division, the
Grayson Foundation and the
Thoroughbred Owners and Breeders Association.
The thoroughbred industry provides thousands of jobs in Kentucky, and the racing business
generates millions of dollars in
revenue for the state. Moreover,
thoroughbred racing is a major
attraction on the Kentucky sports
calendar, with millions of fans
attending races at the state's four
thoroughbred tracks: Churchill
Downs in Louisville, home of the
Kentucky Derby; Keeneland Race
Course, Lexington, which holds
two of the highest-quality meetings of the year; Turfway Park,
near Florence; and Ellis Park,
near Henderson. Both of the latter
have made significant improvements in their facilities in recent
years.
In a tradition inherited from
colonial Virginia, Kentuckians
take great pride in their
thoroughbreds—and rightly so.
Consider the numbers:
*Kentucky-breds won 88 of the
first 1.15 runnings of the Kentucky Derby.
*Eight of the 11 horses to win
the Triple Crown (the combina-

tion of the Kentucky Derby,
Preakness and Belmont Stakes)
were born in Kentucky.
*Twenty-four of the first 42
winners on the Breeders' Cup
Championship Day cards were
bred in Kentucky, including each
victor in the $3 million Breeders'
Cup Classic—Wild Again (1984),
Proud Truth (1985), Skywalker
(1986), Ferdinand (1987), Alysheba (1988), Sunday Silence
(1989) and Unbridled (1990).
Kentucky boasts many of the
most well-known, most beautiful
and most tradition-rich farms to
be found in the world: Calumet
with its gleaming white fences
and green, lush pastures, and
Claiborne, with its natural beauty
and its blue-blooded stallion roster; Darby Dan, with its long line
of classically bred horses; Hamburg Place, with a great heritage
stemming back to John E. Madden, "the wizard of the turf";
Lane's End, where Queen Elizabeth 11 has stayed during her
visits to Kentucky; and Gainesway, with its stud barns fit for
royalty.
Indeed, the thoroughbred itself
is treated like royalty in Kentucky occupying a prominent place in
the state's economic, social and
sports worlds. How did Kentucky
become so closely identified with
the thoroughbred? Why did this
(Cont'd on page 15)
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Wrather West Kentucky Museum
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Kentucky horsefarms...
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(Cont'd from page 14)
state develop into the best place
in the Ivorld to breed
thoroughbreds?
Joe Estes, the late editor of the
"Blood -Horse" magazine,
addressed himself to that question
in 1936: "The settlers of central
Kentucky were in the main from
Virginia and the Carolinas, a people of cavalier associations,
among whom horse racing had

long been accepted as the king of
sports. When they brought
blooded horses with them from
beyond the Alleghenies, it was as
much a matter of course as when
they brought their rifles and powder horns."
The geology of the state played
a major role: The soil in Kentucky "was obviously fertile",
Estes wrote; "it was that characteristic which made the section

such a magnet for pioneers."
Geography played a part, too:
"Another advantage possessed by
central Kentucky as a breeding
ground for horses was its rolling
topography and the porous nature
of its subsoil, assuring adequate
drainage at all times—for hard
feet and bone cannot be developed by horses raised on marshy,

soggy or ill-drained land," Estes
wrote.
Estes added another key factor
to this equation: "It was to be
found neither in the nature of the
country nor in the heritage of the
thoroughbred blood, but in the
character of the people who came
to be called Kentuckians. Such
was their heritage, from the colo-

nics to the east and from their
ancestral background in England,
that they needed action, adventure, creation, conquest—the
Alpine heights of life. When.
there were no Indians to be
chased, there were arguments to
be settled, and in Kentucky it
usually takes a horse race to
settle an argument."
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Wal-Mart has been a part of
Kentucky for 17 years with the first
store opening in Fulton. We have
made many friends through the jobs
we have created and the partnerships we have formed.
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On this, Kentucky's 200th birthday, remember those who have
made our state what it is today and
those who are continually stiving
for a better future tomorrow.
race at one of
A thoroughbred heads for the finish wire in a stakes
racing is king in the
the four race tracks in Kentucky. Thoroughbred
Bluegrass State, which is a top breeding ground.

Through 9 years of service, we're honored to
have been a part of Murray & Calloway's
history.
Happy 200th Kentucky!
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TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO
1703 Highway 121 North, Murray 753-6433
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We're proud to be a part of this
fine state. We're especially proud to
be in the spirit of the Murray
community.
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United We Stand...
•
Frankie McNutt

Kathy Kopperud

* 1990 Board of Realtors
Realtor of the Year
* 1988, 1990, 1991 3-Million
Dollar Producer
* 1985-1991 Kopperud Realty
Realtor of the Year

* 1988, 1990, 1991 2 Million
Dollar Producer
* 1991, 1992 Secretary
Murray Calloway Co.
Board of Realtors

Antos McCarty

Earleen Woods

* 1989, 1991 Million Dollar
Producer
* 1992 Board of Directors
* 1985, 1987 Boafd of
Realtors Realtor
of the Year

* 1991 Nil:lion Dollar
Producer
* 1991 Board or Realtors
Realtor of the Year
* 1991, 1992 Multiple
Listing Chairman

•

We at
Mary Jane Roberson
* 1991 President
Murray-Calloway Co.
Board of Realtors

•

Warren Shropshire

KOPPERUD
REALTY

Theresa Knight
* 1991 Million Dollar
Producer

stand united
as a
team in assisting
with all your
real estate needs.

Janet Housden
* 1991 Million Dollar
Producer

* 1988, 1989 Million Dollar
Producer

Let our award winning
staff open the door
to your next home.
•
•

.,•.

•••16,
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Phyllis Huggins

Donna Cathey

* 1991 Million Dollar
•
Producer

* 1990 Million Dollar
Producer

IPS
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•'

Joan Vaughan
* 1992 President-Elect
Murray-Calloway CO.
Board of Realtors

7531222

Bill Kopperud

homes FUR IJVII1G.
111111111111
711 Main St. • 753-1222

'

•

Broker
Or 18 yrs. Experience as
Full Time Realtor
* Past President Board
of Realtors
* Past Board of Realtors
Realtor of the Year

